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675Sacred Hill (Święta Góra) in the Masurian Lakeland
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SACRED HILL (ŚWIĘTA GÓRA) IN THE MASURIAN 
LAKELAND. AN EARLY MEDIEVAL HILLFORT OR 
A MILITARY CAMP FROM THE MIDDLE  
OF THE 17TH CENTURY?
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The site and its location
The site named Sacred Hill (Święta Góra) is located in the Masurian Lake 

District, in the young glacial, lakeland landscape. It occupies a distinct elevation, 
elongated along the North-South axis, formed as a result of glacial accumulation 
during the last glaciation. It is well distinguished in the landscape in terms of its 
form and the bodies of water within its vicinity. To the East and to the South it is 
surrounded by the valley of the river Staświnka and to the West by Lake Wojnowo 
(fig. 1). The area of the site, located at the top of the elevation, is approximately tri-
angular, ca 245 m long, with a wide embankment at its northern edge. The southern 
part of the inner space of the site is raised about 2 m above the surrounding area. It 
is probable that the inner embankment may be located there (fig 2). 

During the Early Iron Age, Sacred Hill was located within the area of the 
Western Balts Barrow Culture, in the Roman Period and Early Migration Period 
within the area of the Bogaczewo Culture, and in the Late Migration Period within 
the area of the east periphery of the Olsztyn Group. In the Middle Ages it was pro-
bably a part of the Prussian settlement micro-region – lauks Staświny – within the 
Prussian tribal territory of Galindia. After the Teutonic Order’s conquest and the 
rise of their state in Prussia, this area became a part of the Commandery of Bran-
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denburg. In 1525, as a result of the secularisation of the Teutonic Order, the Duchy 
of Prussia was created. The village of Staświny was then located in the territory of 
the Lec District1. In 1701 the Duchy of Prussia was transformed into the Kingdom 
of Prussia and since 1772 the Masurian Lakeland was situated within the part of 
that kingdom called East Prussia2. Nearly all of these prehistoric and historical pe-
riods are reflected by the archaeological data from Sacred Hill. 

History of research
Sacred Hill in Staświny village was registered as a Prussian hillfort for the first 

time by Johann Michael Guise in 1828, during the compilation of the first inventory 
of hillforts in Prussia3. Since that time the site was regarded as a Prussian hillfort. 
It was noted as the remains of an Early Medieval castle also by Emil Hollack and 
Hans Crome. On this occasion Crome also gave different notations of the Slavonic 
and German names for the site: “Swinta Gora“,”Swienta gora”, “Heiliger Berg” and 
“heilige Berg” 4. Before World War II, Sacred Hill was excavated four times. First in 
the autumn of 1881 by a teacher from the local school named Scherbing. The next 
year his work was continued by H. Lorek, a member of the Altertumsgesellschaft 
“Prussia” (The Society of Antiquity „Prussia”) from Königsberg5. Later, in 1922 and 
1923, H. K. Hess von Wichdorff lead a new excavation (fig. 3). He was searching for 
the remains of the castle of Ysegubs, the mythical king of the Prussian tribal territo-
ry called Galindia. Both were short, one-day investigations6. 

After World War II and the incorporation of the large part of East Prussia into 
Poland, Prussian hillforts have become the subject of research by Polish archaeol-
ogists. In 1947, J. Antoniewicz (fig. 4) from the State Archaeological Museum in 
Warsaw visited Sacred Hill and stated that as a result of prolonged ploughing the 
cultural layer was partly destroyed. Due to the high scientific value of this monu-
ment he undertook efforts for the legal protection of Sacred Hill and established 

1 G. Białuński, Osadnictwo regionu Wielkich Jezior mazurskich od XIV do początku XVIII wieku – staro-
stwo leckie (giżyckie) i ryńskie, Olsztyn 1996, pp. 9, 14.

2 J. Jasiński, Zabór Warmii, in: Warmia i Mazury. Zarys dziejów, ed. B. Łukaszewicz, Olsztyn 1985, pp. 
335–347.

3 M. J. Hoffmann, Inwentaryzacje założeń obronnych na ziemiach pruskich w pierwszej połowie XIX w., in: 
Opuscula Archaeologica. Opera dedicata in professorem Thaddeum Malinowski, ed. W. Dzieduszycki, Zielona Góra 
2007, pp. 150, 153–159.

4 E. Hollack, Erläuterungen zur vorgeschichtlichen Übersichtskarte von Ostpreußen, Glogau – Berlin 1908, 
p. 156; H. Crome, Karte und Verzeichnis der vor- und frühgeschichtlichen Wehranlagen in Ostpreußen, Altpreußen, 
Bd. 2, H. 3, 1937, p. 118; idem, Verzeichnis der Wehranlagen Ostpreußens, Schluß, Prussia, Bd. 34, 1940, p. 125.

5 H. Lorek, Der Swinta Gura, der heilige Berg auf der Feldmark Stasswinnen, Kr. Lörzen, Prussia, Bd. 9, 
1882/1883, pp. 45–47.

6 H. K. Hess von Wichdorff, Auf der Burg des Königs Ysegubs von Galindien, Nachrichtenblatt für Deut-
sche Vorzeit, Bd. I, 1925, pp. 2–3.
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here an archaeological reserve (fig 5)7. During the second half of the 20th century, 
Sacred Hill was not the subject of special interest for Polish archaeologists. It was 
occasionally visited by the conservator of archaeological monuments from Olsz-
tyn and archaeologists from Warsaw and Olsztyn. In 1978 an excavation on a very 
small scale was conducted there. The results were not published8. In 1998, Sacred 
Hill became the subject of research within the framework of the Polish Archaeo-
logical Record9. 

The new excavation of Sacred Hill took place in 2005. This time it was con-
ducted by the University of Białystok. It consisted of a small-scale excavation which 
was accompanied by geomorphological, sedimentological and botanical research10. 
The purpose of this excavation was to establish a more precise chronology and 
character of the settlement phases of the site together with the geomorphological 
conditions and their relationship to the contemporary flora. An important result 
of this research was that Sacred Hill became one of the research case study areas 
within the project “The Ecology of Crusading”11. 

The “Ecology of Crusading” project was funded by the ERC (European Re-
search Council, FP7) from 2010–2014, and focused on the ecological impact of 
crusading, colonisation and religious transformation in Prussia and Livonia12. The 
main aim was to determine whether the reorganisation of territory by the Teu-
tonic Order following the military conquests resulted in a significant change in 
the organisation and exploitation of the landscape. This involved a multi-proxy 
approach with clear interdisciplinary objectives, comparing long-term changes in 
the physical and conceptual landscapes of Livonia and Prussia before and after the 
crusades. This included a suite of environmental archaeology techniques, particu-
larly archaeobotany (pollen and plant macro fossils), geoarchaeology, zooarchae-
ology and stable isotope analysis, alongside settlement and landscape archaeology, 
as well as written sources. The project involved a core team of five scientific archae-

7  M. Karczewska, M. Karczewski, Grodzisko Święta Góra w Staświnach w Krainie Wielkich Jezior Mazur-
skich. Archeologia archiwalna i nowa, Komunikaty Mazursko-Warmińskie, nr 2(256), 2007, pp. 137–139.

8 M. Karczewski, Źródła archeologiczne do badań nad zasiedlaniem Krainy Wielkich Jezior Mazurskich 
w okresie wpływów rzymskich, Olsztyn 2001, p. 120; M. Karczewska, M. Karczewski, op. cit., p. 141.

9 The research were conducted by M. Karczewska and M. Karczewski. The documentation of the re-
search is stored in the Archive of the Voivodship Office of Monuments Protection in Olsztyn.

10 The excavation was leaded by M. Karczewska and M. Karczewski. The author of geomorphological and 
sedimentological research was P. Banaszuk from the Bialystok Technical University and the botanical research was 
conducted by E. Pirożnikow from the University in Białystok. 

11 A. Pluskowski, A. Brown, R. Banerjea, L.-M. Shillto, D. Makowiecki, K. Seetah, M. Jarzebowski, 
K. Kļaviņš, J. Kreem, The Ecology of Crusading: The Environmental Impact of Conquest, Colonisation and Reli-
gious Conversion in the Medieval Eastern Baltic, in: Materiały do archeologii Warmii i Mazur, T. I, eds. S. Wadyl, 
M. Karczewski, M. Hoffmann, Warszawa – Białystok 2015, pp. 167–174.

12 Environment, Colonisation, and the Crusader States in Medieval Prussia and Livonia: Terra Sacra 1, ed. 
A. Pluskowski, Turnhout 2019; The Ecology of Crusading, Colonisation, and Religious Conversion in the Medieval 
Eastern Baltic: Terra Sacra 2, ed. A. Pluskowski, Turnhout 2019.
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ology specialists (Pluskowski, Brown, Makowiecki, Seetah, Banerjea) three histo-
rians (Jarzebowski, Kreem, Kļaviņš) and a geophysicist (Thornley), and was the 
result of a collaboration between the University of Reading (UK), the University 
of Tartu (Estonia), Tallinn University (Estonia), the University of Toruń (Poland), 
the University of Białystok (Poland), the University of Gdańsk (Poland), the castle 
museums in Cēsis (Latvia) and Malbork (Poland), the Archaeology and History 
Museum in Elbląg (Poland) and the National History Museum in Rīga (Latvia). 

Results
The results of the excavations of Sacred Hill lead by Scherbing, H. Lorek and 

H. K. Hess von Wichdorff were published as brief and rather vague reports, so 
they cannot be presented in detail. The area of the site excavated in 1881 by Scher-
bing is unknown in detail. He started digging the north – external part of the em-
bankment, but he did not finish this excavation before the winter. The following 
year H. Lorek continued the excavation of the embankment. On the north slope 
he uncovered the stone covering. In the trench located at the opposite side of the 
embankment and the adjoining area of the so-called inner courtyard a layer of 
“black earth with charcoal”, animal bones, prehistoric and medieval, decorated and 
plain potsherds as well as single stones were uncovered. The cross-section of the 
embankment showed that it was built from the cultural layer containing potsherds, 
animal bones and pieces of wood, which was moved most probably from the inner 
courtyard. The thickness of the layer was ca. 2 m. The external surface of the em-
bankment was cowered with the 1-meter thick layer of stones. A similar layer of 
stones, but rather thinner and discontinuous, covered its top13. In 1895 the results 
of this excavation were again described by C. Beckherrn14. But his publication did 
not provide any new information.

The publication of the results of excavations conducted in 1922 and 1923 
gives no grounds for precisely defining the explored area, the stratigraphy and the 
list of uncovered artefacts and ecofacts. In 1922 it was determined that the 1m 
thick, black cultural layer with charcoal was spread across the hillfort. The follo-
wing year the excavation included part of the embankment, as well as one of the 
slopes of the hill and unspecified fragments of the courtyard. H. K. Hess von Wich-
dorff has noted that on the top of the embankment the remains of a wooden palisa-
de were found. The slopes of Sacred Hill were thought to be covered by the layer of 
stones. In trenches located in the courtyard, fragments of wooden beams and pug-

13 H. Lorek, op. cit., pp. 46–47.
14 C. Beckherrn, Über die Benennungen der ostpreußischen „Burgwalle” und die Pillberge in Samlande, 

Altpreußische Monatsschrift, Bd. XXXII, 1895, p. 367.
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ging were uncovered, interpreted as the remains of houses. The cultural layer conta-
ined numerous potsherds, fragments of bones from wild and domesticated animals, 
fish bones, fish scales, a net weight made of clay, a bone needle and an iron sickle15. 

Both German archaeologists: H. Lorek and H. K. Hess von Wichdorff in their 
reports, besides information on the results of the excavation, also provided infor-
mation on the role of Sacred Hill in contemporary pagan folk rites and legend. The 
folk rites were associated with the use of fire and ritual feasts and were connected 
with the equinox. The legend concerned the story of three virgins guarding the 
treasure of Sacred Hill16. H. K. Hess von Wichdorff also noted that during World 
War I, Sacred Hill was used by German troops as “Stützpunkt I der Feldstellung 
Lötzen”17.

Archaeological research conducted occasionally on Sacred Hill and in its vi-
cinity during the second half of the 20th century has delivered information on the 
general chronology of the settlement phases of the site, and the settlement pattern 
around Lake Wojnowo. It was confirmed that Sacred Hill was settled in the Early 
Iron Age, in the Late Roman Period and in the Migration Period and finally in the 
Early Middle Ages. The archaeological settlement network around Lake Wojnowo, 
in the last period, most probably reflected the existence of two or three settlement 
micro-regions (fig. 6)18. 

In 2005, a trench with the dimensions 5 x 5 m was located on the eastern edge 
of the courtyard, in its slight depression (fig. 2). Such a location guaranteed a good 
state of preservation in situ of the cultural layer and provided the opportunity to 
uncover the remains of the reinforcement of the eastern edge of the hillfort. The 
stratigraphy of the cultural layers included: the Early Medieval layer, features and 
a cultural layer from the Late Migration Period and, at the lowest stratigraphic 
position, features and a cultural layer from the Early Iron Age. All of those strati-
fications were partly destroyed by a trench from World War I (fig. 7). No traces of 
reinforcement from the Early Middle Ages were found19. Geological – geomorpho-
logical coring was carried out to verify the hypothesis of the existence of traces of 
the moat north of the embankment and to check the thickness of the cultural layer 
within the courtyard. The palaeoenvironmental aim of the coring was to determine 
the origin of the elevation occupied by the site and to reconstruct the evolution of 
the micro-relief in the area of the estuary of the river Staświnka (fig. 2). Two cores 

15 H.K. Hess von Wichdorff 1925, pp. 3–4. Some finds from the Sacred Hill, delivered after the excavation 
to the Vaterländische Gedenkhalle der Feste Boyen und der Stadt Lötzen (the museum in Lötzen today’s Giżycko) 
are now stored in the Department of Archeology Museum of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn (cf. M. Karczewska, 
M. Karczewski, op. cit., pp. 136–137).

16 H. Lorek, op. cit., p. 47; H. K. Hess von Wichdorff, op. cit, p. 4.
17 Ibidem, p. 3.
18 M. Karczewska, M. Karczewski, op. cit., pp. 142–143.
19 Ibidem, p. 144, photo. 3.
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north of the embankment revealed no indication of the moat. Two further cores 
made on the northern part of the courtyard confirmed the earlier observations 
referring to the thickness of the cultural layer. Three more cores were taken in the 
southern part of the courtyard and in the elevation separating it from the northern 
part of the site. On the basis of this, it can be stated, that the southern part of the 
courtyard has no traces of a cultural layer, while the elevation is probably the re-
mains of the inner embankment of unknown chronology. Through geological – 
geomorphological research in the area south of the site it was established that the 
original estuary of the river Staświnka was located much closer to Sacred Hill20.

The most extensive research at the site was carried out in 2011–2013, within 
the framework of the project “The Ecology of Crusading”. Excavations were com-
bined with a wide range of palaeoenvironmental and geoarchaeological analyses21. 
Four trenches were situated in the middle and northern part of courtyard. The fifth 
cut across the north embankment (fig. 2). Exploration of the four trenches in the co-
urtyard demonstrated that the cultural layer was nearly completely destroyed by po-
st-depositional processes and superficial erosion caused by tillage. Small fragments 
of the cultural layer dated to the Early Middle Ages were uncovered only in trenches 
No 2 and 5. In the area of the northern and middle part of the courtyard 40 features 
were uncovered (fig. 8: a,b,c). Most of them were the remains of storage or refuse pits, 
dated to the Early Iron Age (features No: 23, 35), Late Migration Period (features No: 
13, 19, 22, 25, 30, 39, 41, 42, 43), early phase of the Early Middle Ages (features No: 
14, 15, 16, 20, 26, 28, 40) and late phase of the Early Middle Ages (features No: 17, 21, 
52). Two pits: feature No 24 dated to the Late Migration Period and feature No 18, 
dated to the late phase of the Early Middle Ages, had secondary uses as latrines. Less 
numerous were post-holes: features No: 31, 47 from the Late Migration Period, featu-
res No: 44, 45, 48, 49 from the early phase of the Early Middle Ages and feature No: 32 
from the late of the Early Middle Ages. Features No 12, 29 and 51 were the remains of 
trenches and furrows caused by artillery shells from World War I. Other features No: 
33, 34, 36, 37, 38, 50 (pits and post-holes), uncovered within the area of the courtyard 
were difficult to date because of the completely lack of chronological determinants.

Of fundamental meaning for the interpretation of the chronology and func-
tion of the north embankment were the results from trench No 5 (fig. 2). The pre-

20 Ibidem, p. 152.
21 M. Karczewski, M. Karczewska, A. Pluskowski, Grodzisko Święta Góra w Staświnach w Krainie Wielkich 

Jezior Mazurskich. Dzieje zasiedlania przed i po podboju krzyżackim, in: Materiały do archeologii Warmii i Mazur, 
T. I, eds. S. Wadyl, M. Karczewski, M. Hoffmann, Warszawa – Białystok 2015, pp. 175–193; A. Brown, M. Karczew-
ski, A. Pluskowski, Vegetation and land-use change in the Great Mazurian Lake District during the medieval period: 
the impact of conquest and colonisation on a frontier ‘wilderness’ landscape, in: ibidem, pp. 205–220; R.Y. Banerjea, 
M. Karczewski, M. Karczewska, A. Pluskowski, The Role of geoarchaeology in understanding the formation and 
function of Święta Góra (Staświny), Masuria, Poland: interim results from feature 40, in: ibidem, pp. 221–231.
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sent height of the embankment is from the outside: 367 cm and from the inside: 
176 cm. Trench No 5 crossed it across the North-South axis, which provided infor-
mation on its structure and the stratification of the cultural layers on either side. 
The location of trench No 5 partly covered the western part of the slight depression 
interpreted as a relic of the earlier trench originating from the excavation lead by 
H. Lorek or H.K. Hess von Wichdorff. The total thickness of the construction lay-
ers in the central part of the embankment was about 230 cm (fig. 9). The southern 
part was built with the use of cultural layers redeposited from the inner part of the 
site. This layer contained numerous potsherds, animal and fish bones and charcoal 
fragments as well as single artefacts made of clay, iron, glass and horn, brought 
here together with the cultural layer from the courtyard. Among the potsherds 
single fragments of grey-ware vessels were found. These fragments were uncovered 
at depth ca 60–70 cm below the ground.

For the construction of the remaining part of the embankment clay and sand 
was used, extracted most probably from the area located directly to the north. This 
resulted in a large reduction in this area, interpreted primitively as the traces of the 
moat. The layer of clay and sand contained single potsherds and animal bones. In 
the bottom part of this layer a single fragment of an object, unidentified in terms of 
functions, was found. It was a piece of ceramic with dark green glaze, most proba-
bly a fragment of a modern artefact (fig 10). The external part of the embankment, 
in the part at the base of it, was covered with a compact stone covering (fig. 11). 
Small clusters of stones – remnants of the stone covering of the external and inter-
nal part of the embankment – were also uncovered on its slopes. The excavation did 
not reveal traces of the wooden construction of the embankment or any remains 
of the moat (fig. 9). 

Grey-ware potsherds and the fragment of glazed ceramic determined the ter-
minus ante quem non of the embankment construction. It took place no earlier 
than in the late Middle Ages, most probably in the modern period. Moreover, all 
the layers explored in the embankment were non-compact and unstable, which 
additionally confirmed its modern chronology. 

Relics of the earlier archaeological trench were found in the part of trench 
No 5 located at the top and the southern slope of the embankment. The fill was 
analogous to the cultural layer used for constructing the embankment, but here 
it was less compacted. This feature caused the landslide of the walls of the central 
part of the trench during excavation. In the southern part of the trench, at a depth 
of ca 50 cm below the ground, a 1 pfennig coin from the year 1887 was found. The 
coin would have been minted five years after the excavation lead by H. Lorek. Most 
probably it was lost in 1923, during H.K. Hess von Wichdorffs’ excavation. 
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Interpretation and conclusions
The geological – geomorphological cores taken in 2005 and the excavation in 

2013 did not delivered any traces of the Early Middle Ages fortification of Sacred 
Hill. Therefore, the only information concerning this derives from the published 
excavation report by H.K. Hess von Wichdorff (1925). But the remains of his ar-
chaeological trench were identified during the excavation in 2013 and no traces of 
any wooden construction were uncovered there. Therefore, and because the report 
of the excavations in 1922–1923 does not contain any illustration or detailed de-
scription of these constructions, the information provided by H.K. Hess von Wich-
dorff cannot be treated as fully reliable. 

On the basis of archival information it can be stated that in 1861 the outer 
surface of the embankment of Sacred Hill was partly damaged by extracting stones 
from it. Those stones were used for the construction of the road from Lötzen (Giży-
cko) to Arys (Orzysz) and as building material by villagers from Staświny22. This 
information and the results of the excavation carried out in 2013 show that the 
whole outer surface of the north embankment of Sacred Hill was originally covered 
by a compact stone coat. The Terminus ante quem non of the construction of the 
embankment is determined by the chronology of grey-ware potsherds and a single 
piece of modern (16th–17th century) ceramic with green glaze, uncovered in the 
construction layers of the embankment (fig. 10). On that basis it can be stated that 
the embankment did not exist in the Early Middle Ages. The rural character of the 
settlement of Sacred Hill in the late phase of the Early Middle Ages is additionally 
confirmed by the chronology of feature No 52, dated for that period, uncovered 
at the north, external side of the embankment (fig. 12). Another feature (No 46) 
uncovered there was the remains of a hole caused by Russian artillery shells from 
World War I.

The precise dating of the north embankment of Sacred Hill, on the basis of 
current results of archaeological research is not possible. The chronology of the 
youngest ceramic fragment uncovered in its construction layers shows that the em-
bankment was built not earlier than in the 16th or 17th century. The basis for further 
interpretation of the chronology and function of the embankment are historical 
sources, first of all the map “Districtus Lecensis” by Joseph Naronowicz-Naroński, 
dated to 1661–167123. This map was created shortly after the second Polish-Swed-

22 H. Lorek, op. cit., p. 46; The typescript: J. Antoniewicz, Rezerwat: grodzisko w Staświnach, gm. Paprot-
ki, folder 139 „znaleziska drobne pow. giżycki”, Archives of J. Antoniewicz in Department of Archeology Museum 
of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn.

23 P. Grabowski, Obraz terytorium Prus Wschodnich w kartografii XV–XIX wieku, in: Z dziejów karto-
grafii, vol. VII, Ziemie dawnych Prus Wschodnich w kartografii, eds. P. Grabowski, J. Ostrowski, Olsztyn 1997, pp. 
22–24; J. Szeliga, Mapy Prus Książęcych Józefa Naronowicza-Narońskiego z lat 1660–1678, in: ibidem, p. 59; idem, 
Rękopiśmienne mapy Józefa Naronowicza-Narońskiego z drugiej połowy XVII wieku, Warszawa 1997, pp. 14, 16–18, 
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ish war (1656–1660), while, in 1656-1657, military activities also covered the area 
of the Duchy of Prussia24. Amongst the topographic information registered by J. 
Naronowicz-Naroński there are pictograms in the form of a knoll with a cross on 
its top, which in the opinion of the Polish archaeologist Jerzy Antoniewicz, marked 
places of potential military significance (fig. 13)25. J. Antoniewicz was probably 
right in his interpretation. It is also conceivable that J. Naronowicz-Naroński has 
marked on his map field fortifications built or used during the Polish-Swedish war. 
This is even more likely because, thanks to historical sources, it is known that at 
that time troops of the Elector of Prussia built two earthworks to protect the roads 
leading from the southern part of the Duchy of Prussia to Węgorzewo (Angerburg), 
the town located to the north. One earthwork was located near Lake Śniardwy and 
the second one – near the town of Giżycko (Lötzen). These two fortifications were 
defended by a garrison of 6000 of soldiers26. It is very likely that the earthwork near 
the town of Giżycko was located on Sacred Hill near Staświny village. Such a loca-
tion provided control over both the land road passing through the village and the 
water trail connecting lakes Śniardwy, Buwełno, Wojnowo and Niegocin (fig. 13). 
Unfortunately, this hypothesis is based on very poor archaeological and historical 
sources. Except for the very general historical information and inexact chronology 
of the north embankment of the Sacred Hill there is no other evidence to support it. 
The almost complete destruction of the cultural layer in the north and middle part 
of the courtyard does not allow us to determine whether any shallow features con-
nected with the military camp existed there. In fact, except for the embankment, 
none of features uncovered until now in the area of the Sacred Hill can be dated 
to the 17th century. Moreover, the question of whether the southern part of Sacred 
Hill contains traces of the hillfort from the Middle Ages remains to be answered. 
Without further excavations, which will cover the aforementioned area, the castle 
of the mythic Galindian king Ysegubs will remain a historical legend.

57–58, map 4). The original of the map Districtus Lecensis / in / Ducatu Prusiae/ Eiusq. Tractu / Sudauiensi is stored 
in Geheimes Staatsarchiv Preußischer Kulturbesitz in Berlin-Dahlem, signature: F 10323. 

24 S. Augusiewicz, Działania militarne w Prusach Książęcych w latach 1656-1657, Olsztyn 1999.
25 J. Antoniewicz, Józef Naroński, polski inwentaryzator grodzisk w XVII wieku w Prusach, „Wiadomości 

Archeologiczne”, vol. XVII/1, 1950/1951, p. 6; J. Szeliga, Mapy Prus Książęcych Józefa Naronowicza-Narońskiego 
z lat 1660–1678, p. 59.

26 S. Augusiewicz, op. cit., 39.
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Maciej Karczewski, Małgorzata Karczewska, Aleksander Pluskowski, Święta Góra na Pojezierzu Ma-
zurskim. Grodzisko wczesnośredniowieczne czy obóz wojskowy z połowy XVII wieku?

Streszczenie

Stanowisko określane jako Święta Góra znajduje się na Pojezierzu Mazurskim. Zajmuje ono młodoglacjal-
ne wyniesienie, ograniczone od wschodu i południa doliną rzeki Staświnki, a od zachodu rynną jeziora Wojnowo. 
Od północy wyniesienie to zamyka sztuczny wał odcinkowy. 

Do II wojny światowej wykopaliska prowadzili tu: H. Lorek (1881 r.), H.K. Hess von Wichdorff (1922–
1923 r.). Kolejne prace wykopaliskowe miały miejsce w 2005 r. i w latach 2011–2013 r. Ostatnie z wykopalisk były 
częścią projektu “The Ecology of Crusading” finansowanego przez European Research Council. Wyniki badań 
dostarczyły informacji o zasiedlaniu Świętej Góry we wczesnej epoce żelaza, rozwiniętej fazy okresu wędrówek 
ludów, oraz we wczesnym i późnym średniowieczu. 

Badaniom w latach 2005 i 2011–2013 towarzyszyły analizy paleośrodowiskowe i geoarcheologiczne. Ich 
wyniki umożliwiły szczegółową rekonstrukcję wczesnośredniowiecznego krajobrazu w sąsiedztwie Świętej Góry, 
oraz relacji człowiek – środowisko w czasach przed i po podboju Galindii przez Krzyżaków.

Kluczowe znaczenie w ustaleniu wstępnej chronologii i funkcji północnego wału miały badania prze-
prowadzone w 2013 r. W przecinającym go poprzecznie wykopie archeologicznym ujawniona została struktura 
jego konstrukcji. Wskazywała ona jednoznacznie na nowożytną chronologię wału, potwierdzoną również przez 
odkryte w nim fragmenty późnośredniowiecznych naczyń siwionych oraz jeden fragment nowożytnej ceramiki 
z zieloną polewą szklaną. 

Zatem północny wał nie był reliktem wczesnośredniowiecznego pruskiego grodziska. Powstał zapewne 
w czasach Księstwa Pruskiego, prawdopodobnie około połowy XVII w., jako element fortyfikacji obozu wojskowego.

Translated by Maciej Karczewski

Maciej Karczewski, Małgorzata Karczewska, Aleksander Pluskowski, “Swinta Gora“ / “Heiliger Berg” 
in der Masurischen Seenplatte. Eine frühmittelalterliche Burgwall oder ein Militärlager aus der Mitte 
des 17. Jahrhunderts?

Zusammenfassung

Die als Święta Góra (Heiliger Berg) bezeichnete Stelle befindet sich in der Masurischen Seenplatte. Sie 
befindet sich auf einer jungen Gletschererhöhung, die vom Staświnki-Flusstal nach Osten und Süden und vom 
Westen durch die Rinne des Wojnowo-Sees verengt wird. Von Norden her ist diese Erhebung durch einen künst-
lichen Schacht verschlossen.

Bis zum Zweiten Weltkrieg wurden hier Ausgrabungen von H. Lorek (1881), H.K. Hess von Wichdorff 
(1922–1923) durchgeführt. Nachfolgende Ausgrabungen fanden in den Jahren 2005 und 2011 bis 2013 statt, die 
letzten Ausgrabungen waren Teil des vom Europäischen Forschungsrat finanzierten Projekts „The Ecology of Cru-
sading“. Die Forschungsergebnisse lieferten Informationen über die Besiedlung des Heiligen Berges in der frühen 
Eisenzeit, die entwickelte Phase der Völkerwanderungszeit sowie im frühen und späten Mittelalter.

Die Forschung in den Jahren 2005 und 2011–2013 wurde von paläontologischen und geoarchäologischen 
Analysen begleitet: Ihre Ergebnisse ermöglichten eine detaillierte Rekonstruktion der frühmittelalterlichen Land-
schaft in der Nähe des Heiligen Berges und der Beziehung zwischen Mensch und Umwelt in der Zeit vor und nach 
der Eroberung Galinden durch die Kreuzritter.

Die im Jahr 2013 durchgeführte Forschung war von entscheidender Bedeutung für die Festlegung der 
vorläufigen Chronologie und Funktion des nördlichen Damms. Die Struktur seiner Konstruktion wurde in der ar-
chäologischen Ausgrabung gezeigt. Es deutete deutlich die moderne Chronologie des Damms an, die auch durch 
Bruchstücke spät entdeckter, grauer Schüsseln aus dem Mittelalter sowie ein Bruchstück moderner Keramik mit 
grüner Glasur bestätigt wurde.

Somit war der nördliche Damm kein Relikt einer frühmittelalterlichen preußischen Siedlung. Sie entstand 
wahrscheinlich in der Zeit des preußischen Herzogtums, wahrscheinlich um die Mitte des 17. Jahrhunderts, als 
Element der militärischen Lagerfestung.

Übersetzt von Maciej Karczewski
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Fig. 1: The location of Sacred Hill (Staświny village site 1)
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Fig. 2: Map of Sacred Hill (by J. Miałdun) with the location of archaeological trenches ope-
ned in 2005, 2011–2013, places of geological – geomorphological coring (a) and places of 
geological outcrops (b). 
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Fig. 3: Hans Kurt Hess von Wichdorff (original photo in the collection of the Department 
of Archaeology Museum of Warmia and Masuria in Olsztyn).

Fig. 4: Jerzy Antoniewicz (original photo in collection of the Department of Archaeology 
Museum of Warmia and Masuria in Olsztyn).
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Fig. 5: Sacred Hill in 1949 (photo by J. Antoniewicz, original in the collection of the Depart-
ment of Archaeology Museum of Warmia and Masuria in Olsztyn).

Fig. 6: Superficial traces of the Early Medieval settlement around Lake Wojnowo. 
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Fig. 7: Remains of a German military trench from World War I on the eastern edge of Sa-
cred Hill. 

Fig. 8: Staświny village site 1. The chronology of features explored in 2011–2013: a/ trenches 
No 1/2011 and 4/2013, features No: 23, 35 – Early Iron Age, features No: 13, 19, 22, 24, 25 – 
the late phase of the Migration Period, features No: 14, 15, 16, 20, 26, 28 – the early phase of 
the Early Middle Ages, features No: 17, 18, 21 – late phase of the Early Middle Ages, features 
No: 12, 29, 51 – World War I, features No: 27, 37, 38 – chronology unknown; b/ trench No 
2/2012, features No: 33, 34 - chronology unknown; c/ trench No 3/2012, features No: 30, 31, 
39, 43, 47 – late phase of the Migration Period, features No: 40, 44, 45, 48, 49 – early phase 
of the Early Middle Ages, feature No: 32 – late phase of the Early Middle Ages.
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Fig 9: The cross-section of the north embankment of Sacred Hill (the West profile of trench 
No 5/2013) 

Fig. 10: Staświny village site 1. Ceramic fragments with dark green glaze, uncovered in the 
bottom part of the layer of clay and sand from the construction of the external part of the 
North embankment of Sacred Hill. 
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Fig. 11: The compact stone covering in the base of the external slope of the North embank-
ment of Sacred Hill. 

Fig. 12: The stratigraphy of the North part of trench No 5/2013: 1/ brown-grey strong loamy 
sand (the construction layer of the embankment), 2/ dark red-brown strong loamy sand 
(natural layer), 3/ black sand (the fill of features). 
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Fig. 13: Part of the map „Districtus Lecensis’ by J. Naronowicz-Naroński showing Sacred 
Hill and the vicinity of Staświny village (original in the collection of the Geheimes Staatsar-
chiv Preussischer Kulturbesitz Berlin-Dahlem, GStA PK XX HA F 10.323)
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Introductory remarks
In 1960, at Nicolaus Copernicus University in Toruń, I defended my Master’s 

thesis entitled “Dzieje  sejmu Prus Książęcych w roku 1566” (The History of the 
Landtag of the Duchy of Prussia in 1566) written under the supervision of Prof. 
Karol Górski. A year later, I published in “Komunikaty Mazursko-Warmińskie” 
an extended and improved chapter III of this work devoted to the genesis of the 
Prussian Landtag we are interested in1. The next stage was originally to announce 
the publication of the following chapter of this work concerning the very course 
of the Landtag debates. This did not happen. It seemed to me then that a more 
urgent task would be to write an article about the criminal trial of the new Dukely 
advisors at the Landtag. Such a study appeared in print as early as 1963 also in 
the “Komunikaty Mazursko-Warmińskie”2. The proceedings of the Lantag in the 
Duchy of Prussia in 1566 were different from those of the previous Landtag in 
Prussia. The royal commissioners, whose task was to alleviate a conflict that arose 

1 J. Małłek, Geneza sejmu 1566 r. w Prusach Książęcych, Komunikaty Mazursko-Warmińskie, nr. 4(74), 
1961, pp. 497–527; re-publication: idem, Od Prus do Mazur. Szkice z dziejów Prus, Pomorza, Warmii i Mazur, 
Dąbrówno 2016, pp. 143–167. 

2 J. Małłek, Proces kryminalny nowych radców w Knipawie–Królewcu (9.X–28.X.1566 r.), Komunikaty 
Mazursko-Warmińskie, nr 2(80), 1963, pp.181–232; re-publication, idem, Od Prus do Mazur, pp. 168–212. 

RTYKUŁY I MATERIAŁYA

Komunikaty Mazursko-Warmińskie, 2019, nr 4(306)
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between Duke Albrecht and the Estates of the realm, took part in it3. The trace of 
their activity was a diary published by Adolf Pawiński4. He also provided the edi-
tion of the diary with an extensive introduction, which in fact is a monograph5 on 
the interventions of Polish commissioners in the functioning of the Prussian fief. 
It still retains its value, especially in the sphere of factography. It was published 
in German in the 18th century. “Dzienniczek komisarzy”6 (Commissioners’ Diary), 
which is a description of their activities, was published in German, but has not been 
completed. It was most probably written by the Prussian nobleman Frederick or 
Eliasz Kanitz. An unusual event in the practice of the Prussian Landtag during the 
reign of Duke Albrecht was also the aforementioned trial of the new advisers. Apart 
from these two extraordinarily functioning forms of the Landtag, i.e. the participa-
tion of royal commissioners and the criminal trial, the Landtag held its sessions in 
its traditional manner. The present text, written in 1960, is devoted to it and is now 
supplemented and amended. 

The basic source – besides the ones already mentioned – for our topic is 
a compilation of texts taken from manuscripts, from the royal archive published 
in “Acta Borussica” in 17327. Inside we find a diary of the session of the Landtag 
and fragments of the text from the aforementioned “Dzienniczek komisarzy” and 
undoubtedly from the unpreserved acts of the trial. The state of research has not 
changed significantly over the past half-century. The discussion contained in my 
article “Proces kryminalny nowych radców w Knipawie–Królewcu” (Criminal trial 
of new counsels in Knipawa–Königsberg) is still valid8. They need only be supple-
mented by a book by Everhard K.B. Kleinertz9 about the history of the Duchy of 
Prussia in the late years of the reign of Duke Albrecht 1562–1568 and Jörg Rainer 
Fligge10 about the relationship between Duke Albrecht and Osiandrism. Finally, 
some additions were made to the queries in the Provincial State Archive in Olsz-
tyn11, in the Central Archive of Historical Records in Warsaw12. The query in the 
former royal archive, in the departments of Herzogliches Briefarchiv and Ostpreus-

3 Estates of the realm were usually three orders of social hierachy, made up of clergy, noblemen, and 
commoners.

4 De rebus ac statu Ducatus Prussiae tempore Alberti senioris..., ed. A. Pawiński, Warszawa 1879 (further 
– DR).

5 While quoting this monograph, otherwise than in the source edition, web pages are marked with Ro-
man letters (further – Pawiński, DR).

6 Memorial was sich von der Königlichen Kommisarien Ankunft zugetragen, Preussische Todes Tempel, [ed. 
Schultz and Lilienthal], p. l. 1728–1730 (further – Memorial, PTT).

7 Historie von Funck, Schnell, Horst und Steinbach, ex actis publicis mstcis – Acta Borussica, (further – 
AB), v. III, Leipzig 1732

8 J. Małłek, Od Prus do Mazur, pp. 169–173. 
9 E.B.K. Kleinertz, Die Politik der Lanstände im Herzogtum Preussen 1562–1568, Bonn 1971. 
10 J.R. Fligge, Herzog Albrecht von Preussen und der Osiandismus 1522–1568, Bonn 1972.
11 State Archive in Olsztyn (further – APO), Preussische Landtagshandlungen, Sygn. V/3–6.
12 Central Archive of Historical Records in Warsaw, Crown Metric 102 (diary of commissioners). 
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sische Folianten 492–494 at the time in Göttingen in 1966 and 1967, temporarily 
limited to a few weeks and focused on a different topic, did not in principle bring 
any additions. Also the detailed research of E.K.B. Kleinertz13 in this archive did 
not change the factography of the Prussian Parliament of 1566. It is the most com-
plete description of the sources for the history of this Parliament in the collection 
of the royal archives14. In order to supplement genealogical information about the 
nobility of Dukely Prussia, especially the issue of collusion, it is also worth to refer 
to “Staemmata genealogica” by Johann Henneneberger in the edition of George 
J. Kleiser15. When using this edition, however, the information contained therein 
should be confronted with other sources and studies. For the purpose of this article 
this was not necessary and therefore this edition was not recorded in footnotes. 

The first period: From the beginning of the Landtag until the arrival of 
the Royal Commissioners (5 August 1566 – 23 August 1566)16

The first period of the Landtag of 1566 is an initial phase in which the Estates 
marked their relatively minor claims, but did not bring to light the issues that con-
cerned them most. On the other hand, the Duke tried to mitigate the situation, so that 
only the Landtag would pass the taxes. On Monday, August 5, 1566, the national Land-
tag in Königsberg began. In the afternoon, young Duke Albrecht Frederick, together 
with his court and old master superintendents, appeared to the gathered Estates in the 
great castle hall at l o’clock in the afternoon. First, on his behalf, Chancellor Dr. Johann 
von Kreytzen spoke making proposals to the Estates on the subject of the proceedings,17 
then these proposals prepared in writing read out the Duke’s Secretary Kasper Dargitz18. 

13 E.B. K.Kleinertz, op. cit, pp. 74–110.
14 Ibidem, pp. 213–214.
15 G. J. Kleiser, Der Wappenmaler Johann Hennenberger und seine Grundlagenden Genealogischen Arbei-

ten des 16. Jahrh. zur Erstellung Preussischer Stammtafeln bzw. Adelsbriefe, Toronto 1992 and original manusript 73, 
collection: Biblioteka Uniwersytecka in Toruń.

16 I present the first period of the Royal Landtag 1566 in more detail, despite the relatively poor activity, 
but for these reasons, because in the edition of Adolf Pawiński it is not as broadly reflected as the further period 
of the Landtag, connected with the activity of the Royal Commission. The material given here is contained in 
the volume Acta Borussica (AB), Leipzig 1732, vol. III, pp. 217–233. Therefore, I only exceptionally mention this 
source in footnotes. However, the material from other sources is consistently provided with footnotes.

17 Johann von Kreytzen – (Domnau 1516 – † Königsberg 1 V 1575), brother of Christopher. From 1524 
he studied in Wittenberg, He later gained his doctorate in law and travelled extensively, in 1533 he was in Rome. 
When he got back, he started his service for Duke Albrecht. In 1536, he was sent to Inflants to help Margrave Wil-
liam. When he got back, he has been appointed Chancellor. He was the first indigene in this office. For 40 years, the 
whole foreign policy of the Duchy of Prussia was concentrated in his hands. He can be considered one of the most 
important Prussian politicians of the second half of the 16th century. He represented Duke Albrecht at the Landtag. 
Dismissed in 1565 as a result of the intrigue of new Dukely advisors. He was reinstated as Chancellor before the 
Landtag of 1566 (Altpreussische Biographie (further – Altpr. Biogr.), hrsg. Ch. Krollmann, Königsberg 1941, vol. 
I, pp. 365/2–366/1).

18 Kasper Dargitz from Darłowo in Pomerania with the support of Pomeranian Dukes was taken in as 
a servant of Duke Albrecht. He took the oath of office on 3 October 1560. In 1565, as a result of intrigues directed 
against Balthazar Ganss managed to take the place of the Undersecretary of the Duke’s Office. In 1575, he left 
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On behalf of the Estates, the Starost19 of Pokarmin (Ger. Brandenburg), Anton von 
Borcke20, responded by asking for a copy of the proposals which were then handed over 
to the Estates.

What did the proposals contain?
Sources do not provide this information, and undoubtedly the reasons why 

the Duke asks the Estates to enact taxes were given there.
Meanwhile, the Estates, fearing the danger coming from the west (the powerful 

armies of Paul Wobeser)21 decided to unite their efforts to defend their current po-
litical positions. By convening the Landtag, they were entitled to speak as part of the 
deliberations of individual curias. The sign of consolidation of the state party was the 
oral proposal of the nobility to meet with the cities of Königsberg. This proposal was 
made by the nobility as early as 7 August 1566. The representatives of the nobility to 
the talks with the deputies of the cities were: Albrecht Truchsses von Wetzhausen22, 
Marshal of the Chamber of Deputies, Georg von der Gröben23, Georg von Kanitz24, 

the office and was sent to Livonia to carry out alliance plans with Moscow. He died in 1582 (K. Lohmeyer (ed.), 
Kaspars von Nostitz Haushaltungsbuch des Fürstentums Preussen (further – HB), Leipzig 1893, pp. 176–177; Altpr. 
Biogr. Bd. I, p. 125).

19 Polish nobleman who was a governor of a particular region.
20 Joachim v. Borcke (born in Pomerania, † 11 X 1572 Pokarmin / Ger. Brandenburg), brother of Antho-

ny, starost of Pokarmin. Joachim arrived in Prussia in 1540, and in 1541 was accepted into the Duke’s service. Mar-
ried to Dorothea v. Schlieben. In 1549 the Duke promised him the office of starost for loans. In 1554 he already was 
the starost of Rybaki (Ger. Fischhausen). In 1556 he received a pledge on the office of Ełk (Ger. Lyck), in 1558 he 
was appointed to the office of Marshal. (Altpr. Biogr., vol. I, p. 71/2) and Geschichtsquellen des burg- und schlos-
gesessenen Geschlechts von Borcke, heraussgegeben Georg von Selle, vol. III, part I, Berlin 1907, pp. 766–777.

21 Paul Wobeser was born in the Duchy of Pomerania. During the political conflict between the new 
councillors of Duke Albrecht and the Estates, the former recruited him to defend them. In the late summer of 
1566, Webeser at the head of a thousand of mercenaries headed from Gdańsk to the Duchy of Prussia. The new 
councillors called him Marshal or Colonel. On their initiative, Duke Albrecht gave him a number of commission-
ings. The Prussian Estates and the Polish King demanded that Duke Albrecht dissolve the mercenaries. The Esates 
even passed a tax for the Duke so that he could make refunds for the claims of the mercenaries. During the trial 
of the new councillors in October 1566, Wobeser escaped from the duchy and his previously granted property 
was confiscated. In 1588 he was still on trial with the government of the principality for the settlement of financial 
obligations towards his debtors. (See: P.G. Thielen, Paul Wobser, Altpr. Biogr., Bd.II, Marburg 1969, p. 820).

22 Albrecht Truchsess von Wetzhausen of Gross-Klitten near Domnau stood at the Landtag in 1566 as 
a head of the state party. In 1567, he was given carge of Kreuzburg, previously owned by Skalich, and for a short 
period of time to Kaspar Fasolt. A. Truchsess died in 1573 (see: J. Voigt, Paul Skalich, der falsche Markgraf von 
Veona, Berliner Kalender für 1848, 22 Jhrg. p. 49;  HB, p. 115)

23 Georg von der Gröben – from May 24, 1541, probably until 1544, he was the administrator of the bai-
liff ’s office in Georgenburg. He was married to Margaret v. Lossau. In 1546 he became a Duke’s councillor. In 1563 
and 1567 he received from Duke Albrecht records in landed estates as compensation for his service. In 1568 he also 
appeared as a purchaser of landed goods (HB, p. 196, footnote 4 and p. 345 and Die Kartei Quassowski, Buchstabe 
G, Hamburg 1987, p. G–384). 

24 Georg v. Kanitz together with his brothers Dietrich and Solomon received the property of Lauterbach 
and Schreinen in the district of Balga, in 1530 they asked Duke Albrecht so that they could receive it in a lifetime 
lease (HB, p. 15 and Urkundenbuch zur Reformationsgeschichte des Herzogtums Preussens, hrsg. P. Tschackert, 
Leipzig 1890, Bd.II, no. 721). 
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Baltazar von Schlubhut25, Johann von der Gabelentz26 and other deputies. Represent-
atives of the three cities of Königsberg responded favourably to this proposal and on 
Thursday, at 8 o’clock in the morning of 8 August 1566, a joint meeting of noblemen’s 
deputies and Königsberg’s representatives was held in the Old Town Hall.

First, Albrecht Truchsses pointed out the causes of the Landtag and the wide-
spread poverty and danger that threatens the country. The position of the Duke’s 
councillors on the items to be discussed was also read out. Finally, there were some 
complaints about the state of the principality. It has been reported that from a cer-
tain source it is known that the Duke called Paul Wobeser into the service with 
a thousand-man army. In exchange, the Duke is to pay out 200 thousand Polish 
zlotys to his debtor within 6 months. If the debt was not paid, Wobeser would have 
the right, with the consent of the Estates, to “repress” the country’s goods, i.e. to 
collect the remaining unpaid money through requisition. Adolf Pawiński adds that 
the towns complained that the Duke demanded 30 thousand thalers (silver coins) 
from them to pay for the mercenaries recruited by Wobeser27.

At this meeting the nobility and towns decided to prepare together a letter 
addressed to the Duke. The letter was to ask the Duke what he intends to do with 
the nomination of Wobeser. If the Duke excuses himself for not knowing anything 
about it, the Estates are to insist on bringing the initiator of the import of Wobes-
er to justice. In addition to this main issue, the cities have raised smaller charges, 
which have been included in the letter. The idea was for Hartmann Windeysen28 to 
secretly receive a few bollards and to build a porch from the castle to the old town 
church, which could be easily walked by a thousand and more people29. The Estates 
worked efficiently and on August 9th the letter was prepared, read and accepted, and 
on August 10th the Estates, through Albrecht Truchsses, handed the letter to the 
counsellors. A. Pawiński adds that Albrecht Truchsses asked “the lords who were at 
the side of the Duke”, i.e. the superintendents, to join the authors of this writing of 
the nobility and cities30.

25 Baltazar v. Schlubhut/Schlubutt, married to Barbara Fink von Finkenstein. The family had a property 
in the southern and western part of the Bartoszyce (Bartenstein) district, he had property in Wernikeim (HB, 
p. 107, footnote 5 and Die Kartei Quassowski. Buchstabe Sa-Sd, Hamburg 1989, p. S–290).

26 Georg v. Gabelentz was also a son of Johannes, the Teutonic Knight, who after the secularization of 
Prussia received the office of Dąbrówno (Gigenburg) district and held the office between 1530–1539. After the 
death of his father, he and his brother Georg had to resign from this office. In return, they received compensation 
from the Duke in the granting of land. In 1544 Frederick v. Oelsnitz became starost in Dąbrówno. (HB, p. 345; Die 
Kartei Quassowski, Buchstabe G, Hamburg 1986, p. G-2; R. Flanss, Die von der Gabelentz in Preussen, Zeitschrift 
d. hist. Verein für Marienwerder, Heft 5, 1881, pp. 157–174).

27 Pawiński, DR, p. LXIV.
28 Hartmann Windeysen – no data available.
29 Pawiński, DR, p. LXIV states that the corridor a.k.a. porch was supposed to be built then. In fact, it was 

built a few years earlier (C.A. Hase, Herzog Albrecht von Preussen und sein Prediger, Leipzig 1879, p. 332), only then 
it has grown into a strategic importance. The same parliamentary file (APO V/3–6).

30 Pawiński, DR, p. LIX.
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Meanwhile, as early as 12 August31 1566, new unpleasant news came to the 
Estates from well-informed Gdańsk sources that Wobeser was threatening the 
country. For this reason, on the same day, at the castle of the Duke’s advisors, the 
Estates asked for a hasty letter to the citizens of Gdańsk to stop him. Since there is 
no doubt that the new Duke’s advisors are to blame for this recruitment, it should 
be made sure that they do not sneak away. In response, the Chancellor said that it 
would be an inappropriate humiliation for him to write to the Gdańsk people for 
help. Anyway, the culprits of this matter will soon be punished, because a com-
mittee from Poland is expected. Two facts are worth emphasising here. For the 
first time in the course of this Landtag, the Estates accuse new advisers, and yet the 
problem of new advisers will largely fill the entire history of the Landtag. The news 
of the arrival of the royal commissioners is equally important, as their activities will 
have a decisive influence on the course of the Landtag.

On August 13th and 14th, the Duke’s councillors discussed the letter given 
to them by the nobility and the cities. However, they were opposed to stopping 
Wobeser and keeping a watchful eye on the new counsellors. Therefore, in case of 
domestic excesses, the responsibility would fall on them. The Duke’s councillors, 
who always entered the First Curia and gave it direction, should, in my opinion, be 
seen as a party of the middle32. This party is balancing between two enemy groups: 
a group of new councillors (the former Skalich group) and the Estates. The expres-
sion of this policy is the opinion expressed by them precisely in response to the 
complaint of the Estates of 12 August.

Meanwhile, on August 14th, the Landtag learned about new threats. A servant 
of Duke Charles Uhr 33 was supposed to say in the winery of the Old Town Hall that 
a few case-shots had to be thrown into the crowd, and from among those sitting 
in the Town Hall one should cut off 50 heads (indeed, because the Landtag had 
about 50 members). Besides, said Uhr, all these matters will be dealt with thanks 
to this thousand reiters, and Prange the executioner has two swords prepared for 
this circumstance. Another message was supposed to come from a tailor who made 
a garment for a certain reiter. When the tailor expressed his concern about whether 
it would be paid for, the reiter dispelled his doubts, claiming that the money would 
soon be from “repression” on noble goods.

However, when these threats began to materialize, because many armies ap-
proached Königsberg (some of them were in boats, on the Pregola river, on August 
15) the Estates handed a new letter to the councillors asking them to deliver it to 
the Duke, with the excuse of new complaints and with the threat that if the Duke 

31 In AB, p. 223, a printing error. Instead of 12 August, it’s 20 August.
32 Compare: L. Baczko, Geschichte Preussens, vol. IV, Königsberg 1795, p. 295.
33 Charles Uhr – no more details about him.
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does not want to prevent this danger, then the Estates will leave the Landtag going 
home. In the new situation the party of the middle behaved differently than before, 
accepting the request of the Estates and on Friday, 16th August, together with four 
delegates of the nobility, three mayors of Königsberg and three deputies of smaller 
towns, went to the castle for an audience with the Duke. The Duke read the let-
ter but did not give an answer and declared that he had to communicate with his 
counsellors. During the reading, he paid special attention to the end of the reading, 
when leaving the Landtag was mentioned. He only ordered the arrest of Charles 
Uhr, but he went to Tylża (Ger. Tilsit) two days earlier.

There was a small break in the deliberations for Saturday and Sunday.
On Monday, August 19, the Duke issued a decree for the three cities of 

Königsberg, in which he severely ordered the arriving reiters to be received without 
denying the inn or food. The Duke also demanded 150 archers from the citizens 
of Königsberg. Finally, he ordered the gates to be kept open in the city. The second 
demand for the transfer of 150 archers to the Duke, as the local guard, is to be un-
derstood as an attempt to disarm the city. With this Duke’s letter, the Estates went to 
the councillors, stating that if the Duke upheld the decree, they would have nothing 
but to go home. They said that it was inappropriate to have foreign troops present 
during the Landtag and to ask for 150 archers. It is also very dangerous to keep 
gates open in the city in such turbulent times, especially because of threats. Paw-
iński writes more34. In the complaint of the Estates it was to be emphasized that the 
holding of troops at the time when royal commissioners with large armed forces 
are to arrive may cause misunderstandings and that the mercenaries may drag their 
troops past the city. Finally, the Estates promised to deliver the archers to the Duke 
for his guard. The councillors replied that it did not seem appropriate to them to 
ask the Duke for an answer at the moment, since tomorrow all these matters were 
to be clarified. However, due to the insistence of the Estates, the councillors de-
cided to present this request to the Duke, first asking the Estates not to leave the 
Landtag and to persevere until the end. After lunch, Chancellor Johann Kreytzen 
communicated the answer to the Estates on behalf of the Duke. The Duke accepted 
the offer of the Estates to establish a personal guard with all kindness, but he did 
not need archers. The reiters will not stay in the city, but will move to the place of 
the show. The Duke was worried that the people have little trust in him. If he had 
known who was accusing him, he would have had him punished strongly, “if he 
ever thought of harming one of his people, the devil would have taken him away 
from his place.” The Estates complained through the mouth of Albrecht Truchsses 

34 DR, s. LXV.
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that such a threat is widely spoken about. Not so long ago, Johann Schnell’s35 broth-
er-in-law, Wojciech Freudener,36 was supposed to say that if the citizens of Knipawa 
do not stop attacking Schnell, then let them know that all slander and spitting on 
them will turn on them, which will cost them dearly. If they had not spared his 
mother and sisters who live in Knipawa, it would have resulted in a game that will 
be mentioned for a long time and no child will be left alive in the cradle. Eventually, 
the deliberations of that day ended with the establishment of the guard. At night, 25 
people were to serve as guards with the Duke: 5 from the nobility, 8 from the Old 
Town, 6 from Knipawa, 4 from Lipnik and 2 from smaller towns. C.A. Hase37 adds 
that it was not meant to be a permanent service. The guards were supposed to gath-
er at 7 o’clock in the evening at the Old Town Square and go to the castle together.

On Wednesday, August 21, 1566, everyone gathered at the castle. The old and 
young Duke, councillors, new councillors Johann Schnell, Matthias Horst38 and 
Peter Cäsar39 have all arrived. First, Chancellor Johann Kreytzen spoke for a long 
time about love and faithfulness to the homeland. Then the Duke’s secretary, Enoch 
Baumgartner,40 read the Duke’s letter – a response to the allegations made since the 
beginning of the Landtag. This answer was already announced on 19 August. The 
text of the speech is given by A. Pawiński41. First of all, the Duke apologized to the 
Estates that while recruiting mercenaries, had not asked them for advise first. The 
cavalry rotas were promised to the Danish and Polish King. When the mercenaries 
set off on their way to Denmark, they were no longer needed by the Danish King, 
but were asked for by the Polish King, so they were sent back. Although the Polish 
King was badly informed about Wobeser’s rota’s intentions, he ordered Gdańsk in-
habitants and their starosts on the Vistula River not to let them pass, but later, in 
a letter dated July 1, 1566, he asked the Duke to send his mercenaries to Inflants. 
Then it was no good for the King to say no to it. So the rotas would come, but only 
part will stay in Tapiawa (Ger. Tapiau), the rest will not stay long in this city. So 
the Estates can be calm about it. As for the armed guard of 100 people, it was in-

35 Johann Schnell came from the Duchy of Pomerania. In the opinion of the Prussian Estates, light–heart-
ed. Lawyer by education. Duke’s councillor (“new”). He was executed by a criminal court judgment of 28 October 
1566 in Königsberg (HB, p. 155, footnote 2).

36 Freudener – no further details on him.
37 C.A. Hase, op. cit., p. 335.
38 Matthias Horst, who came from Mecklenburg, a Dukely councillor (“new”), previously in service of 

Duke Albrecht of Mecklenburg as a court chef. From the beginning of 1564 in Königsberg, he was left here for 
some time at the service of Duke Albrecht’s father–in–law, Johan Albrecht of Mecklenburg. Executed by a sentence 
in criminal trial on 28 October 1566 (HB, p. 155, footnote 2). 

39 Peter Cäsar – Saxon County Governor from Leipzig.
40 Enoch Baumgartner – Dukely Secretary of Duke Albrecht and then Duke Albrecht Frederik (HB, p. 65, 

footnote 5, p. 180, footnote 5).
41 DR, pp. LXVI – LXVII.
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tended for Magnus of Denmark42 on the island of Saaremaa, and as for the 30 000 
thalers requested by the Duke of the city, there were mere persuasions, not threats. 
Finally, as for the “repressions” promised in the Wobeser agreement, the Duke re-
assured the Estates that this would not happen, and also as for the covered porch, 
the bourgeoisie’s fears were exaggerated. At the end, the Duke called on the nobility 
and the towns to begin deliberations on the adoption of taxes. Albrecht Truchsses 
answered on behalf of the Estates, pointing out that because of the mercenaries the 
inhabitants of Prussia suffer material damage and that these troops do not want to 
move further. Finally, he mentioned that Hartmann Windeysen had taken down 
the guard post last night. He put both guards in a dark kitchen and, under threat, 
forbade them not to leave it for two hours. Albrecht Truchsses asked to punish 
Windeysen. The Duke promised this, but first he would listen to Windeysen. After 
this, both Dukes Albrecht and Albrecht Frederick and many others left the Cham-
ber. Now there was Peter Cäsar’s speech prepared in writing43, in which he stated 
that certain evil things were happening behind his back, and that he was cutting 
himself off from it. Albrecht Truchsses requested a letter from him at that time. 
He gave it to Truchses with a clear reluctance. Truchsses in turn was to familiarise 
with the content of this letter all participants of the Landtag. At the end of the day, 
the Chancellor read out a letter in Latin to all the Estates of Malbork (Ger. Marien-
burg), written by the royal commissioners, in which they announced their arrival.

The first period of the Landtag of 1566 ends in this way. The next two days 
were already expected to see the arrival of the Commissioners. In this first stage of 
the Landtag’s activity, we find complaints from Estates related to the direct turbu-
lence in the country. The Duke’s party in one case tried to persuade (especially on 
the last day of the meeting before the arrival of the commissioners), in another it 
used threats against the Estates. It was a period of examination of the opponent’s 
forces. The party was waiting for the arrival of Wobeser and Johann Albrecht of 
Mecklenburg44, the son-in-law of Duke Albrecht of Prussia, who were to strengthen 
its position. 

42 Magnus (1540–1583) – Danish Duke, Duke-bishop of Saaremaa in 1560–1573 and Courland in 1560–
1583, ruler of Livonia in 1570–1577 (W. Czapliński, Dzieje Danii nowożytnej 1500–1975, Warszawa 1982, p. 51). 

43 Peter Cäsar – no data on him.
44 Johann Albrecht of Mecklenburg (1525–1576). In 1555 he married Duke Albrecht’s daughter Anna 

Sophia. After 1563 he gained significant influence over the politics of his father–in–law (F. Schirrmacher, Johann 
Albrecht von Mecklenburg, Bd.I–II, Wismar 1885). 
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The second period: From the arrival of royal commissioners to the sub-
mission of “Klag–Libell” by the Estates. (23 August 1566 – 7 September 1566)45

After receiving instructions from King Sigismund I dated July 20, 1566, the 
Commissioners went home to prepare troops for the road. On his way back from 
Lublin, Jan Kostka46, castellan of Gdańsk, learned about the march of Wobeser’s 
troops towards the Duchy. The castellan ordered they should not cross the Vis-
tula River. Wobeser stayed in Gdańsk, showing the local council documents that 
he was trying to help Polish King against Moscow and Sweden. Duke Albrecht, 
having learned about this, wrote to the bishop of Warmia, Stanisław Hozjusz47 and 
Kostka, to let go of Wobeser, which they did not want to do. However, Wobeser 
did it himself with his mercenaries who made a ferry on the Vistula and the road 
to the Duchy of Prussia was almost open. Meanwhile, the commissioners had not 
yet arrived, until finally Mikołaj Firlej48, the royal secretary, arrived in Malbork on 
11 August 1566, and four days later Jan Służewski49, the voivode of Brześć-Kujawski 
and Piotr Zborowski, the castellan of Biecz.50 They immediately started their duties, 
sending two letters: to the Prussian Estates with the notification of arrival and to 
the Council of Gdańsk, so that they would not let foreign soldiers in51.

On August 20, 1566, the Commissioners started their journey from Malbork 
to Königsberg52. On August 21 they arrived in Braniewo (Ger. Brunsberg), where 
Cardinal Hozjusz awaited them. On August 22 they were escorted to the border 

45 Source material in AB , pp. 233–261 and 311–344, is the basis here. I put footnotes on messages from 
other sources.

46 Jan Kostka – († V 1581) studied in Königsberg and Tübingen, and perhaps also in Leipzig. So he knew 
German language. He had the following starosties: Malbork, Puck, Tczew, Lipno, and was the treasurer of the 
Prussian lands (4 March 1555 – V 1581). From Gdańsk Castellany (5 I 1556 – IV 1574) he moved to the Sandom-
ierz Province. He was enjoying such a favour among the nobility that twice, once after the death of Sigismund 
Augustus, and then after the escape of Henry III of France, they wanted to make him King of Poland. He refused 
with Stefan Batory’s support. He remained faithful to the Catholic Church (T. Glemma, Piotr Kostka, Toruń 1959, 
TNT. 81, pp. 11–15).

47 Stanisław Hozjusz (1504–1579), Bishop of Warmia, Cardinal, Polski Słownik Biograficzny, vol. X, 1962–
1964, pp. 46–47.

48 Mikołaj Firlej from Dąbrowica (ca. 1531 – † 1588). Lublin Voivode since 1588 and the head of various 
Małopolska heretics. Calvinist. (See Polski Słownik Biograficzny, vol. VII/1. Kraków 1948, pp. 10–12). W. Dworza-
czek, Genealogia, Warszawa 1959, p. 264.

49 Jan Służewski – since 1562, Inowrocław voivode, then of Brześć–Kujawski, brother–in–law of Jan Kost-
ka. (K. Niesiecki, Herbarz Polski, vol. VIII, Leipzig 1841, pp. 416–417, A. Boniecki, Herbarz Polski, vol. XI, Warsza-
wa 1907, p. 353). Still in 1569, he was an Evangelist, later he converted to Catholicism. (W. Krasiński, Zarys historii 
powstania i upadku reformacji w Polsce, vol. II, part II, Warszawa 1906, p. 262).

50 Piotr Zborowski († 1581) – initially a Biecz castellan, then a Sandomierz voivode (1568) and finally 
Governor of Cracow (1574). That’s what the Niesiecki writes about him: “Paprocki praises Peter for being far away 
from Catholic faith, even though he loved Catholic people and priests” (K. Niesiecki, Herbarz Polski, v. X, Leipzig 
1845, pp. 130–131). He did not convert to Catholicism (W. Krasiński, Zarys dziejów powstania i upadku reformacji 
w Polsce, v. VII/1. Kraków 1948, pp. 10–12). W. Dworzaczek, Genealogia, Table 126).

51 This fragment after S. Bodniak, Polska a Prusy Książęce na schyłku rządów Albrechta, Rocznik Gdański, 
IX–X, 1937, pp. 264–265.

52 DR, p. 15.
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by the cardinal and spent the night at the castle in Pokarmin. Finally on 23 August 
they arrived in Königsberg with about 250 horses, greeted half a mile from the 
gates by the chief steward of young Duke, Jacob Schwerin53. Schwerin apologised to 
the Commissioners for the fact that, because of their illness, the two Dukes could 
not welcome them and that the Commissioners were placed not in the castle, but 
in the city. Adam Vetulani says that greeting the commissioners only by the chief 
steward of the young lord and living in an inn and not in a castle, according to the 
ceremony at that time, was an insult to the representatives of the landlord54. The 
commissioners have taken over the inns in Knipawa. From now on, their proper 
activity begins, the purpose of which is to follow the King’s instructions. The arrival 
of commissioners was not welcomed by the court party and the new Duke’s coun-
cillors bad it gave strength to the Estates and was supposed to lead to a joint action 
of the Estates with the commissioners of that party. The new period of the Landtag 
was filled with negotiations between the commissioners, Estates and Duke about 
instituting court proceedings against the new Dukely advisors, however, the Estates 
were quite cautious in their proceedings, leading to secondary complaints, which 
had nothing to do with state complaints. In the second period of the session of the 
Landtag, we should see the continuation of the activities of the Estates of the first 
period, with the fact that in their efforts they are now strengthened by the presence 
of commissioners from the landlord, the Polish King. The difference between the 
first and the second period of the Landtag sessions was the change in the tactics of 
the state party, which gradually moved from defence to attack. It was as follows. 

The first negotiations between Commissioners and Dukely dignitaries took 
place on 23 August: Johann Kreytzen – Chancellor, Kasper Fasolt55 – burgrave, Jo-
hann Jacob Truchsses56 – chief steward. The dignitaries have submitted a request to 

53 Jacob Schwerin – in 1551 he studied in Wittenberg, and was later appointed chief steward of the young 
Duke; remained in office until 1567, when he was replaced by Kasper v. Lehndorf, who at the request of the Polish 
King was to teach the young Albrecht Frederick the Polish language (HB, p. 128, footnote 3 and p. 251). Kasper v. 
Lehndorf–Mgowski son of Fabian I belonged to a Polish noble family from the Chełm region, Germanised only 
in the 19th century (W. Kętrzyński, O ludności polskiej w Prusiech niegdyś krzyżackich, Lwów 1882, p. 129). Kasper 
Lendorff ’s father was the ancestor of this branch of the family, which lived in the Duchy of Prussia. Kasper, after 
the death of his father (1548), was the owner of the Duke’s pledge Iławka (Ger. Preussisch Eylau), the starost of 
Bartoszyce, the chief steward of the young Duke (1567–1574), again the starost of Bartoszyce and Pokarmin (HB, 
pp. 250–251).

54 Władztwo Polski w Prusiech Zakonnych i Książęcych (1454–1657). Wybór źródeł, ed. A. Vetulani, 
Wrocław 1953, p. 161, footnote 5.

55 Kasper Fasolt, son of Wolf, had properties in Iława (Ger. Deutsch Eylau) County, 18 June 1566, 1567, 
Until 1570, the elder above the Pasłęk (Ger. Preussisch Holland) bench and still in 1577 was called the Pasłęk Judge 
(HB, p. 167, footnote).

56 Johann Jacob Erbtruchsses v. Waldburg – Count, starost of Fishermen in 1555–1564, since 1565 the 
mayor, released from office in July 1566, then at the Landtag this year restored, starost of Szaki (Ger. Schaaken) 
since 1567 (HB, pp. 240–241; Altpr. Biogr. Bd. I, p. 837, S. Bodniak, op. cit. p. 243).
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the Duke that Elias Kanitz57, who came with the commissioners, should leave the 
principality. The commissioners did not want to agree to this, because Kanitz was 
not the enemy of the Duke, in their opinion, but wants to submit to a fair judgment 
(pares curie) at the court. In the end, the Commissioners agreed that Kanitz should 
not appear in public until Monday. On the same day, late in the evening, the Duke’s 
service to the Commissioners announced the Duke’s order that the Commissioners 
should appear next day for an audience at 8 o’clock in the morning.58.

The next day, on 24 August, the Commissioners, agitated by the order of the 
Duke, called on the chief steward and the Chancellor59. They declared that “they are 
not royal rulers, nor are they postal messengers, that they may be disposed of and 
sent away so quickly, but are royal commissioners, and should be free to act...”.60. 
At the same time, the Commissioners asked that they would like to set off their 
messengers on Monday, 26 August. On the same day, August 24th, representatives 
of the Prussian Estates came to the commissioners, wishing them success in their 
plans through the mouth of Albrecht Truchsses von Wetzhausen – the marshal of 
the nobility. Commissioners in turn appealed to Estates, to give them advice and 
help, to stand by their side, and to communicate royal orders to them, but first they 
must present them to the Duke. The Estates have responded positively to this. This 
message was provided only by Adolf Pawiński61. It is valuable because it was the 
first time that Commissioners have come into contact with the Estates.

It was Monday, 26 August, when the Commissioners wanted to present the 
King’s will to the Duke. The Commissioners, accompanied by Kasper Fasolt – the 
burgrave, Johann Kreytzen – the Chancellor, the two equerries – Johann Jacob Er-
btruchsess and Jacob Schwerin, Dr. Christoph Jonas and Count Jonas von Eulen-
burg62, went to the castle. The young and old Duke were already waiting for them 
on the stairs63. First, the commissioners greeted the Duke in the presence of old 
and new councillors: Horst and Schnell. They then requested a private audience to 
present the articles of the royal instructions. The Duke wanted at least six and then 
two councillors to be present, because he is elderly, has a weak memory and often 
cannot understand what is being said. This makes it all the more difficult for him to 

57 Elias Kanitz, Frederick’s younger brother, came to Dukely Prussia from Meissen. In 1565 he came into 
conflict with Duke Paul Skalich’s favourite, whom he accused of falsifying his origins. He was outlawed for it. Then 
he went to Poland for a complaint. After the fall of the new councilors in 1567 he became the starost of Szczytno 
(Ger. Ortelsburg) (C.K. Hase, op. cit. pp.320–323 and HB, p.349).   

58 DR, pp. 16–17.
59 Ibidem, p. 17.
60 Memorial PTT, p. 776: “They would not be royal chamberlains or post messengers, that they should be 

so hasty and praeserbiren time, but royal commissioners, who should also have their opportunity”.
61 DR, p. 18
62 Jonas Eulenburg, Count, son of Botha (+ 1565), in 1576–1577 the Starost of Węgorzewo (Angerburg), 

and in 1577–1582 the Starost of Bartoszyce, and until 1580 also the Starost of Pokarmin (HB,s. 13, footnote 1.)
63 DR, p. 20.
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respond to it, even if he had one article twenty times repeated. The commissioners 
did not want to accept this, because they wanted to judge the Duke’s state of mind. 
Then Horst advised the Duke, however, to listen to the Commissioners. That’s what 
happened. In addition to the old Duke Albrecht, the young Duke Albrecht Freder-
ick also listened to the royal instructions. However, after reading a few points, the 
Duke decided not to listen anymore and even to propose to the Commissioners 
that one article be read to him several times and he requested that the text be sent 
to him in writing. However, the Commissioners did not want to do this by under-
standing that they would show their cards to new counsellors, who were, after all, 
accused in the instructions.

On that day, the Landtag was reconvened. There were voices to expel the re-
iters from the country. It was noted that the Duke disbanded the guards for which 
he had previously strived. It was proposed that, once the Commissioners have pre-
sented their questions and requests to the Duke, the Estates should present their 
complaints. Also on that day, the commissioners asked Johann Jacob Erbruchsses 
von Waldburg, the chief steward, as the highest dignitary, to convene the Estates 
the next day at one o’clock in the afternoon, because they have orders and writings 
from the King for the Estates as well64.

In connection with this matter, the Commissioners, along with the representa-
tives of the Estates, went to the Duke on 27 August asking him to allow the commis-
sioners to hold separate meetings with the Estates. At their request, the Duke agreed 
to the request of the commissioners, giving a positive response from chief steward 
Erbtruchsses and burgrave Kasper Fasolt. It seems that this was a serious mistake on 
the part of the Duke. Instead of coming to an agreement with the Commissioners 
themselves, he allowed them to merge with the Estates. All the more so because there 
were more opportunities to communicate with the Commissioners than with the Es-
tates. The Duke wanted to oppose his authority against united forces of Estates and 
commissioners. It was naturally absurd for him to be able to emerge victorious from 
this clash. At this joint meeting, Albrecht Truchsses von Wetzhausen – the marshal 
of the noble house presented the complaints of the Estates which had been raised the 
previous day during the sessions of the Landtag. Finally, it was agreed that a joint state 
session with the commissioners would take place on the same day in the cathedral 
church in Knipawa at two o’clock in the afternoon.

At that hour, councillors and deputies from all the Estates appeared. Soon 
the Commissioners arrived and were greeted by the burgraby – Kasper Fasolt65, the 

64 DR, p. 21.
65 Kasper Fasolt, Wolf ’s son, had properties in Iława County. From 18 June 1566 to 1567 a higher rank 

bulgrave, until 1570, the elder above the Pasłęk court and still in 1577 was called the Pasłęk Judge (HB, p. 167, 
footnote 2.).
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Chancellor – Kreytzen, the chief steward – Joahan Jacob Erbtruchsess and count 
Jonas von Eulenburg. Then they were taken to the choir of the cathedral church and 
took their seats there. On the first chair Jan from Służewo, on the second chair Jan 
Kostka, on the third chair Piotr Zborowski, on the fourth chair Mikołaj Firlej. The 
Prussian Estates stood around the chairs. At that time, Jan Kostka gave a carefully 
prepared speech. He said that the King had heard the news that things were wrong 
in Prussia. He knows that this is not the fault of the Duke, but of the reckless and in-
sidious people who control the Duke in his old age. Therefore, in order to help this 
country and the Duke, his relative, the King sent his commissioners here with full 
authority. Since the Commissioners are not aware of the reasons for this evil, they 
are asking the Estates and dignitaries to respond to it. They themselves desire noth-
ing “but the good of His Majesty the Duke and his province: that the Elderly Duke, 
whom His Majesty considers to be the father, may in blissful peacefully end his old 
age, the younger one, whom His Majesty treats as his son, that after the death of the 
Elder Duke he may find all things well arranged and all things calm, and all subjects 
may in the meantime enjoy peace.”66 Kostka then presented the points of the royal 
instruction and handed out letters intended for the Estates67. The instruction of July 
20, 156668 provided how to make a speech to Duke Albrecht and how to justify in-
terfering in the internal affairs of the fief land. Then the instruction recommended 
the greatest possible gentleness towards the Duke in order to maintain “the sweet-
ness of the relationship that occurred between Sigismund, his cousin, and the man 
broken by old age and illness”. The instruction was that the Commissioners would 
have a conversation with Hozjusz, and then, on arrival in Königsberg, would spend 
1–2 days studying the situation and then ask for an audience with the Duke. In the 
audience they would say that bad news of the riots in the country was coming to 
the King, and that the King sent them to acquaint the Duke with what he thought. 
The instruction also stated that if it is possible, for reasons of his health, to speak 
further with the Duke, then the commissioners should present the royal view on 
these matters. First they would explain the reasons for their ar rival. At this point, 
they were supposed to remind the Duke about royal letters, about the April mission 
of Hozjusz, about the fact that the Duke did not answer to it in writing despite his 
promises, and also the Duke’s deputy in Poland, Wenzel Schack von Stangenberg69, 
had nothing to say in this respect. In the absence of any news from the Duke, and 
with the complaints of many of the Dukely subjects, the King sent his commission-

66 DR, pp. 21–22, translation by A. Vetulani, Władztwo Polski, pp. 170–171.
67 A. Pawiński, DR, p. LVII.; A. Vetulani, Władztwo Polski, p. 171, footnote 22 explains that these were 

powers of attorney, a letter of intent and instructions for royal MPs.
68 DR, pp. 3–11 instruction, pp. 11–12 power of attorney, pp. 12–14 Iron letter.
69 Wenzel Schack von Stangenberg, doctor, Duke’s deputy in Warsaw, married to Kristina, daughter of 

Chancellor Joahann Kreytzen. In 1575 he became Chancellor. (HB p. 156, footnote 6 and pp. 340–341). 
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ers here for the good of the Duchy of Prussia. The Instruction noted that the King 
did so not by title, but because of the love and kindness he had for the Duke. It then 
lists all the abuses and shortcomings that have taken place in the Principality of 
Albrecht.
1. Old, faithful counsellors have been removed, and new and evil have been 

called, who have stripped the Duke of his possessions and spread rumours 
that they control him.

2. Subjects complain about new solicitors, in particular about their frequent lit-
igation and the imposition of large taxes.

3. The question was why at the Augsburg Landtag, where the abolition of ban-
ishment was considered, there was no Duke’s deputy. At this point, the King 
reminded that in the past the Duke could even look after other people’s affairs.

4. The subjects were forced to swear an oath of allegiance to certain German 
Dukes (Brandenburgers on January 18, 1566)70 without the King’s consent, 
although the Duke made some reservations.

5. The last tax was imposed, not passed in the Landtag.
6. Castles and estates were granted under the heritage law to foreigners without 

the royal consent and knowledge, i.e. in violation of treaties (Article 15 of the 
Cracow Treaty).

7. Paul Skalich’s lampoons71 against the emperor were spread with impunity, 
which adversely affects relations with the emperor and is contrary to the in-
terests of the King and the Duke.

8. Apparently the Prussian administration was transferred to a foreign Duke 
(John Albrecht of Mecklenburg) without the King’s permission.

9. There is also talk of changing the will of Duke Albrecht.
These are the works of the new counsellors. So let the Duke, the instruction 

said, repair the condition of the Estates with support of the commissioners, and 
restore the old counsellors, decree the goods distributed to strangers, impose less 
tax, uphold the old will and do not appoint a governor, because the King will nev-
er agree to that. This speech was to conclude with a statement that the King was 
particularly anxious to preserve the honour of the old Duke and to maintain peace 
in the legacy of the young Duke. The project of Elijah Kanitz, the main opponent 
of the governments of the new councillors, aiming at the establishment of a Polish 
governor in the Duchy of Prussia, was not included in the instruction. Because 

70 DR, p. 7, “Yus iurandum expressum est a subditis Illustritatis V. de obedientia nonnulis principibus 
Germaniae.”

71 Paul Skalich (1534 Zagreb – 1575 Gdańsk), a scholar and adventurer, a favorite of Duke Albrecht. He 
escaped from Königsberg avoiding the trial (J. Voigt, Paul Skalich der falsche Markgraf von Verona, Beliner Kalen-
der für 1848, 22 Jhrg. pp, 1–88; G. Krabbel, Paul Skalich ein Lebensbild aus den 16. Jahrhundert, Münster 1916).
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“there was no... certainty whether the royal governor, imposed against the priv-
ileges, will meet with the voluntary recognition of the Prussian nobility...”72. The 
placement of the Polish Commissioner could result in a merger of the Prussian 
Hohenzollerns with the Reich against Poland and create additional danger in the 
north. S. Bodniak73 justifies this kind of Polish policy by the fact that in Prussia 
the prevailing layer was German or Germanized nobility and bourgeoisie, i.e. the 
foreign element. Therefore, he believes that the Polish governor would be badly 
received here, and that the voice of Elijah Kanitz was not an expression of the voice 
of the Prussian nobility in general.

After reading the royal instruction, Chancellor Joahann Kreytzen took the 
floor, trying as much as possible to counterargue the royal accusations contained 
in the letter. Kreytzen represented the centre party. He said that the old coun sellors 
had been removed and new ones called, but that was the will of the Duke, and 
who could have resisted him. No one was forced to pay homage to the Branden-
burgers. As for the tax, it is true that it was imposed, but it depends on the will of 
the Estates, which can either pass it or reject it. That is why the Landtag has been 
convened. In the matter of sending a deputy to the Reich’s Landtag, the Chancellor 
explained that the Chancellor Joahann Jacob Erbtruchsses and Doctor Christoph 
Jonas74 were supposed to be there but because of the difficulties in the country, they 
had to stay. At the Reich Landtag, they were to be replaced by Dr. Aquila75, who 
was in the service of the Duke of Leipzig. Why he did not fulfil this task, we do not 
know. As for the governorate, there were such voices, but he does not know how 
it actually happened. The Old Testament was indeed taken from Tapiawa by Dr. 
Laurentius Kirchoff,76 but what happened to it is not known. Finally, with regard to 
Elijah Kanitz, it is true that he was denied the pares curiae court, but he was given 
the opportunity to defend himself before the ordinary court. Kreytzen’s speech was 
based on his office rather than personal views, which he clearly distinguished in his 
speech about Kanitz when he said that the Duke demanded that Kanitz leave the 
country, but that is not his opinion, because Kanitz is his friend77.

72 S. Bodniak, Polska a Prusy Książęce, p. 262. 
73 Ibidem, pp. 263–264.
74 Christoph Jonas – born 1510 in Königsberg, † 21 II 1582), son of Nicholas, councillor of the Old Town. 

He studied at the cost of the Duke of Wittenberg, and in 1543 in Italy he was awarded the title of Doctor of Rights. 
In 1544, in support of Fillip Melanchthon became the first professor of law at the newly founded Royal University, 
in 1548 its rector. In 1554 he left the college of professors and in 1562 he became a Vice–Chancellor. He enjoyed a 
special trust of the Duke. He participated in the amendment of Culm Law (Altpreussische Biographie, vol. I, p. 309; 
HB, pp. 254–255).

75 Aquila-dr, no data.
76 Dr. Laurentius Kirchof, came to Prussia from Rostock. He was trusted by Duke Johann Albrecht of 

Mecklenburg. After resignation of Johann Kreytzen was the Chancellor of the Duke for several months in 1566 
(see J. Małłek, Geneza sejmu 1566 r., p. 513).   

77 Memorial, PTT p. 765.
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The same speech was given by chief steward Erbtruchsess. These speeches 
have caused uproar among debaters who were dissatisfied with them. There were 
screams from both sides. Finally, when it calmed down, Albrecht Truchsses the 
Speaker of the Chamber of Nobility appeared. He said that the gravamines put 
forward by the Commissioners were more than real. He reserved, however, that it 
is not this pious and honourable master who should be attributed to this poverty, 
but only to the reckless and selfish villains who have put everything on such a path. 
Then, discussing the royal allegations, he subsequently confirmed their credibility. 
After that, the Commissioners heard a new complaint, namely: the money from the 
adopted tax to buy out the castles, after only two were bought out, on the advice of 
the new councillors were spent on other purposes78. Finally, Truchsses accused the 
Chancellor and the chief steward of not wanting to know the truth. Now it was the 
turn of the cities. They were supposed to express their opinions. The Mayor of the 
Old Town, Kasper Nepfel,79 did not want to speak, justifying his lack of powers of 
attorney from small towns. The Mayor of Knipawa, Johann von Lohe,80 although 
he did not own any of these, nevertheless took the floor and stated that he per-
sonally fully agreed with Albrecht Truchsses’ remarks. He also said that it was not 
the fault of the Duke, but of evil people, new counsels, and especially of Schnell, 
who is a  wicked man, perjurer and divine dissociator. Schnell has caused many 
misfortunes to the city of Knipawa. This was followed by the speech of higher rank 
burgrave Kasper Fasolt, who was offended by the statement of Johann von Lohe 
about the new counsellors, because he was also appointed to the burgrave’s office 
not long ago (18 June 1566). In response, Johann von Lohe reassured the burgrave 
that he had nothing against him. Then the mayor of Lipník was to speak, but he hid 
behind the lack of powers of attorney and asked to be able to consult his own peo-
ple first. Then there was a city council. It resulted in a speech of a mayor of the Old 
Town, Kasper Nepfl, who said that everything that the royal commissioners and 
Albrecht Truchsses said was true and there are examples of it. In this way, the cities, 
after some hesitation, expressed views consistent with the nobility. In this situation, 
neither Chancellor Johann Kreytzen nor chief steward Erbtruchsess wanted to 
close the session, as they would have found themselves in a situation that approves 
of what has been said here. So Marshal Albrecht Truchsses did it. He thanked the 
commissioners for their efforts, acquitted the Duke, and blamed everything on the 
bad people, who “by order of the devil” advised the Duke. Those evil people who 

78 DR, p. 24.
79 Kasper Nepfel, in 1557 he was the Duke’s secretary and in 1566 the mayor of Old Town of Königsberg 

(HB, p. 196, footnote 2).
80 Johann von Lohe, Mayor of Knipawa, no further information available.
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are the cause of this poverty are: Johann Funck81, founder, Schnell – advisor, Horst 
– continuator and Steinbach82 – executor. Finally, Albrecht Truchsses asked the 
Commissioners, with the power of royal authority, to arrest them and bring them 
to justice. He was followed by a guest appearance of Elijah Kanitz who arrived with 
Commissioners. He stated that he had an honourable case with Paul Skalich, but 
that he had escaped, so he could not assert his right. The same applies to Horst and 
Schnell, who did not allow him to court of peers, and the latter ordered for him 
a gallows, which he expects Schnell will not miss.

Jan Kostka answered that they were here to do justice to everyone, to protect 
their privileges, to allow them to come to fair treatment. It was then that the dis-
cussion began on what form to take in order to settle the accused’s case. The Estates 
did not want to give any loud advice on this matter. They were afraid of the venge-
ance of the new councillors and firmly stated that the Commissioners would find 
their own way out. At that time, the Commissioners considered it appropriate to 
sue the new counsellors and judge them at home lands. The Estates were to choose 
a special committee to participate in the trial of the new counsellors83. The next day, 
they were given lawsuits. “This first step of the commissioners may have been too 
bold, or at least too violent and too hasty, to have prompted the Duke, or rather his 
advisors, immediately to oppose a strong decrease in the power of the chief judge, 
as the Duke himself was within his own country,” wrote Adolf Pawiński84.

On 28 August the Duke held a meeting with the councillors and then sent 
Secretary Dargitz to the commissioners, who asked the commissioners for a meet-
ing. It took place that day at 1 o’clock in the afternoon. In addition to the Com-
missioners, the Estates and the Chief Superintendents participated: chief steward 
Johann Jacob Erbtruchsses zu Waldburg, burgrave Kasper Fasolt, Chancellor Jo-
hann Kreytzen and Dr Christoph Jonas. Dr Jonas, on behalf of the Duke, gave 
a speech in which he accused the Commissioners of entering into the powers of the 
Duke, conducting negotiations with the Estates in the absence of the Duke. In his 
speech, he expressed his reluctance and bitterness because of the diminished digni-

81 Johann Funck, (born 7 II 1518 in Nuremberg, suburb of Wöhrd, † executed 28 X 1566 in Königsberg). 
He studied at Wittenberg. In 1547 he was in Prussia, where he became the parish priest of the Old Town and 
a court preacher. When Osiander arrived, he joined him. At a synod in Prabuty in 1556, he was forced to take the 
side of the Augsburg confession. Proud Funck vetoed this humiliation, creating a new Osiander church order in 
1558. After the arrival of Paul Skalich in Prussia, he gave him priority at the side of the Duke and joined his party. 
He was an expert in theology and history. (Cf. Real–Encyklopädie für Protestant Theology and Kirche, ed. J.J. Her-
zog and G.L. Plitt, v. 4, Leipzig 1879, pp. 716–719 (by W. Möller), and Altpreussische Biographie, published by Ch. 
Krollmann, vol. I, Königsberg (Pr.) 1941, pp. 202–203 (author: Weder).

82 Johann Steinbach – (born in Annaberg, Saxony), librarian, Dukely councillor. Lawyer, the head of the 
secret registry. Together with Schnell an intermediary in loans to a Duke from the bankers of Gdańsk and Szc-
zecin. Expelled from the country in 1566 by a criminal court judgment (HB, pp. 161–162, footnote 5).

83 DR, p. 25.
84 Pawiński, DR., p. LXXIII.
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ty of the Duke. The Commissioners defended themselves as follows: they follow the 
King’s instruction to negotiate with the Estates if it is not possible with the Duke. If 
the Duke had said that he could hear something 20 times and still remember noth-
ing, then they could only follow the instructions. In any case, the Duke’s councillors 
were present at the meeting with the Estates. Finally, they said that the King had to 
intervene when the lands were alienated and governorship was established, which 
was contrary to the Treaty of 1525. And if the situation requires, they threatened, 
the King will reach for a weapon85.

Dr Jonas answered in conciliation to that after the meeting. The Duke does 
not have the old cleverness of mind, but he is not devoid of mental powers. Some-
times he can talk a lot, e.g. today he spoke about his rights and that he wants to go 
to his relatives. It was a threat to the Commissioners. It is true that he is susceptible 
to influence, and he has been for a long time. Finally, Dr Jonas called on the Com-
missioners to stop suing and negotiating with the Estates and to deal with the Duke 
and the councillors, and if the Duke does not want to do so, they can manage the 
matter themselves86. The Commissioners replied that they had to ask the Estates 
about it with which the negotiations had begun.

Meanwhile, on that day, the Landtag held its deliberations and elected the 
aforementioned committee, which was to stand alongside the commissioners dur-
ing the trial against the new advisers. The following persons entered the committee:

Old Town:
 Kasper Nöpfel – Mayor, Merten Kalau, Bartholomeus Bartsch
from the courthouse:
 Christoph Rabe87, Johann Ungerman, Thomas Richter
from the common people:
 Wendel Hofmeister, Georg Weymer

Knipawa:
 Johann von Lohe mayor, Michael Wiesner, Peter Glogau
from the courthouse:
 Dirck Mundfort, Wilhelm Platte, Gregor Volmesser
from the common people:
 Michael Möller, Frederick Mundfort

85 DR, p. 27.
86 DR, p. 28.
87 Christoph Rabe – Mayor of the Old Town. He had 11 brothers. His wife was Eva Elvert Mavin, daughter 

of the mayor of the Old Town of Königsberg. (J. Gallandi, Königsberger Stadtgeschlechter, Altpreussischer Monat-
schrift, Bd. 20, 1883, p. 211; op. cit., p. 451)
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Lipnik:
 Hieronim von Stein – Mayor, Barthel Hohendorf, Jeronimus Köseler
from the courthouse:
 Simon Krüger, Brosin Pleppin, Adam Heidenreich
from the common people:
 Elijah Lichtenau, Bastian Klue

From nobility:
 Albrecht Truchsses von Wetzhausen – Speaker of the Chamber of Nobility 
Baltazar von Schlubhut, Georg von der Gröben, Johann von der Gablentz, 

Bastian Kobersche88

Melchior Lesgewang89

From small towns:
Merten Pottien – Mayor of Bartoszyce
Christoph Klee – from Welawa (Ger. Wehlau)
Johann Amende – writer from Morąg (Ger. Mohrungen)
Johansen – writer from Tylża (Ger. Tillsit).

It was noted that this committee is appointed only to deal with the issue of 
new advisers. In other cases, reference should be made to the wider public. The 
elected have taken an oath not to harm the Duke and the Principality, but to judge 
faithfully and honestly for his sake. Whoever opposes it, let the earth swallow him 
up like: Korah, Dathana and Abiram90, and they confirmed Amen three times.

In the afternoon, a joint meeting was held at the Commissioners’ Inn, which 
included, apart from the hosts, councillors and Estates91. The Estates were supposed 
to answer what they thought about the Duke’s project so that the negotiations 
would be conducted by commissioners directly with the Duke. It is understandable 
that the Estates were not very eager to give a positive answer, and therefore the 
answer was postponed until the time when they found out whether the counsellors 
joined the resolution adopted in the cathedral church (i.e. suing new counsellors). 
Meanwhile, the councillors answered no and started to accuse the Marshal of the 
Chamber of Nobility, Albrecht Truchsess, of allowing himself to speak too much at 
that time. Word fights took place between Albrecht Truchsses and Chancellor Jo-
hann Kreytzen and chief steward Erbtruchsessen. The last one, upset, ran out of the 

88 Bastian Kobersche – in 1573 became the starost of Nidzica (Ger. Neidenburg) (HB, p. 348).
89 Melchor Lesgewang – had property in the Bartoszyce starosty (HB, p. 107, footnote 2).
90 Gdansk Bible, Old Testament, Numbers 16.
91 I present this meeting mainly for A. Pawiński, DR, pp. 28–29, which is the most clear.
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building, slamming the door, which the Commissioners thought was a misconduct. 
In the end, however, the commissioners, on the advice of the Estates, agreed that 
the Duke should administer justice to the new counsellors, and not them, naturally 
in their presence, but to do so immediately. If that did not satisfy the Commission-
ers, then they would apply lawsuits to the new counsellors. With this concession 
from the commissioners, the Duke thought he would rip their guns out of their 
hands. In fact, it seemed like it would happen, but the Duke found himself in the 
difficult role of a judge, which he did not want either, but in order to save his allies, 
he undertook to do so.

On that day, Albrecht Truchsses asked for the keys to the castle. He announced 
that the new councillors were managing the artillery and were going to eradicate 
the commissioners. This concludes the session of the Commissioners gathered in 
the inn. The Duke took the initiative again. The commissioners stood aside. The 
work of the 34–member committee ended in one day. Already on 29 August, the 
Duke told the commissioners through the chief advisers that he wanted to hear all 
the complaints on 30 August, i.e. to start legal proceedings against the new advisers. 
At the same time, he ordered a court of peers for Elijah Kanitz. In these steps, we 
should see some concessions to the Commissioners and a desire to comfort them. 
At the same time, he gave Elijah Kanitz a safe conduct. This was handed over to the 
Commissioners, but they did not accept it, because Kanitz – they said – is enough 
of a royal safe conduct. Then Kanitz was persuaded to take it, which he did after 
a long hesitation with the explanation that he was taking it not for his own safety, 
because for this he had enough of a royal safe conduct, but for the glory of the 
Duke.

On that day, the Landtag continued its deliberations in the Town Hall. It was 
necessary to think about how the Estates should act against the new advisors on the 
next day. They were afraid of the bias of the court. Between the lines of the diary 
of the Royal Landtag one can read that there was no certainty nor unity among the 
Estates, since the commissioners expressed themselves as follows: “We bring you 
war or peace with us, choose what you want. You want to stay with your privileges, 
your judgments, your laws, in peace and quiet – then follow this. That is why we 
came here to help you. If you do not want to, consider what might happen to you.” 
The letters written to Gablentz92 and Rauschke93from the three castles bordering 
with Mazovia were then read out. Their content showed that the Mazurians on 
the border are standing in the force of 3,000 troops and threaten to come to them 
soon. Here we see what forms of pressure have been used to consolidate the Estates 

92 Probably Johann Gabelentz, starost of Dąbrówno in the years 1530–1539 (HB, p. 345)
93 Probably Alexander Rauschke, Starost of Działdowo (Ger. Soldau) in 1566 (HB, p. 352)
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and turn them against the Duke. At the same time, the Landtag heard about the 
Duke’s alleged departure and asked the commissioners to persuade him not to do 
so. In the afternoon, Albrecht Truchsses von Wetzhausen informed the Estates of 
the composition of the court appointed by the Duke. It consisted of: chief steward 
– Johann Jacob Erbruchsess von Waldburg, chief steward of young Duke – Jacob 
Schwerin, Dr Christoph Jonas, Dr Nicolaus94, Dr Ambrosius Lobwasser95, Jonas 
von Eulenburg, Sigmund Kerstendorff96 – the mayor of Szaki (Schaaken), Niko-
las Sparwein97 – the starost of Tapiawa. The composition was not final. Truchsses 
commented on the names of these elected judges, namely that they would probably 
not be acting as judges of the new counsels, but as their attorneys. Finally, a debate 
was held on the person of the prosecutor who is to speak on behalf of the Estates. 
The choice was of Matthias Bögner98 from Elbląg. Albrecht Truchsses then commu-
nicated to the Estates to support them morally that the royal commissioners had 
sent secretary Jan Dmitr Solikowski to the King by post99. On the following day, 
Friday, August 30th, the court was held at the castle. The Commissioners finally 
saw what they had been striving for since the beginning of their activities. Duke 
Albrecht was sitting at the table, on the left hand there were commissioners, and 
on the right hand there were young Duke Albrecht Frederick and his advisors, who 
were to be judges, Erbtruchsses chief steward, Kasper Fasolt burgrave, Christoph 
Jonas doctor, mgr (M.A.) Lukas Dawid100, Dr Lobwasser, Dr Rodt101, Dr Clement102 
official, Dr Nicolas Germanus103, Nicolas Sporwein – starost of Tapiawa, Sigmund 
Kerstendorff – Mayor of Szaki. The judge was also supposed to be Chancellor Dr 

94 Dr. Nicolaus – an unidentified person 
95 Ambrose Lobwasser, 1515–1585, born in Saxony. He studied in Leipzig, Paris and Bologna. Since 1563 

a professor of law at the University of Königsberg. Author of the translation of David Psalms (Neue Deutsche 
Biographie, Bd.14,Berlin 1985, p. 740 and n, P.G. Thielen, Die Kultur am Hofe Herzog Albrechts (1525–1568), Göt-
tingen 1953, p.146).

96 Sigmund Kerstendorff–Kierstanowski (probably a Pole), in 1566, 1567 a national mayor of Szaki. His 
signature was among the witnesses of the last will of Duke Albrecht, dated 14 May 1566. He was considered a sup-
porter of the new counsels and Duke Johann Albrecht of Mecklenburg. During the trial of the new advisers, he 
represented by Duke Albrecht (HB, p. 38, footnote 3 p. 351).

97 Nicolas Sparwein – starost of Tapiawa in 1565,1566 (HB, p. 57, 200, 206, 352).
98 Matthias Bögner – studied in Wittenberg, lawyer, secreator of the Elbląg City Council (See E. Carsten, 

Geschichte der Hansestadt Elbing, Elbing 1937, pp. 330–331,336).
99 Jan Dymitr Solikowski (1539–1603). Studied in Rome, then he was secretary to Zygmunt August and 

then to Stefan Batory. Since 1583, the Archbishop of Lviv. (See S. Orgelbrand, Universal Encyclopedia, Volume XIII, 
Warszawa 1902, pp. 620–621). A separate monograph was written by W. Nehring, O życiu i pismach Jana Dymitra 
Solikowskiego, Poznań 1860.

100 Lucas David (1503–1583), historian, chancellor of the bishop of Chełm, then counsellor of Duke Al-
brecht. Author of the Prussian Chronicle. (P. G. Thielen, op. cit., , p.163)

101 Rodt. Dr – no data.
102 Clement, Dr. Probably Klaus Schwarz, who was called Clement – a long-time Dukely official of the 

pension camera, from the beginning of 1566 to the summer of 1567 was in charge of the pension camera. He was 
to some extent responsible for the commercial machinations of the new advisers (HB, p. 146, footnote 1).

103 Nicholas Germanus, dr., no data.
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Johann Kreytzen, but he asked for an exclusion because he wanted to take part in 
the accusation part. At that time it was agreed that the judges would also be: Bart-
holomew Richau104 and Faustein Nimptsch105, but the Estates protested against it, 
claiming that they find them suspicious. At that time, the burgrave Fasolt wanted to 
remove the collected Estates from the hall, but they remained as per request of the 
Duke. Before the session with the Estates had even begun, the commissioners had 
turned to the Duke with a justification to sue the new councillors. This was not due 
to their bad will, but to the fact that the Duke did not want to negotiate with them. 
At the same time, they pointed out that the new councillors are people of low origin 
and reckless and the commissioners could not negotiate with such people.

After the meeting, Chancellor Johann Kreytzen, on behalf of the Duke, re-
plied that the Duke accepted the Commissioners’ justification, thanked them for 
their efforts and asked for a written complaint.106. Kostka replied to the request of 
the Duke that they were here not only to write and speak, but also to remove evil 
with actions. A nervous Duke interrupted the speech explaining that he could not 
talk about these matters in a presence of such a large number of people. It was then 
disputed whether the Commissioners would act as auditores and spectores or as 
censors. The commissioners regarded themselves as censors, the Duke as listeners 
and observers. The discussion did not bring any results and each side stayed the 
same. A proper part of the judicial process, the filing of complaints followed. They 
were submitted on behalf of the Estates by Albrecht Truchsses – marshall of the 
Chamber of Deputies. He did not mention anything about the complaints he had 
filed so far, but he came up with something new, namely he attacked Johann Funck 
and Matthias Horst, the head of the new counsellors, in the absence of Skalich. On 
August 28 Funck was supposed to say to the Duke that there are no faithful sub-
jects in the country and he should go with the young Duke to his relatives. Horst 
was supposed to be present. Since it was an insult and a defamation to the Estates, 
Truchsses demanded the arrest of the defendants. Funck replied briefly that he had 
been awaiting such an unjust accusation. Then, after his departure and after a con-
versation with Horst, he returned and asked that, due to his clergyman and office 
condition and his voice indisposition, he be given a lawyer to answer the question. 
Then Albrecht Truchsses arrogantly attacked him, saying that this was not about an 

104 Bartholomew Richau – son of the Mayor of the Old Town, Nicolas Richau, who is at the approval of 
the Krakow Treaty of 1525 by the Prussian Estates. Bartholomew Richau was a city writer in 1540, and from the 
beginning of the year 1566, he was Duke’s councillor. (Lt. Altpr. Biogr. hrsg. v. K. Forstreuter and F. Gause, Band II, 
Lieferung 4, Marburg/Lahn 1961, p. 555.)

105 Faustein Nimptsch younger, shortly after the death of his father (1556), a pension camera counsellor. 
He was in close relationship with Skalich and Horst. (HB, pp. 247–248 and W. Meyer, Jacob Quandt and Faustein 
Nimptsch two Königsberger councillors from the time of the Osiandrischen disputes, Altpreussische Geschlechten-
kunde, 3 Jhrg., issue 1, 1929, pp. 83–89 i J. Gallandi, op.cit., p. 211); Altpr. Biogr., v. II, p. 472/2. 

106 Pawiński A., DR, p. LXXVII.
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office, but about a person. This is a criminal case. He was always capable of talking 
nonsense anyway it was enough if he simply answered yes or no. Then the Duke 
gave a verdict through the mouth of Dr. Christoph Jonas to answer yes or no, to 
which Funck stated that he must therefore answer, but neither affirmative nor neg-
ative. He said he did not want to deal with the Estates because they are too big for 
him. He knows that there are many noble people among the Estates, and he knows 
that there are also his enemies. This is partly because of the Osiandrov dispute and 
partly because he was not so zealous and did not shout at their declaration: “I like” 
or sang: “Dear Junkers, this is the truth.” Two days ago, he was sued as a trouble-
maker of the country, and now new complaints are being made, in order to destroy 
a poor man such as him. Finally, he asked to show him the one who slandered him. 
Then Albrecht Truchsses appeared and found that Funck accused him of having 
taken action against him, not the Estates. In fact, he had nothing to do with him, 
but the Estates were against him and he was merely following their will. The crowd 
shouted: “Yes! Yes!” and demanded that Funck give the answer: “yes or no.” Then 
Funck, apparently nervous about all this, began to repeat his previous speech, and 
finally said that the Estates were too great for him and added, “What devil wanted 
me to call them at that time?” Many Estates called out these words: “Let him take 
you, let him take you, let him take you, as an incurable pope.” The hatred of the Es-
tates towards Funck, created in the times of Osiander, has unleashed. Horst spoke 
little and asked for him to be excluded from the prosecution because, according to 
the accusation, he was to be the only witness to Funck’s speech. So he wanted to 
act as a witness. This statement was interrupted by the Duke, who demanded that 
Funck answered yes or no, to which he replied no, that is, he did not advise the Duke 
to flee the country. In this situation, the Estates must have given names of people 
from who they knew about it. They were: Merten Kalau107 and Christoph Preuss108, 
relatives of the councillors of the Old Town. The session was adjourned and the two 
townspeople testified that they knew about it from Bartholomew Richau, who was 
appointed as a Duke’s counsellor six months ago. They said he told them in secret. 
After this statement Richau was wanted, but he was not there, so his testimony was 
postponed until the next day. The Estates demanded the arrest of the defendants. 
The Duke considered it superfluous and ordered the defendants to take the oath 
by hand that they would appear tomorrow. After Funck and Horst took the oath, 
Eliasz Kanitz took the oath and asked for the court of the peers and announced that 
he wanted to take legal action against Schnell. The former was promised to him and 
the latter was postponed until later.

107 Merten Kalau – no data available.
108 Christoph Preuss – no data available.
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The next day, 31st August at 9 o’clock in the morning, the second day of the 
court began. Albrecht Truchsess, on behalf of the Estates, requested the question-
ing of Bartholomew Richau. When it happened, Enoch Baumgartner read his testi-
mony. Richau testified that he had heard from Funck that the Duke and the young 
Duke wanted to leave the country. When Richau asked, “why does the Duke do 
this”, Funck replied that he has no faithful subjects in the country. Richau was sup-
posed to oppose it. Horst was supposed to be a witness of this conversation, but if 
he heard it, he could not confirm. Horst reacted to this and took the floor asking to 
be excluded from the prosecution. Then Albrecht Truchsses spoke on behalf of the 
Estates, accusing Funck and Horst of jeopardising the health and life of the Duke 
on this journey. They also put the young Duke, who would have been left without a 
country and its subjects, in danger. Finally, for the Polish Crown, it would be a dis-
play of swagger and recklessness. The Estates therefore asked that the defendants be 
arrested. Troubled by fears, Richau took the floor and asked to be defended against 
the evil people because of his true statements. Then A. Truchsess attacked Horst. 
He said that Horst wanted to get away with it, that he was just a silent witness, but 
there is a proverb: “qui tacet consentire videtur” – whoever remains silent, has the 
same opinion. Anyway, they should ask Richau what Horst said to Funck. Then 
Richau went to a new hearing and testified there. He had to say everything, so the 
events were as follows: when Richau found out that the trabants had been ordered 
to prepare for the road, he asked who advised that, since he knew that the Duke 
had faithful subjects. Then Horst was supposed to say: “I think he should leave 
them, they are asking him to leave; for example, they place young men like the one 
who came before us to guard the Duke. Because the subjects are not obedient and 
faithful, especially citizens of Knipawa, the Duke must go to foreign places and 
wait until they become obedient.” After the announcement of this testimony, Horst 
spoke. He testified that it was not true that he had urged the Duke on this journey, 
but that the Duke himself was willing to undertake it of his own free will, because 
of the unjust accusation of him by the Estates of the Royal Majesty. That is why he 
was supposed to go to Poland. The Duke had been thinking about this journey for 
some time, which can be confirmed by chief steward Erbruchsses and Dr. Jonas, 
and he was opposed to this journey for fear of the Duke’s health. That is why includ-
ing him among the disbelievers was a slander. That is what Richau is, who takes his 
nonsense to the council. Horst recommended him to the Duke as his counsellor, 
and that was his gratitude now.

Funck stated a similar version. He testified that he had never advised the 
Duke on any travels in his entire life. As for Richau’s testimony, it was actually as 
follows: On Wednesday, August 28, after receiving the lawsuit of the royal com-
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missioners, he learned that the trabants had been ordered to prepare for the road, 
Funck went to the Duke and asked: “where shall I remain a faithful servant?” The 
Duke replied briefly, “You are supposed to be with me.” Then he noticed that there 
was such a popular proverb: “You can not deny any master any of your travels 
because they are going behind or in front of you anyway.” And that was all he did. 
However, when he left the office, going to the building, because of his thirst, Richau 
approached him and asked: “Does my lord want to leave?” That was when Funck 
said: “Yes.” That was when Richau was supposed to say: “My Lord Duke, help to 
prevent this, for God’s sake, so that he does not make this journey any more effec-
tive,” and he continued to ask: “What are the reasons for this?” To this Funck was 
to answer: “My Lord in confession complained to me that he did not have faithful 
subjects in the country, but these were the words of the Duke, not mine.” – Funck 
said. At that time, he was to dissuade the Duke from the journey, noting that there 
were many good subjects beside the evil ones. Finally, he concluded that unius tes-
timonium nullum testimonium (a single testimony is not a testimony), also in civil 
matters, let alone in criminal matters. With two or three witnesses, it is possible to 
establish the truth. Horst spoke in a similar way, drawing attention to the volatility 
of Richau’s testimony. There was a break, after which the Estates expressed their 
opinion on the matter. According to them, the defendants are more than suspi-
cious. Only yesterday, Horst claimed he knew nothing, but now he admits he was 
there. You can see from this that they were both advisors on this journey. Anyway, it 
is known that the Duke because of his age would not have taken up this journey out 
of his own will. Richau’s testimonies are strong enough because everything agrees 
with his testi mony, i.e. the carts were prepared for the journey, the trabants were 
dressed. The Estates considered that Richau’s testimony is sufficient to torture the 
defendants. As for Funck, too, because he is a theologian, so he should know that he 
must not talk about what was entrusted to him in confession. Albrecht Truchsses 
also protested against Funck for calling him a “guide” of the Estates, but in reality 
he is only a performer of the will of the Estates.

When Funck noticed that the mayor of Knipawa, Johann von Lohe, was whis-
pering something to Albrecht Truchsses, he said that he met with not only the in-
gratitude of Richau, but also the ingratitude of the mayor, whom he restored when 
the Duke expelled him from the country and added that ingratitude would never 
go unpunished. Funck also denied that he would announce a secret confession. He 
knew that whoever announces a secret confession must have a tree placed between 
two houses across the street and be hanged on it. Finally, Albrecht Truchsess asked 
on behalf of the Estates that this whole matter be investigated in detail. The court 
proceedings were postponed until Monday due to lunchtime and fatigue. In addi-
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tion, the Duke probably wanted to think about how to proceed on Sunday with his 
council109. The defendants swore an oath to appear for a fixed period and Richau 
appealed once again to be protected.

On Sunday, September 1, at the departure of Peter Cäsar, the Saxon starost 
from Leipzig, the guards noticed that he was riding Steinbach’s horses and wagon. 
It was suspected that Steinbach was supposed to be there, too. So the wagon was 
stopped and Cäsar returned to the inn. Later it turned out that Steinbach gave horses 
and a cart to Peter Cäsar with an order to leave for Elbląg. However, the sources 
do not say whether Steinbach himself was to escape at that time. Also on that day, 
the Duke informed the Commissioners that the trial was being postponed until 
Tuesday, 3 September.

On Monday, 2 September, the Commissioners were invited to the Neuhausen 
bestiary for hunting. Even dinner was already prepared. However, the Commis-
sioners refused to accept this invitation because of “their own concerns”.

Meanwhile, on Tuesday, 3 September, the Duke announced to the Commis-
sioners that he wanted to postpone the proceedings of the Duke’s court until the 
following day. This postponement has upset the commissioners a lot. They asked 
to tell the Duke that they saw the new councillors advising the Duke to take these 
matters as far away as possible. They demanded that the Duke distance himself 
from the new counsellors and proceed to trial against them. On that day, the City 
Hall hosted a meeting of the Estates with the councillors, where complaints against 
the new councillors were examined, letters and writings concerning the crippling 
practices of the new councillors were read. At night Peter Cäsar was asked to leave 
Königsberg.

The next day, on Wednesday, 4 September, the Duke, for some other reason 
(most often he explained the delay with poor health, sleepless night, etc.), asked the 
commissioners to postpone the court for one day. That ultimately made the Com-
missioners impatient, because for two weeks now they were sitting here and did 
nothing, they have not completed a single point of instruction. So they demanded 
to hear from the Duke this afternoon. The Duke did not accept them personally, 
but they were interviewed by chief steward Erbtruchsess and Dr. Jonas. There were 
Estates, too. Dr. Jonas, on behalf of the Duke, asked them not to give him any new 
worries, it is enough that the Estates have already done so. Jan Kostka replied to 
this: “They see that all this comes from those scoundrels who sit at the Duke’s side 
day and night and incite him to do so. They must be thus arrested. They (the com-
missioners) are here to fix evil. The Royal Majesty – and here he showed the royal 
letter – wonders why the negotiations go so slow. Albrecht Truchsess spoke on 

109 DR, p. LXXIX.
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behalf of the Estates and asked to take back the castle and armoury keys from the 
new councillors, because they could do a lot of bad things. He further suggested 
that the Duke should disband the body guard because of huge costs and that the 
suspect Windeysen should be detained. The speech of A. Truchsess was very bold 
and entering into the powers of a Duke. He proposed that during the Landtag, the 
Estates should guard the Duke. The Commissioners have agreed to this! Colonels 
Wolff Kreytzen110 and Andreas Packmohr111 were to guard the castle and the ar-
moury and make sure that the defendants did not escape. When the Duke defied 
them, the tactics of the commissioners was becoming very interesting – they used 
drastic means, and these somehow helped. That was the case with the lawsuit, and 
now that was the case with the delay of the trial.

All this was passed to Duke Chancellor Kreytzen and Dr. Jonas. The Duke’s 
answer was as follows: 1. He does not want to dismiss the new counsellors, but the 
next morning will bring them to justice, so there was a concession here. 2. He will 
not dissolve the Colonial Guard because he needs it, he does not want it from the 
Estates. 3. As for the keys, he told burgrave Fasolt to take them away from Funck.

After this answer, the commissioners and the Estates agreed on guarding the 
castle. For this purpose, among others, 50 archers were appointed from the crafts-
men of the Old Town, who were to guard the castle in addition to the commis-
sioners’ service. At 7 o’clock in the early evening, the army, accompanied by drums 
and pipes, moved to the castle. A crowd of townspeople walked with the army. 
However, the gates were closed, and Dukely soldiers stood behind. Both sides were 
already armed against each other. It was a brutal pressure on the Duke. The whole 
society (communitas) of Königsberg was involved in the strife. The situation was 
dangerous, so the Duke’s statement of 5 September to the cities and nobility was 
conciliatory, although firm. The Duke thanked the Estates for their guarding (!) 
but indicated that he did not want them to continue to do so. Archers standing at 
the gates and at the entrance to the castle should be removed immediately, they 
should be dissolved altogether. Also the guard on the Pregola was to be removed. 
The Duke heard that the archers were to forcibly arrest the defendants. The Estates 

110 Wolff Kreytzen, the cousin of chief councillors. Came from Saxony as a wealthy man. In 1539, he was 
appointed captain of the Duke’s infantry, later was promoted to colonel. In 1540, received Ostróda (Osterode) Sta-
rosty. During the “Nut War” (wojna orzechowa) in 1563, together with Colonel Andreas v. Packmohr commanded 
the Duke’s army and together with him negotiated with the Wobeser and the Reiters in order to make amends 
for them in September and October of 1566. In 1570 he was sent together with Dr. Christoph Jonas at the Reich 
Lantdag in Spira. In 1577 he was resigned in a gracious form (HB, p. 241).

111 Andras Packmohr was a descendant of old Prussian nobility. From 1554 he was a Dukely colonel, 
commanded the Dukely army in 1563 during the “Nut war” and in 1566 he negotiated with Wobeser’s reiters to 
regulate their pay. He was often used for diplomatic missions, and on May 27, 1566, he was given a 17-lane proper-
ty by the Duke in the Kętrzyn (Rastenburg) Starosty. He is still found in sources in 1585 (HB, p. 110, footnote 1, p. 
114, footnote 1 and G.A. Ausgestorbene Preussischer Adel der Provinz Preussen, v. VI, p. IV; J. Siebmachers, Grosses 
und allgemeines Wappenbuch, Nürnberg 1874, p. 56).
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answered to this: they will remove the guard if the Duke wishes, but it is puzzling 
that he prefers to be guarded by strangers, and not by his subjects. In this way, 
malicious people use it to claim that the Duke has no faithful subjects. As for the 
archers, they have to be kept for the sake of the city’s security. As for the kidnapping 
(imprisonment) of new counsellors, they do not want it at all, although it should 
have happened long ago via legal means. Besides, they want to keep watch on the 
Pregola. As far as chains are concerned, they are made against the arriving reiters 
who want to enter the city violently, and the Duke ordered them to stay out of it. 
Finally, the Estates declared that they wanted to prepare cross chains that would 
close the streets of the cities day and night. In this way, yesterday’s incident would 
be prevented, although both sides remained in office on other issues.

On that day, the commissioners had an audience with the Duke, because the 
court did not continue its activity. The Duke told the commissioners that he had 
given new counsellors leave and passports. Johann Schnell has already prepared him-
self for the journey. The Duke asked that they be allowed to leave freely. The unpleas-
antly surprised Commissioners replied that this could not happen, first they had to 
clear themselves of hard charges and then set off on the road. You can see from this 
that the Duke, devastated by the attitude of the Estates and commissioners, some-
how wanted to save his “new” advisors. On that day, too, the Commissioners learned 
about the so called Klag–Libell complaints book being prepared by the Estates.

The next day, September 6th, Schnell was captured. Between 3 and 4 o’clock 
in the morning, he went on foot to a carter, gave him 2 thalers and asked to take 
him to Neuhausen. The carter, however, revealed this fact to the citizens of the Old 
Town. The archers sent brought Schnell back to Königsberg. Here he was placed 
in the empty basement of the Old Town Hall. However, the commissioners or-
dered him to be taken to Knipawa, where he was chained up and placed in the Blue 
Tower. When the Duke found out about this, he asked to send him back to the 
castle, to which the commissioners replied that since the Duke had granted him 
a leave and passport, he was no longer a servant to the Duke. Besides, the Estates 
do not want to hurt him, they just want to subject him to the law.

This is where we conclude the description of the second period of the Land-
tag. It fills the period of the Landtag’s activity connected with the arrival of com-
missioners until the Estates appear in the complaint against new state advisers, the 
so called Klag–Libell. The joint action of the commissioners and the Estates led 
the new advisers to a lawsuit against on 28 August, but the Duke’s contraction and 
his taking over of the initiative led to the delay and court against the new advisers 
was held on 30 August, which in any case was in line with the commissioners’ in-
tentions. Then the first 6 days of September the Duke postponed the court session, 
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on the 5 of September he set free the “new” counsellors and wanted to send them 
abroad, and on the 6 of September, because of the escape, the first defendant was 
set in the tower. In addition to a general look at the history of the Landtag over 
the past two weeks, attention should be drawn to the role of the Estates which, 
although they have generally and officially acted in solidarity, a lack of unity might 
be felt, probably due to fears of future repressions by Duke. This was particularly 
evident when the Duke took the initiative and ordered the court, and the lawsuits 
of the Commissioners seemed to have lost their power. It was then that the Com-
missioners had to mobilise the Estates to show more courage. Finally, one should 
pay attention to the attitude of the whole communitas of Königsberg to the Duke’s 
party expressed in the joint visit to the castle on September 4. This period finally 
crystallized three political camps: the Duke’s (new councillors), the chief council-
lors (party of the middle) and the state. The attacking side was already the Estates 
supported by the Commissioners. However, the Estates tried to make the Commis-
sioners official and therefore did not suggest what means they should use against 
the new counsellors, but continued to make new accusations. The Estates did not 
want to be a judge in the court process and issue a verdict though. They preferred 
it to be the responsibility of the Commissioners. 

The third period. Since the submission of “Klag-Libell” (indictment book) 
by the Estates until the first decree. (7 September 1566 to 4 October 1566)112 
The third period of the Landtag is characterised by the activity of commissioners to 
restore order in the country. This activity will culminate in the decree of 4 October.

Similarly, the Estates will fight for privileges following a state complaint – 
Klag-Libell. Outside, however, all this takes the form of a court case against the 
new counsellors.

This is the history of this period.
On Saturday, September 7, 1566, the court was reopened. Both Dukes, com-

missioners, judges, the Estates and three defendants were present: Funck, Horst, 
and Steinbach.

First, Horst protested that he had no dispute with the Estates, but only with 
Bartholomew Richau. He pointed out that he served not the Estates, but the Duke, 
so it was the Duke to punish him, not the Estates.

The Estates then lodged a written complaint, the so-called Klag-Libell113 and 
asked for its reading. This duty has fallen on Gaspar Dargitz. What was the state 
complaint about?

112 Source material was taken from AB, pp. 344–373 and pp. 471–483. News from other sources are pro-
vided with footnotes.

113  AB v. III, pp. 347–358.
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It was filed by Matthias Bögner as the prosecutor representing the applicant, 
i.e. the Estates, against the destroyers of public peace: Johann Funck, Matthias Horst, 
Johann Schnell and Steinbach, and their supporters. The prosecutor reserved the 
right to shorten or enlarge the complaint if necessary. He further pointed out that 
it was not for the humiliation of the Duke, but vice versa, for his fame, to restore 
order to the country.

The complaint covered two points:
1. the defendants wanted to change the well-designed church and state system,
2. the defendants led the Duke into financial poverty by getting rich themselves. 

Within these two main accusations, Klag–Libell listed the following specific 
accusations.

Point I of Klag–Libell:
a) church affairs:

Funck was a supporter of a heretic, Andreas Osiander114, and forcibly introduced 
his teachings. He removed opponents from the church and state offices. In place of the 
old church order (1544), he introduced a new order (1558) without the knowledge of 
the Estates. This order was “highly malicious about the sacrament of baptism”. Oppo-
nents of the new order were persecuted and displaced from the country.

Funck introduced a reckless man, Johann Aurifaber115 to the office of the Pres-
ident of the Sambian bishopric, and Horst introduced a similar man to Pomezania, 
Matthäus Rösler116.

b) state affairs:
The defendants joined Paul Skalich and acted with all their might to over-

throw the country’s general state order. To achieve this, they accused the old coun-

114 Andreas Osiander (1482–1552), a reformer and Lutheran theologian, however, preached slightly dif-
ferent theses than Martin Luther about the doctrine of justification (salvation) and the doctrine of the divine and 
human nature of Christ. In the first one, he paid more attention to penance and less to the possession of faith. In 
the latter, unlike Luther, he separated the two natures in Jesus Christ (divine and human). He came to Prussia in 
1549 and became a preacher in a church in the Old Town. Under his influence, the organization of the Church 
in the duchy was also changed and the bishopric was not staffed with the introduction of a consistory (see Die 
Religion in Geschichte und Gegenwart, Bd, IV, Tübingen 1960, pp. 1730–1731; G. Seebas, Der reformatorische Werk 
des Andreas Osiander, Nürnberg 1967; M. Stupperich, Osiander in Preussen:1549–1552, Berlin 1973).

115 Johann Aurifaber (1517–1568), brother of Andreas, son-in-law of Andreas Osiander and the leader of 
his party. He also studied in Wittenberg. He was a professor of theology in Rostock, then in 1554 in Königsberg. 
As a supporter of Melanchthon, he tried to settle the Osiander dispute. He was elected the president of the Sambian 
bishopric. He also briefly administered the Pomezanian bishopric (Ch. Hartknoch, Preussische Kirchen–Historia, 
Frankfurt–Danzig 1686, p. 169). In 1566 he left for Wrocław, where he took over the parish of St. Elizabeth. (Cf. 
Die Religion in Geschichte.und Gegenwart, III ed., vol. I, Tübingen 1957, pp. 751–752).

116 Matthäus Rösler, doctor and professor of medicine, Rostock syndicate. He was in Königsberg for a few 
months. Vice President of the Sambian bishopric. Perhaps he also replaced Johann Aurifaber in his duties in the 
Pomezanian bishopric (A.R.. Gebser, E.A. Hagen, Geschichte der Domkirche zu Königsberg, Königsberg 1835, p. 381).
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sellors of infidelity to the Duke, told him that they wanted to declare disobedience 
to the Duke, and even that they wanted to deprive the Duke of his office and close 
him down, and that the young master would not want to be recognized, but would 
put one of their own on the throne. They have done irreparable damage with all 
these things to the old counsellors. For this reason the old counsellors were dis-
missed or vacated. In this way, new strangers were called in to replace the old ones. 
And so Laurentius Kirchoff of Rostock became Chancellor.

The defendants set up a secret registry, from which many unjust orders, man-
dates and unjust sentences emerged. There has even been a confiscation of property. 
These scriptures were sometimes sealed with a great seal, but neither the old coun-
sellors nor the secretaries knew their contents. Many letters were written without 
the Duke’s knowledge. However, when the Duke found out about it, he forbade any 
further such action with a Kreutzburg mandate. In this office a ticket was printed, 
in which the Duke urged the Estates to take care of Paul Skalich and the Duke gave 
him power. Here, Skalich was helped to work out the paszkvili against the emperor, 
which were printed. Schnell was supposed to be their author. In turn Steinbach was 
to disseminate one of the books by Skalich entitled “Justitia” without permission 
in the country117. Here, a document was drawn up about the recruitment of l000 
reiters of Colonel Wobeser, supposedly with the consent of the Estates, which is not 
true. In addition, a bond was issued which entitles Wobeser to “repress” the goods 
in case of failing to pay his wages.

How miserable are the defendants, if they were able to expose the country 
and its inhabitants to the robbery of foreign troops – it was written in Klag-Libell. 
The governorship was also established, and finally Dr. Kirchoff changed the old 
Duke’s will (from 1555).118

Point II of Klag Libell:
A year ago the defendants were ragged, today they are dressed in rich silk 

robes with gold chains. The Duke has equipped them with great wealth and prop-
erties. Meanwhile, they continued to squander state pennies. They persuaded the 
Duke to lend 12,000 thalers to the Baden margrave. Sixteen thousand thalers were 
sent to Skalich in France, allegedly for the marriage of young Duke Albrecht Freder-
ick. They gave away lands, money, wood, grain, amber, made records and contracts. 
They also gave diplomas and nominations to strangers, so that they might become 
faithful citizens and servants of the new orders. This extravagance caused that there 

117 AdamVetulanl (Władztwo Polski, p. 173, footnote 32) presumes that the author of this print was Stein-
bach. Sources, however, admit that Skalich was the author, Steinbach was supposed to be only a distributor.

118 Regarding father’s Albrecht last wills see: A. Bues, I. Kąkolewski, Die Testamente Herzog Albrechts von 
Preussen aus den sechziger Jahren des 16. Jahrhunderts, Wiesbaden 1999.
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were not enough funds in the camera to cover the most important, current state 
expenses. For this reason, it was necessary to take money from the nobility’s cash 
registers in order to release the castles from the pledges. Finally, they persuaded 
the Duke to impose an unacceptable and uncollectible tax. A lot of money went to 
Wobeser, too. Finally, in connection with the recruitment, the way through the spit 
to the interior of the country was revealed, which could be dangerous for Prussia 
and Poland.

Finally, Klag-Libell demanded to extract the whole truth from the defendants 
and asked the Duke as a judge to punish the guilty.

That was the content of the complaint.
After reading it, Horst spoke out protesting that he did not want to deal with 

the Estates, but only with Richau. He asked for Richau to be arrested because he 
wanted to go to trial with him. As for Klag-Libell, it mixed spiritual and secular 
matters. However, he asked for a copy of the indictment and time to prepare a justi-
fication. At that time, the Estates stated that since the complaint was widely known, 
the accused could not be given a long period of time. The Commissioners were 
also of this opinion. Finally, the Estates demanded that the defendants be arrested 
because they could break their oath to appear before the court, as Schnell’s escape 
proved. Horst then spoke and said that a period of four weeks would be the most 
appropriate time to reply. He also declared that he would not break his oath. At that 
time, after the meeting, the Duke’s order was published. The accused were given 
three nights and three days to prepare their response to the charges brought against 
them by the Estates. The defendants should only swear by hand that they will be 
here at the appointed time. Only Schnell is to remain in prison. The defendants 
took the oath of allegiance with their hands and the meeting was adjourned.

On Sunday, September 8, 1566, the Commissioners were in the bestiary, 
and on September 9, 1566 Schnell gave testimony. He talked a lot, especially about 
Horst. On September 10, 1566, another court session was held. The three defend-
ants responded to the Klag-Libell accusations, of course completely denying them 
and complaining about the short time they had to prepare their answers. The an-
swers were then read out: Kasper Dargitz read Funck’s letter, Enoch Baumgartner 
– Horst’s and court writer – Steinbach’s119. We do not know the contents of these 
testimonies except for Steinbach’s testimony120. Steinbach denied all the charges 
in Klag–Libell. He said that when he came here, he found such order and did not 
change it. He knows nothing about governorship, repression, change of will or the 
fact that Horst appointed Matthäus Rösler, the President of the Pomezanian Bish-

119 Pawiński, DR, p. 67, gives only the titles of these documents, because when printing the diary of the 
activities of Polish commissioners in the Duchy of Prussia in the years 1566–1568 he left some parties.

120 APO V/3–6, p. 54–69.
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opric, without the consent of the nobility. As for financial matters, he did not make 
any financial problems for the Duke, nor did he get rich here. He only received 60 
carts of tree. He did not do the transcripts either. There was a short break in the 
court proceedings for a separate state meeting. After the break, Matthias Bögner 
spoke on behalf of the Estates. He declared that the Estates did not abandon the 
previous complaint (Richau case), but wanted it to be dealt together with the whole 
of Klag-Libell. He further added that it was illegal and godless for the defendants 
to blame the Duke. Finally, he pointed out that Schnell’s testimony was directed 
against his companions and that the Estates were therefore asking for their infor-
mation. “In any case,” Bögner continued, “these things are notorious, even children 
know about them on the street and one could say that both trees and street stones 
could talk about them.” In conclusion, Bögner demanded the arrest of the defend-
ants. Horst replied that Bögner was a street preacher and that is how he was known 
to the children, and he is a master of tricks and that is why he wants at least the trees 
and street stones to talk about him well. This statement was intended to discredit 
state attorney Bögner.

The commissioners through Jan Kostka reported that since the Estates want-
ed to publish the testimony of Johann Schnell, which he voluntarily gave in the 
presence of judges and signed in the prison in Modra Tower, they agreed with this 
request. The Duke was given this testimony at the time. He immediately took the 
letter in his hand and watched it carefully, checking whether it was Schnell’s hand, 
and when he recognized it, he reluctantly said: “What does this unhappy liar want?” 
The letter was then read out. We do not know its content any closer121. All we know 
is that it contained allegations against Horst and Funck. Therefore, they immediate-
ly began to defend themselves, trying to reject these charges. Bögner has once again 
demanded the arrest of the defendants, since they were changing their testimony 
and the court was pressing new charges against them. Horst strongly opposed, ask-
ing the Duke to stand up for him, because he had always faithfully advised him and 
sought the truth. If the Duke’s testimony was not recognized, he would know that 
even if the angel comes down from heaven, they would not recognize anything. The 
Duke was silent122. Why? We shall see about that. Horst then said that he was sur-
prised that they put so much pressure on the Duke, that in other countries Dukes 
demand obedience from their subjects, and here it is the other way around. Then 
a long-restrained anger broke out in the Duke’s eyes, he became quite “brown” on 
his face, hit the table and said: ‘I do not know, I am not guilty, you villain,’ he point-
ed to Bögner, ‘leave me alone, or I will meet you!’. This Duke’s statement is very 

121 Pawiński, DR, p. 68, gives only the title of the document.
122 Pawiński DR, p. LXXXVIII.
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revealing. After all, he was not obliged to report to his subjects. The Duke did not 
want to be the “president of the noble republic”, but a real or even absolutizing ruler. 
He was therefore not fit to defend Horst in order to benefit from the Estates. The 
attack of anger of the 76-year-old Duke Albrecht could have resulted from the fact 
that the indictment of Klag-Libell prepared by Matthias Bögner included a motion 
for trial containing a request for the testimony of the Duke under oath123.   

Then Dr. Jonas read the Duke’s decree that the defendants should take the 
oath by hand and the court proceedings should be concluded on that day. The 
Commissioners responded to the Duke’s harsh words with a firm response.

On Wednesday, September 11th, the commissioners came to the castle. The 
Duke did not accept them personally, but only by his counsellors. The commission-
ers asked for the Duke to be informed that they knew well what the new councillors 
were up to. They wanted to persuade the Duke to take all the blame, which he was 
doing so far. That was why they asked the Duke if he was taking the responsibility 
for all these matters or not. If he took it, he would have to answer to the Royal Maj-
esty and the Crown of Poland, because all these matters were against the treaties. 
If, however, the Duke did not take it (which he did not need to do at all), he would 
have to distance himself from of the bullies – the new counsellors. The Duke prom-
ised to give an answer on another day.

The next day, the peers’ court was ordered for Elijah Kanitz. By making a con-
cession to Kanitz, the Duke wanted to shake up the persistence of the Commis-
sioners in some way and, under the old tactics, to delay resolving the cases. The 
court was composed of 12 persons, of whom 11 persons are named by the Landtag’s 
diary. They were: Johann Jacob Erbruchsses – chief steward, Jonas von Eulenburg, 
Jacob Schwerin – chief steward of the young Duke, Nicolai Sparwein124 – starost of 
Tapiawa, Frederick Aulack125 – starost of Nidzica, Kasper Lehndorff126 – starost of 
Iława, Georg Rauter – starost of Jorgenburg (Georgenburg), Georg Hohendorff127 
– state judge, Gröben128, Johann Truchsses129 and Taubenheim130. The Chancellor 
took an oath from them and Elias Kanitz lodged his complaint against the Duke. 
It was accepted by the Duke’s attorney, Sigmund Kerstendorff-Kierstanowski, the 

123 J. Małłek, Proces kryminalny, p. 204.
124 Nicolai Sparwein – starost of Węgorzewo, and since 15 November 1565 starost of Tapiawa. (HB, p. 200, 

footnote 4 and p.352)
125 Frederick Aulack – due to his support for the Calvinist religion, had to resign from office in the princi-

pality in 1566 (HB, p. 17, footnote 4). 
126 Kasper Lendorff – administered the Bartoszyce district in the 50s of the 16th century and in the years 

1574–1577, was also the chief steward of Duke Albrecht Frederick in the years 1567–1574 (HB, p. 251 and 344). 
127 Georg Hohendorff – starost of Kętrzyn in 1559–1561 and probably Szestno (Ger. Sehesten) in 1562–

1563 (HB, p. 41, footnote 4 and p. 350).
128 Gröben – probably Georg v. Gröben, see footnote 17
129 Johann Truchsess – no data. 
130 Taubenheim – no data.
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Mayor of Szaki, who asked for a 6-week deadline for his reply. However, the Court 
gave him 8 days to prepare his reply.

On Friday, 13 September, Frederick Kanitz131 was in prison to visit Schnell. 
Schnell asked him to forgive him for what had happened to him and his brother 
Elijah and to ask him to intercede with the commissioners and the Estates. On 
that day, Jan Dymitr Solikowski, the secretary of the commissioners, returned with 
several letters: to the Duke132, commissioners133, old Dukely advisors134, 135, castle 
starosts, and finally Wobeser136.

The King, having learned of the Duke’s resistance, sharply admonished the 
Duke in a letter of ingratitude. “Since it came to the royal ears that Duke Johann 
Albrecht of Mecklenburg, who intends to come to the Duchy to take possession of 
it, is to be appointed Prussian governor against King’s will, he asks Albrecht to ad-
monish his son-in-law and refrain from interfering in the affairs of the Polish sov-
ereignty over the Prussian fief ”137. So the “constantly late” Mecklenburger wanted 
to play his part now. He was a weak politician or he was badly informed about the 
situation in Ducal Prussia, if he wanted to come there by that time. Besides, I have 
already presented the matter of the so-called coup d’état based on Mecklenburger 
and I will further supplement it with the testimonies of the defendants. It should be 
added here that on 13 September the commissioners learned from Schnell that re-
cently in the castle there was talk about offering Klaipeda to Pelikan138, the rotama-
ster of the Duke of Mecklenburg. Undoubtedly, the uniform attitude of the Estates 
and commissioners and the crown behind them did not give Mecklenburger any 
hope for success in this situation in the Duchy. However, the Duke of Mecklenburg, 
already known for his adventures in Livonia, could have caused new disorders here.

In a letter to Duke Albrecht, King Sigismund Augustus further wrote that 
he did not need Wobeser’s mercenaries in Livonia anymore, so he should dissolve 
them. In his letter to the Commissioners, he told them to stick strictly to the in-

131 Frederick Kanitz – hereditary settled in Dallwitz, was a fief of the Bishop of Meissen. As a result of the 
unpleasant consequences of his love relationship with a Leipzig townswoman, he was expelled from the country 
and after long journeys in 1557 he entered the service of Duke Albrecht. He soon became Duke’s councillor and a 
camera councillor, and in 1563 he became the head of the camera (Oberkämmerer). Initially, he was in friendship 
with Skalich. When Elijah’s brother fell into the disfavor of Albrecht, Frederick was dismissed in March 1566. In 
November 1566, he was restored to the Duke’s grace (see HB, pp. 239–240). 

132 DR., pp. 74–75.
133 Ibidem, pp.75–76.
134 Ibidem, pp.77–78.
135 Ibidem, pp. 78–79.
136 Ibidem, p. 79.
137 Pawiński DR, p. XC i p. 75. Ceterum cum turbis istis tragicis se [suam – ?] personam immisceat illustris 

Dukeps Joannes Megapolitanus dux, qui nobis invitis governor constitutus feudi nostri passessionem apprehende-
re velle dicitur, postulamus quoque ab Illustrate Vestra, ut literis suis principem eundem, generum suum, dehor-
tetur, ne de tali gubernatione suscipiendia quidem cogitet, multo minus se se in Prussia illius spe conferat’.

138 Pelikan – no data available
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structions and to use their power as far as possible. In a letter to the old council, the 
King urged them to help the commissioners with their work of repairing the state. 
To starosts, he ordered them to guard the castles well and not to give them back to 
anyone. Finally, he wrote to Wobeser to dissolve the reiters and give away the re-
cords by which he had the right to repress the goods. The royal letters had a decisive 
influence on the further course of negotiations with the Duke, who became more 
agreeable to the wishes of the commissioners.

On that day, 13 September, the Commissioners negotiated with the Duke 
through advisers. At the end of the negotiations, probably under pressure he had 
received from the royal letter, the Duke replied to the commissioners, through 
Chancellor Erbruchsessa and Dr Jonas that he wanted to hand the accused over 
to the commissioners so that they could escort them to Poland, to Malbork, where 
they would be brought to justice139. At the time, the Commissioners said that they 
had to ask the Estates about this, but the Estates did not want to allow it and de-
manded that the defendants be brought to trial here on the ground. At that time, 
the commissioners also rejected the Duke’s project. In any case, the scenario of 
sending the defendants back to Poland, where, no doubt, a lesser sentence would be 
applied, fell as a result of resistance from the Estates. In this way, the commission-
ers were somehow justified against accusations of wrongfully causing the death of 
three new Dukely advisors in later history. I will deal with the issue of whether the 
sentence was fair or unfair at the end of my work.

Under the same date, on September 13th, Christoph Rauter appeared at the 
Landtag140. He appealed to the memory of the Members of Parliament that in the 
previous Landtag the Duke ordered the purchase of mortgaged castles also from 
state money. When the Duke demanded from him the entrusted money, and he 
did not want to give it, he had to hide under the threat of losing his life. Now he is 
protesting against it and is asking the Estates to stand up for him, so that something 
similar does not happen to him in the future. At the end he handed the Estates the 
keys to the “national Polish caste”, i.e. the state cash register.

The next day, September 14th, on Sunday at 2 o’clock in the afternoon, a joint 
meeting was held, attended by both Dukes and councillors, commissioners, Estates 
and the three defendants. Dr. Jonas presented the Duke’s verdict in the case of the 
defendants, and Kasper Dargitz read it. What did the verdict say? The Duke stated 

139 Pawiński , DR, p. XCI.
140 Georg v. Rauther – in the years 1555–1562 starost of Dąbrówno. He belonged to Natangian’s “cash 

lords” with its registered office in Kętrzyn. The Duke, when he was short of money, turned to the state cash reg-
isters and e.g. 20 X 1565, with a receipt from the Sambian cash register, he took 14,333 thalers and 11 groszes, on 
17 February 1566, 3,000 Marks, July 20, 1566, 6,734 Marks, 47 shillings. But when the Duke demanded money 
from the cash lords of Natangia one by one, he received a negative answer. Reuter (Rauther?) escaped in the sum-
mer of 1566 from the Duke’s anger to Warmia. He died in 1571 (HB, p. 243).
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that, in order to free himself from any suspicion, he was giving up these three ac-
cused Commissioners to deal with them legally141. At that time, the commissioners 
handed the Duke the reverse in Latin, in which they assured the Duke that they 
would defend the accused against harm and lawlessness and that they would act 
in accordance with the law142. Then Bögner, here in the role of the state’s attorney, 
gave the Duke a heartfelt thanks for his sentence. Then the defendants took the 
floor. Funck hoped that the Commissioners would treat them as Christians, Horst 
declared that he was innocent, and Steinbach spoke briefly, expressing his solidarity 
with the statements of the co-defendants.

So the royal letter worked, the Duke gave his favourites to the commissioners. 
From now on, the situation in the negotiations with the Duke would change com-
pletely. The things, although slowly and stubbornly, will move forward.

Meanwhile, at this meeting, chief steward Erbtruchsess and Chancellor Jo-
hann Kreytzen made accusations against the new counsellors. These speeches 
should probably be considered, because – as we accepted above – Truchsses and 
Kreytzen entered the so-called ‘middle party’ in this dispute. Erbruchsses accused 
Steinbach of having publicly insulted him six months ago, during his stay at the 
Duke of Courland, where he appeared as the chief steward of the Mecklenburg 
Duchess Anna Sophie, the daughter of Duke Albrecht. He has complained to the 
Duke, but has not yet received justice. However, a few days ago Steinbach asked 
him to forgive him, and he is now in a difficult situation, so he crossed the matter 
out, let Christ forgive him. He finally demanded that Steinbach make a public ap-
peal, which also happened. It seems to me that Erbruchsses’s speech was supposed 
to arouse pity among the defendants. This is a clear line of the middle party in this 
period: the defendants are guilty, but you cannot be a harsh judge against them.

Chancellor Kreytzen attacked Horst that at magrave of Baden’s, in the pres-
ence of numerous Dukes he was supposed to express his opinion about old coun-
sellors that they were unfaithful people. When it was complained to Duke Albrecht, 
he sent the matter to the court, but so far they have not received justice. Horst 
replied that in this case he had a Duke’s verdict with a signature and stamp that 
acquitted him. These accusations were made by his enemies, and now everyone 
wanted to confront him. He was aware that he came to this unfortunate situation 
for no other reason than that he served the Duke faithfully, and he is sorry that this 
is now being talked about. As you can see, Horst had a cut-throat tongue. Anyway, 
was it not a bit right that the policy oscillating in the direction of absolutism was in 
accordance with hopes of the Duke? And yet many resolutions went in this direc-

141 DR, p. 81, there’s the final part of the sentence.
142 DR, p. 81.
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tion, by violating the privileges of the nobility, mainly the “Regimentsnottel Act” of 
1542. This state policy was following Duke’s expectations, but did not have a proper 
social or economic base, so it could not give results.

In response, Kreytzen pointed out that he did not want to have anything to 
do with Horst, but he wanted to know from the Duke where he could direct these 
complaints. The party of the middle or chief advisors has securitized itself in such 
a way that it does not appear together with the accusations of the state party, which 
would cause dissatisfaction of the Duke. When Horst “came out of the hands of the 
Duke”, one could not fail to take care of his own interests – that is, to present the 
old charges officially. Undoubtedly, it was also about the return of other old coun-
sellors to their positions, apart from the newly appointed Chancellor Erbtruch-
sess and Chancellor Kreytzen. Finally, the Duke, explaining himself by shortness 
of time (because at 5 o’clock the accused were to appear at the governor’s inn), did 
not give a reply to Kreytzen, but promised to present it at the first opportunity143. 
Then the defendants swore an oath to appear at a specified time, and then there 
was the Duke’s farewell. Especially Horst’s farewell to the Duke was very sad. Horst 
cried fearfully and put his head in the Duke’s bosom. The Duke also cried. The 
Duke said goodbye to the governor of Brest, Johann from Służewo, for a particular-
ly long time. The streets that the defendants were to cross were filled with crowds 
of people. Half an hour after their departure, the defendants were already accused 
in Knipawa, on Długa Street, in Johann Kesen’s house144, in the inn of Voivode Jan 
Służewski. They were then placed in the town hall and guarded closely. It was the 
first success of the commissioners and the Estates. After a three-week period of ac-
tivity, it was finally possible to remove the obstacle which was constantly blocking 
the fulfilment of the instructions by the royal commissioners. The new councillors 
were imprisoned, and the Duke was separated from their influence. It was possible 
to start restoring old relations in the country, but first the guilty had to be dealt 
with. A problem has arisen, what to do with them? To this end, the commissioners 
turned to the old Dukely councillors for advice145. In an interview with chief stew-
ard Erbtruchsess and two doctors on 16 September, the commissioners declared 
that they wanted to continue the trial, because the next day, with the permission 
of the Duke, they could administer justice146. They did not know the laws and cus-
toms of the locals, nor would they want to violate them, and they asked the Duke’s 
counsellors to come to tomorrow’s court, where they would act as legal counsel-
lors, as guardians of the law. The commissioners have encouraged this in vain. The 

143 DR, p. 81, gives 4 o’clock.
144 Kesen – bourgeoisie – no data.
145 Pawiński, DR, p. XCIII – XCIV.
146 DR, p. 89.
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chief advisers evaded trouble and responsibility. On that day, the “Commission-
ers’ court” of the guilty was established. First of all, it should be mentioned that 
the Commissioners questioned Schnell and Horst at the town hall for five hours. 
A joint meeting of the State Committee with the Commissioners followed. The Es-
tates stated that it remained on the indictment of the defendants, as “perturbatores 
reipublicae” and “hostes patriae”. They demanded that the case be continued, asked 
for the documents needed for the trial to be taken out of the Duke’s office, and fi-
nally demanded that the three defendants be separated. Commissioner Jan Kostka 
replied that the defendants would still be spending the night together, because the 
Duke had asked for it. The files needed for the trial would be taken from the castle. 
Then the defendants were brought in and the trial went on. Albrecht Truchsess 
stated that the Estates remained on the complaint and demanded that the case file 
be retrieved from the Duke’s office. The defendants also asked for their testimonies 
to be brought from the Duke’s office, as they testify to their innocence. Only Schnell 
asked that he wanted to respond once again to the complaint, because he had only 
one night to prepare his response. He also asked for his chains to be removed if 
the other defendants were not cuffed. To this Mr Kostka replied: qui semel malus, 
semper praesumitur talis, because he once ran away, now they have to be careful. 
Schnell replied that he fled not of his own free will, but Horst ordered him to do so 
in the presence of the Duke. He asked once again that he be freed from chains. He 
was allowed to take his shackles off his feet and was given a barber to bandage his 
swollen legs, but the chains on his torso remained.

Finally, on behalf of all the Council’s advisers, the Commissioners received 
a reply on 17 September saying that there is a “throat case” (case of great impor-
tance) here, so they cannot take part in it, which they are also not doing under the 
leadership of the Duke himself147. The Commissioners affected by this excuse stated 
that they would not take part in the trial themselves, as they would also be inappro-
priate to take part in a court of law in the event of a throat case. In fact, they only 
wanted to consult together whether to torture the defendants. As for the future fate 
of the prisoners, they want to hand them over to the competent court. The counsel-
lors replied that they had heard from their colleagues about a different demand and 
therefore they had to go back to them first in order to think about the final answer. 
Chancellor Kreytzen, while leaving, whispered in the ear of the Commissioners 
a personal opinion to send the accused back to Malbork, thus relieving the Duke’s 
worries and giving him a good disposition for further business. The Commission-
ers would be happy to agree to this, as they wrote in the diary, as long as the Estates 
agree to it. Again, the Estates refused and demanded that the case continued. The 

147 DR, p. 90.
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applicant should have been compensated. Finally, on that day (17 September), the 
chief advisors answered that if the defendants could not be escorted to Malbork, 
then one should not rush to pass a sentence in order not to irritate the Duke, so 
that he would be more docile to other matters. They promised themselves that they 
would take part in further courts as assessors and would have a positive influence 
on the Duke so that the points contained in the royal instruction to the commis-
sioners could be implemented.

The Commissioners, following the advice of the counsels, suspended the 
court proceedings148. Meanwhile, in the Old Town’s Hall, the Landtag discussed 
the matter of sending the defendants back to Malbork. It was decided that the de-
fendants should remain at the place and should be brought to justice here. The trial 
should not be prolonged because the defendants may flee.

On that day, the above–mentioned Pelikan, a servant of the Duke of Meck-
lenburg, swore to the Commissioners that he would not “flee” without their per-
mission149. On September 18, the commissioners negotiated with the Duke at the 
mediation of the Duke’s advisors150.

On Thursday, 19 September, in the hall of the Council of the Old Town’s Hall, 
councillors, noblemen and townspeople discussed the accusations they wanted to 
make against the commissioners, so that they could receive a reply from the Duke. A. 
Pawiński only mentions the titles of those documents, from which it follows that they 
contained postulates of the Estates regarding the restoration of order in the state151. 
The Estates went to the town hall in Knipawa and with some pressure demanded that 
the commissioners continue the trial against the defendants. However, the Commis-
sioners, having familiarised themselves with their written complaints, did not agree 
to the process being conducted immediately and stated that matters should be dealt 
with in the following order: 1. To listen carefully to the complaints of the nobility 
and cities and present them to the Duke, 2. To restore order in the government, 3. To 
revoke the right to “repressions”, 4. To sentence 4 defendants.

On that day, the Commissioners received a letter from Colonel Paul Wobeser 
to the effect that he would not dissolve the reiters before the outstanding money 
had been paid to them by the Duke152. He was not going show up personally if 
he does not get a safe conduct. Only if he received one, he could stand before the 
Duke and impartial judges and answer. Then he was sued twice again, and the safe 
conduct was sent to him.

148 Pawiński , DR., p. XCIV.
149 Memorial, PTT. p. 779.
150 Memoria, PTT. p. 799.
151 DR, p.93.
152 Memorial, PTT., p. 799.
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The Commissioners, sticking to the plan of their actions, the next day, i.e. 
on 20 September, went to the Duke, where they discussed with him the articles 
contained in the complaints of the Estates aimed at restoring order in the state. The 
Duke, however, did not give the answer, postponing it into Monday153. A certain 
step has been taken towards a better solution, as Joachim v. Borcke154, the chief 
Marshal and Dr. Francis Thegen155, the Vice-Chancellor, have been156reinstated in 
their former office. The case of Dr. Jonas, who had previously also been dismissed, 
was also discussed, and it was agreed that he should hold his former post157.

The case of Elijah Kanitz was also considered in the Peers Court158. Duke Sig-
mund Kerstendorff ’s lawyer gave a written response to Kanitz’s charges. In fact, the 
answer contained more accusations against Kanitz than excuses for his accusations. 
And so the Duke accused Kanitz of misinforming the King of Prussian affairs, and 
as a result he humiliated the Duke in the eyes of the King and acted against him. In 
response, Kanitz said that what he did was only to maintain the reputation of the 
Duke and the peace and prosperity of the principality.

Meanwhile, the issue of reiters still remains unresolved, so on Saturday, 
21 September, the Duke turned to the Estates with a request for 5000–6000 thalers 
to pay for these reiters. With this money colonels Andreas Packmohr and Wolff 
Kreytzen went to Tylża to Wobeser’s reiters, while commissioners went for a horse 
ride on that day.

On that day, two letters arrived in Polish from the bishop of Warmia, Cardi-
nal Stanisław Hozjusz dated September 21, one addressed to the Commissioners 
and the other to Jan Kostka159.

In his first letter, Hozjusz reported that he had received letters from friends in 
Königsberg, who were afraid that the commissioners would not leave too soon. The 
cardinal therefore asks them not to leave there until they have put order in place. In 
his second letter, he raised the issue of the former burgrave Christoph Kreytzen and 
Paul Wobeser. The first letter is particularly interesting as we learn about the moods 

153 Memorial, PTT., p. 780.
154 Joachim v. Borcke – (born in the Duchy of Pomerania, † 11 X 1572 Pokarmin), brother of Antoni, the 

Starost of Pokarmin. He came to Prussia in 1540, and in 1541 he was accepted into the Duke’s service. Married 
to Dorota v. Schlieben. In 1549 the Duke promised him the office for loans. In 1554 he was the starost of Rybaki, 
in 1556 he received the office of Ełk as a pledge, in 1558 he was a chief marshall . (Altpr. Biogr. Bd. I, p. 71/2) 
Geschichtsquellen des burg–und schlosgesessenen Geschlechts von Borcke, hrsg. G. Sello, v. III, p. I, Berlin 1907, pp. 
766–777.

155 Franz Thegen – a long-time Dukely councillor, at least in the years 1545–1570. In the spring of 1566 he 
was dismissed from his office. He died at the end of 1572 (see HB, p. 182, footnote 7 and J. Gallandi, op. cit. p. 608).

156 AB, p. 476.
157 Memorial, PTT, p. 780.
158 Memorial, PTT, p. 780.
159 Letters are printed by Pawiński, DR, pp. 96–98a. for translations into Polish see A. Vetulani, Władztwo 

polski, pp. 183–187.
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prevailing in Königsberg and it also partially explains why the Duke’s councillors 
initially refused to participate in the trial against the three defendants.

On Sunday, 22 September, the Commissioners took part in a baptismal party 
at the home of Chancellor Johann Jacob Erbuchsses von Waldburg. The old Duke 
was also present there, with his family, while his favourites waited for the verdict160. 
Immediately on Monday, September 23rd, the commissioners demanded a prom-
ised response from the Duke on the accusations made by the Estates against the 
Duke and presented to him by the commissioners on September 20th. The Duke 
once again delayed, promising to give an answer tomorrow161. On that day, the de-
fendants were separated late in the evening. They were escorted by the municipal 
police and Judge Dominic Perbandt162 to their destination. That is how they were 
placed: Horst – in the gate of Długa Street in Knipawa, Steinbach – in Nowa Brama 
near the cathedral bridge, Funck – in Brama Kowali.

They were chained up there by order of the commissioners. On Tuesday, 24 Sep-
tember, Commissioners interrogated Horst because of a letter from the Estates to the 
Duke, formerly pledged. Also on that day, a Knights’ Jury on the case of Elijah Kanitz 
was held at 8 o’clock. Kanitz responded to the Duke’s charges. Two members of the court, 
Dr. Hieronim Rohde163 and Dr. Ambrose Lobwasser, the then rector of the university, 
both lawyers, were negative about Kanitz. Kanitz demanded that they be removed from 
the court because under the law of fief and knighthood no one can be of any help to 
any one in the court. The difficult and unclear German text is to be understood that 
both doctors were too attached to the Duke to be unbiased. The Kanitz’s request was 
granted and Lobwasser and Rohde left the court. It was then that Kanitz’s letter was read 
out and handed over to Duke’s spokesman, Kerstendorff, with an 8-day deadline for his 
reply. This case was finally successful for Kanitz164. The Duke was to give him 10,000 
thalers to settle his claims, 2000 thalers in a good coin and 8,000 thalers in a forma of 
a pledge in Kętrzyn county, to which the Estates did not want to agree, because Kanitz 
is not an indygenat. It is worth noting that the nobility remained firmly committed to 
the privileges of the indygenat since they did not want to make this concession in this 
dispute even for Elijah Kanitz, who was so merited for the nobility. 

On Wednesday, September 25th, the Landtag again held its sessions in the Old 
Town Hall in the presence of Commissioners. Albrecht Truchsess had informed the 

160 Memorial, PTT, p. 780. C. A. Hase, op. cit., p. 354.
161 Memorial, PTT, p. 780.
162 Dominick Perbandt (1507 – 4 II 1602). In 1566, he was a judge, then mayor of Knipawa. He got married 

in 1547 with Anna, daughter of Joachim Cniper, mayor of Knipawa, widow of councillor Andreas Krause. (J. Gal-
landi, op. cit. p. 217).

163 Hieronim Rohde – no data.  
164 The author of Acta Borussica, p. 478 in footnote, gives these messages concerning the end of Elijah 

Kanitz’s case.
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House that the Duke had replied to their objections. He received this letter from the 
Commissioners. In the letter, the Duke assured that he would try to remedy their 
problems and complaints, but did not state how he would do so. The Estates there-
fore asked commissioners to ask the Duke to state what measures he wanted to take 
to remove the evil in the country. At the Landtag on that day Antonius v. Borcke165, 
the starost of Pokarmin, spoke. He stated that because of the order that the starosts 
of the main starosties should be Prussians by birth, and he is a Pomeranian, he is 
forced to ask for resignation. At the same time, he wished the Estates a long stay 
within their national freedoms and good order. Albrecht Truchsess replied that the 
whole state was as satisfied with him as possible and that everyone wanted him to 
remain in his office and in his country. In this case, they made exceptions, while for 
Elijah Kanitz, they did not. What was the reason for this? We cannot give a conclu-
sive answer.

On the same day, the Duke’s councillors negotiated with the commission-
ers on disputes between the Duke and the Estates. Finally, the Duke and the Es-
tates were found to be far from agreeable, and so they demanded that the Estates 
should come to the castle the next day to discuss these matters in greater detail166. 
On Thursday, September 26th, a meeting took place at the castle; the meeting 
was attended by: commissioners, Duke’s councillors as follows: chief steward Er-
btruchsess, Jonas von Eulenburg, Jacob Schwerin, Dr Christoph Jonas, Sigmund v. 
Kerstendorff, Frederick Aulack, writer Enoch Baumgarten and a small committee 
of several noblemen and three mayors of Königsberg, as well as two representatives 
of smaller towns. Albrecht Truchsess stated on behalf of the Estates that they were 
not satisfied with the Dukely response for various reasons. There was a discussion 
between the Estates and the Duke’s councillors, but no agreement was reached167. 
The Commissioners were then asked to settle the dispute. This is a moment worth 
emphasizing: The Commissioners are no longer imposing themselves as interme-
diaries, but are asked to do so. On Friday, 27 September, when, in the presence of 
counsellors, the Commissioners had already been acting as intermediaries, point 
by point, complaints from the Estates were repeatedly discussed, and measures 
were sought to reach a settlement and found it in part, and the Estates accepted it. 
On that day the Estates themselves were also in session and adopted 8,000 thalers 
to give to the commissioners for their efforts. Half of that sum was to be given by 
the cities and half by the nobility.

165 Antonius v. Borcke (1500–1575), brother of Joachim, since 1535 in the service of Duke Albrecht. In 
1549 starost of Rybaki, in 1551 the starost of Pokarmin, in 1558 chief marshal, in 1575 chief steward (HB p. 238). 

166 Memorial, PTT, p. 800–801.
167 None of the known sources give its content, which is a pity, because this material would undoubtedly 

be very interesting.
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On 28 September, the Commissioners informed the Estates that they could 
not come to them on that day. Why? Apparently, they did not want to engage in 
too long discussions that would have no effect and would have jeopardised their 
authority. After all, they promised to rewrite all their accusations and to give them 
to the Duke, to confirm and to seal them. It follows from this that this was the first 
edition of the later decree of 4 October, since it was envisaged that the Duke would 
approve and seal it.

In the next few days nothing special happened – both the diary of the Land-
tag and of the Commissioners informed. The only important thing was to re-es-
tablish the former burgrave, Christoph Kreytzen, in the office, which was a further 
step on the way to returning to the old order.

On Thursday, October 3rd, the Landtag was reconvened. Albrecht Truchsess 
said that voices were being spread as the majority of the population, both the no-
bility and the burghers, were against the harsh treatment of the imprisoned three 
new councillors, and only a few envious people wanted it. After these words, the 
Chamber was in turmoil. The Estates demanded that the Commissioners be told 
that this was a lie. That was what Albrecht Truchsess did on behalf of the Estates. 
Then the payments were debated. And so it was agreed that the alienation of goods, 
which took place during Skalich’s rule, and the money, goods, castles, etc. that was 
given out at that time, should be erased. The goods in the Kreuzburg county en-
dowed to Skalich must be erased along with thousands of thalers of annual salary 
and 40 Hufen of wasteland. Also the salaries of Funck, Horst, Schnell, Windeysen, 
Steinbach and many other Dukely servants were to be cancelled. In addition, the 
lands of Faustin Nimptsch should be taken away as well as the endowment of vil-
lage of Bochersdorff from Loitzens168, bankers of Gdańsk. Peter Mörlein’s printing 
house169, where Skalich printed his lampoons, was to return to the Duke. Other re-
ductions and deletions were also to be made. To this end, a document must be pre-
pared and published throughout the country so that those who have a legal claim 
against the Duke can make themselves known at the appointed time. In this way, 
the third period of the Landtag ends. Unfortunately, the sources are incomplete 
here. We do not have a clear picture of the negotiations that led to the issuance of 
the decree of 4 October 1566. The relentless Duke almost capitulated, handing over 
his favourites to the Commissioners on 14 September. At the same time, the Estates 
filed a complaint on 19 September not against the defendants, but against the poor 

168 The Loitzens, the Szczecin bankers. The Loitzens operated in northern Germany. First, they only 
owned an agency in Gdańsk (see M. Wehrmann, Geschichte der Stadt Stettin, Stettin 1911, p. 215). After the death 
of Johann Loitzen (1558), the mayor of Szczecin, the bank was owned by the brothers Michał and Szymon, who 
moved the seat of the bank to Gdańsk. (Altpr. Biogr., Bd. I, p. 406/2).

169 Peter Mörlein – valet of Duke Albrecht 
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order in the state, demanding the return to the former state. That complaint was 
the basis of the decree of 4 October, since Adolf Pawiński informed the reader that 
the content of that letter could be found in the material contained in the diary on 
30 October170. At the same time, a great many former dignitaries were reinstated in 
their former posts. After 17 September, there is a break in the judicial process, and 
most of the Commissioners’ efforts are being made to restore order in the country.

THE FOURTH PERIOD. From the issuance of the first decree until the 
end of the Landtag. (4 October 1566 – 2 November 1566)171

The new period, like the others, contractually separated, was the most pos-
itive in the history of the Landtag for the Estates and commissioners, and it was 
a total failure for the Duke. Here is the history of this period, extracted from the 
diary of the Landtag and extended to include the content of decrees.

On Friday, 4 October, a consultation was held on how to deal with the burden 
on the country and cities. That is all what the diary says. Nothing is mentioned on 
that date about the decree in either the Landtag’s nor the Commissioners’ diary. In 
both, on 30 October, it is mentioned about the public reading of the decree in the 
Landtag and its confirmation by the commissioners. It is clear from this that the 
decree was approved by the Duke on October 4, but has not yet been declared. The 
diary of the Landtag does not give anything concrete about the decree, it only men-
tions its existence, but it does not even give the date of its publication. However, this 
is where it should be quoted, because it summarised the next period of activity of 
the Landtag and the Commissioners. The decree of 4 October was first published 
in 1616172, then it was published in the 18th century by M. Dogiel173 and in the 19th 
century by A. Pawiński174 What was its content?

I. Church matters
The Duke will appoint two bishoprics, Sambian and Pomesanian, until Easter 

1567 who are men of wisdom, merit and God-fearing, with the prior agreement 
and consent of the nobility. The bishop was to be elected by 16 people – 8 from 
the nobility and 8 from the cities. These representatives are to ensure that the right 
choice is made. In spiritual matters, bishops are granted unlimited authority. Bish-

170 Pawiński, DR, p. 93: Praetereundas has literas hic diximus, cum id, quod potissimum in iis agatur, 
cognosci potest ex literis pacis, jam inter status ac ducatem factae, quae recessus nominantur hocque in diario sub 
die 30 Octobris leguntur.

171 Source material in Acta Borussica, pp. 483–523. News from other sources, as before, are provided with 
footnotes.

172 Privlegia der Stände des Herzogtum Preussen, Brunsbergae 1616, pp. 60–62, decree text in German.
173 Codex diplomaticus Regni Poloniae et Magni Ducatus Lituaniae, Volume IV, Vilnae [1764], pp. 368/1–

369/2, Latin text of the decree.
174 DR, pp. 140–147; German text of the decree.
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ops have the right to freely convene synods and diocesan assemblies, to maintain 
the discipline and purity of science. Bishops may convene a general synod every 
two to three years. They are guaranteed their due participation in the Landtag, al-
though they do not need to participate in matters of lesser importance. They are to 
be punished for crimes of a church nature by a church synod. Bishops are provided 
with 1000 Polish zlotys per year in accordance with the original regulations. The 
bishops residences will remain in the same places. Church visits are to take place 
every year according to the current regulations. As far as the choice of priests is 
concerned, the Church’s Ordinance of 1544 must be observed.175 The patron of the 
parish, liege lord (Lehnherr), finds a suitable man and presents him to the church. 
If the candidate has not passed the examination and has not been ordained, then 
he will be sent back to the bishop for this purpose, and from there, after the exam-
ination and ordination, he will return to his feudal lord. If the candidate is after the 
exam and ordination, then he will be presented to the church and if they accept 
him, then the bishop will approve him. If liege lord did not fulfil this duty, the pa-
rishioners could look for a priest themselves. Bishops are to prevent the creation of 
sects in the church and ensure that the places of worship are properly staffed. The 
Duke and the government will oversee this. As for divorces, the Consistory Court 
can be appealed to the Royal Court.

Within a year from the present day of St. Michael (September 29th) a new ec-
clesiastical regulation is to be drawn up, which will include the teaching according 
to the Augsburg Confession of 1530. The order is to be clear and short. It is intend-
ed to indicate the discipline and ceremonies to be observed in the Church. Who-
ever opposes these regulations is to be removed from the office of a clergyman by 
bishops, and if he does not want to renounce his erroneous theses, he must even be 
expelled from the country in order not to ferment. The importance of these church 
reforms was high. Osiandrism was to be uprooted and the Protestant-Augsburg 
religion was to reign supreme in the Duchy. The restoration of bishops was also 
aimed at strengthening the Orthodox Lutheran religion in Prussia.

II. Secular affairs
According to the Regimentsnottel (1542), government nominations are to 

be granted first to indigenes before all strangers. Goods associated with the office 
are to be used by an official only during the term of office. These goods should not 
be pledged or given away by the Duke. Nor should the Duke dismiss prematurely 
and without reason counsellors and starosts, and if he did, he should repair it. The 
chamber of legal advisers should be composed of five indigenes from the nobil-

175 F. T. Wojak, Ustawy kościelne w Prusach Książęcych w XVI wieku, Warszawa 1993, pp. 65–84.
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ity and three doctors of legal sciences according to their privileges. If there were 
no such citizens, foreigners were to employ, especially in court, to ensure that the 
legal side is duly respected in the life of the state. The erroneous judgments in cas-
es concerning the Magdeburg Law property, which reached the courthouse court, 
should be considered in accordance with the privilege of the nobility. The office 
and the rent camera should accept citizens prior to foreigners. As far as taxes are 
concerned, the Duke should be careful not to infringe the privileges of the nobility.

The Duke shall not give his hereditary throne to any of the Dukes or masters 
without the prior permission of the royal majesty of Poland and the Prussian Es-
tates, and shall not enter into any alliances or promise them without their consent. 
If they have taken place or are to take place in the future, they must be cancelled 
and declared null and void.

Unnecessary Landtags should not be convened to avoid long and useless ses-
sions. When the Landtag is convened, proposals should be sent to all districts in order 
to enable them to discuss them there to allow Members of Parliament to prepare them-
selves for these proposals so that they can submit appropriate proposals to the Landtag.

The sums of money and goods distributed to people who are unworthy of 
them should be taken away. The Duke should dismiss all suspects.

As for Skalich’s mandate and his printing of libel, the Duke declares that it 
was partly due to bad information and partly without the Duke’s knowledge.

The matter of the money taken from the state caste is to be thoroughly inves-
tigated.

As far as the choice of national judges is concerned, it is to remain as it is, 
i.e. each district is to choose two or three persons and the Duke will choose and 
approve one of these persons.

Culm law and national laws should be maintained as before.
The Duke should agree that each (person) may use their goods according to 

own will, and put new mills and inns in place of old ones, but not nearer than a mile 
before the city, without special privilege.

The Duke is asked to keep his subjects under their old privileges, freedoms 
and customs, and the Estates will remain faithful to the Duke until his death. But if 
the Duke should err and not listen to the requests of his subjects, then the Estates 
have the right to turn to the royal majesty and the Polish Crown for help and pro-
tection from the evil that threatens them.

In 1525, the Duke declared that the blamed citizens or foreigners, whose guilt 
is proven, should be either punished on the spot or expelled. The Duke is therefore 
asked to take this into account and to punish the defendants according to the legal 
order and advice of the nobility.
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The decree finally states that these articles were thoroughly discussed by the 
Duke, the Estates and commissioners, and then unanimously adopted to be ob-
served. The decree was signed by the Duke himself and strengthened with a majes-
tic seal. This happened in Königsberg on October 4th, 1566. That is all about decree.

We will get back to it at the end of the article. It should only be noted here that 
in this way the claims of the nobility were settled to a large extent, and the Commis-
sioners, too, performed several of the main points contained in their instructions. 
There were still some pretensions of towns and old counsels to legal regulations. 
The case of the defendants has still not been solved.

What was the further course of the Landtag according to the entries in its 
diary?

On October 4, 1566, the Estates returned 6,000 thalers to pay off the reiters 
and finally free themselves from them. Albrecht Truchsess asked that three people: 
Christoph Ottendorf, Christoph Hofmeister and Georg Ziegler176, who had to leave 
the country four years ago due to Osiandrism, could return and be recognised as 
honorary people, and that this should be noted in the Council Book. This was then 
presented to the Commissioners and it was agreed that the mayor should do it.

On 5 October, the Commissioners approved the decree of the previous day, 
but as we wrote before that this fact was not officially announced and that this 
decision was awaited until 30  October177. Meanwhile, during the sessions of the 
Landtag, money was sought in order to satisfy the claims of Wobeser’s reiters, who 
took the oath that they would not „disband” until they received the total promised 
sum of 26,000 thalers. The Commissioners advised to expel them with the help of 
Polish troops. The Marshal of the Chamber of Deputies Albrecht Truchsess and the 
Estates were reluctant to allow the new troops to stay in the country and asked the 
commissioners to call on the Prussian reiters to disperse under threat of corporal 
punishment, confiscation of property or banishment. The foreign troops were sup-
posed to settle for money. Finally, 6,000 thalers were given, and the rest of 13,000 
thalers were to be given to the reiters for the Three Kings’ Day in Gdańsk or Toruń.

On that day, the commissioners sued priest from Kreutzburg, the estate of 
Skalich. He was sued because he was a burgrave. The priest showed the instructions 
left to him by Skalich and made many people laugh. Finally, the priest was ordered 
to clean up the accounts and give them back to the commissioners.

Albrecht Truchsess also appeared at the Landtag and demanded to sue Paul 
Skalich, who had been outside the borders of the Duchy of Prussia since 1565.

176 All three of them were jurors of the Old Town Court of Königsberg. They were expelled from the 
Duchy in 1562 for publicly speaking out against the teachings of Andreas Osiander, and rehabilitated on October 
4, 1566. (J.R. Fligge, op. cit., pp. 486, 515).

177 DR, p. 148.
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On Sunday, 6 October and Monday, 7 October, a further debate was held 
on the issue of reiters that were planning to come to Königsberg. For this reason, 
defensive measures were to be taken, especially to strengthen the walls and man-
ning the castles. Meanwhile, the news came, not quite certain, that the Wobeser 
had been imprisoned. The appointment of the Sambian bishopric was also consult-
ed. The candidates were: Dr Jerzy Venediger178, Dr Joachim Mörlin179, Dr Merten 
Chemnitz180. The process of implementing the decree of 4 October has begun. At 
the end of that day, a Skalich official, a priest from Kreutzburg, brought the ac-
counting books to the Commissioners.

On Tuesday, October 8th, the “commissioner’s court” over the defendants 
ended. The period of almost 25 days since they were blamed and handed over to the 
Commissioners has not brought any clear activity on the part of the Commission-
ers in this matter. The Commissioners have dealt with other matters. At the time 
when the nobility’s complaints about the functioning of the state were regulated by 
the decree of 4 October, Wobeser was probably detained and the reiters dispersed 
thanks to the mediation of the colonels: Kreytzen and Packmohr, the latter case 
should have been dealt with, i.e. the defendants should be sentenced181. So, at the 
town hall of Knipawa there was a lawsuit pending. First, the state prosecutor, Mat-
thias Bögner, demanded that the testimony of the defendants be published and that 
the law be applied in full, when the case had come to a criminal nature. Funck, Horst 
and Steinbach said that they were standing by their testimony, only Schnell asked 
to answer again. The state lawyer Bögner refused to do so because, once he had es-
caped, it was not worthwhile to be questioned by law. Finally, Royal Commissioner 
Jan Kostka said that since this is a criminal case, they should not be involved in the 
matter, and that is why they issued a verdict read out by Mikołaj Firlej, the secretary 
of the Commissioners182. By sentence, the defendants were handed over to a jury 
in Knipawa. Then Kostka approached Knipawa’s judge, Dominick Perbandt183, and 

178 Georg Venediger (+1574), studied in Wittenberg, where he received his doctorate in theology in 1550. 
In 1550–1557 he was a professor of theology at the royal university. He was opposed to Osiander’s teachings and 
for that reason he left the principality. In 1567, he was appointed bishop of Pomesania (J.R. Fligge, op. cit., index).

179 Joachim Mörlin (1541–1571), studied in Wittenberg, from 1550 he was a preacher in the Knipawa 
cathedral. As an opponent of Osiander, he was banished from the country. Until 1567, he was a superintendent in 
Braunschweig, in 1568 became Sambian bishop, (Die Religion in Geschichte und Gegenwart, Tübingen 1960, III ed., 
p. 1033).

180 Merten Chemnitz (1522–1586), studied in Wittenberg, then for many years he was a librarian of Duke 
Albrecht. Being an opponent of Osiander’s teachings, he had to leave the principality. In 1567 he visited the Duchy 
of Prussia and took part in the restoration of Lutheran Orthodoxy there. That year he became a superintendent in 
Braunschweig (J.R. Fligge, op. cit., index). 

181 Acta Borussica, p. 485, footnote.
182 Document in Acta Borussica, pp. 488 – 490, footnote.
183 Dominick Perbandt (1507 – 4 II 1602). In 1566, he was a judge, then the mayor of Knipawa. He got 

married in 1547 with Anna, daughter of Joachim Cniper, mayor of Knipawa, widow of councillor Andreas Krause 
(J. Gallandi, Königsberger Stadtgeschlechter, Altpreussische Monatsschrift, vol. 20 1883 p. 217).
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said: “Judge, we are giving you four defendants, with a warning to do nothing but 
what the law says with them. To no one according to love, nor to harm, but to do 
so in accordance with described laws of your country and government.” When the 
accused were escorted, Horst was supposed to say, “An appeal to the Royal Majesty 
is not permitted to me, God have mercy.” On that day, the Commissioners sued 
Lukas Gabriel184, whom Albrecht Truchsess has criminalised, for Lukas Gabriel 
and Albrecht Pöhlman185, Skalich’s lawyer, were against Truchsess. Gabriel was sup-
posed to say in the Old Town Church in the presence of the court councillors that 
he was only a alleged Truchsess. He also did so in print, compromising Truchsess’s 
honour. Gabriel replied that he was in the service of Skalich, and all this was done 
on the Duke’s orders, with many more important persons than him. Nor did he call 
Trunchsess “alleged”, but the case. As for the printing of Skalich’s writings, he had to 
help his principal. He can also prove that he and Schnell removed half of that letter. 
He asked to be released from Truchsess’s complaint. After all, Kostka postponed the 
case of Lukas Gabriel to the next sitting.

In the afternoon, the Landtag discussed various matters in the Old Town 
Hall186. The Kanitzs spoke out, asking that the Estates be on their side, because they 
acted for the common good. On the next day, i.e. 9 October, a new trial against the 
defendants was initiated. It was the third court in a row.

On Thursday 10 October at 2 o’clock in the morning, joint negotiations be-
tween the Commissioners and the Estates took place. Kostka spoke how to deal 
with some of their requests and complaints. As for the porch leading to the church, 
let it remain, because it does not seem to be particularly harmful to the city. As 
far as these two gates are concerned, the Duke is to find in the chancellery what it 
actually happened, but the lower gate should be closed. Cities showed then their 
privileges, from which it appears that the entire wall, until the upper gate, belongs 
to them and asked so it continues to protect them. At the end, Kostka called on the 
Estates to adopt a tax for the Duke, so that he would not remain in poverty, point-
ing out that this tax is to be adopted on a one–off basis. Finally, Albrecht Truchsess 
thanked the Commissioners for their efforts so far and asked them to stay until 
the end of the trial against the accused (we can presume the Commissioners have 
already expressed their willingness to return home).

184 Lukas (Lux) Gabriel from Old Town, attorney. In the trial of Paul Skalich with Albrecht Truchsess in 
1565, he was the spokesman of the former one. As a result, he differed from Albrecht Truchsess and on 8 October 
1566 he was considered a highly suspicious person, but already on 12 October 1566 he acted as a spokesman for 
the Estates. Contemporary to him. K. Hennenberger, Erclerung der grossen preussischen Landtafel, Königsberg 
1595, p. 228, regards his death as a punishment for perverse legal proceedings. The last message about him is from 
5 III 1572 (HB, p. 179, footnote 2).

185 Albrecht Pöhlman – no data available
186 This discussion is not given by the Landtag’s diary, and this material would certainly be interesting.
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The next almost ten days were filled with litigation against the new counsel-
lors, and this is the subject of a separate article by me187. The Landtag, on the other 
hand, did not deliberate.

It was not until Saturday, 19 October at 2 o’clock in the afternoon, that a joint 
state session with the commissioners and Duke’s councillors took place in the Old 
Town Hall. Kostka announced that the Duke wanted to have the complaint of the 
cities about the castle gate and the porch reviewed by impartial judges. For this rea-
son, the cities will have to wait for the outcome of this examination. He then asked 
whether the Estates wanted to help the Duke with the tax, to which the Estates 
did not want to give an answer until their injuries were eliminated and the new 
privileges were approved. This is a clear allusion to the decree of 4 October. Only 
the consideration of the matter of filling the bishoprics and the vocations of the 
expelled preachers enabled the Estates to move to the next Landtag.

Then Albrecht Truchsses complained against burgrave Kasper Nostitz188 
that he was a bad and embezzling counsellor. Nostitz denied everything. A similar 
complaint was lodged by Melchior von Lehnsdorff189, through Heintz Follert,190 re-
questing that Nostitz be removed from government.

Meanwhile, on 20 October, Secretary Jan Dymitr Solikowski brought a royal 
letter to the Commissioners dated 16 October in Warsaw191. The content of the 
letter was as follows:
1. Mr Gdański (Jan Kostka) is to ensure that what the Commissioners have 

agreed is implemented after they leave.
2. “We order those who deserve it by law to be punished by the presence of yours.”
3. The old will (first one) is to be preserved.
4. Paul Skalich should be proscribed.
5. No foreign Duke, and especially from Mecklenburg, should be allowed into 

the Duchy of Prussia.
6. The King announces that he will send a deputy to the new Landtag and hopes 

he will receive financial aid from Prussia.

187 See footnote 2.
188 Kasper v. Nostitz (1500 – † 22 III 1588), son of Kasper, came from Silesia. Lutheran, studied in Krakow, 

Vienna and Wittenberg. He came to Prussia in 1534 and in 1534–1538 was the Mayor of the castle (Hausvogt), 
since 1538, the camera counselor. He was an opponent of Osiander. In the period preceding the Landtag of 1566, 
he has not been completely involved with the new counselors. Suspected at the time of the 1566 Landtag of partici-
pating in the drafting of the will from 14 May 1566. From 13th March to 18th June 1566, the chief burgrave, from 8th 
July 1566 – 1578 again the camera councillor (K. Lohmeyer, HB, Einleitung; Altpreussische Biographie, v. II, z. II, 
pp. 474/2 and 475/1).

189 Melchior v. Lendorff (1534–1602), the youngest of three brothers. In the years 1573–1582 he was the 
starost of Bałga (HB, pp. 251–252).

190 Heinz Follert, came from a noble family in Halberstadt. From 6 June 1552 to 1583 an administrator of 
armoury “Rüstmeister”. He was well seen by new counselors (HB., pp. 253–254).

191 Printed by A. Pawiński, DR, pp. 132–134, reprinted by A. Vetulani, Władztwo Polski, pp. 191–193.
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7. The annulment of the oath to margraves (of Brandenburg) can be translated 
into the Landtag in the Półpoście (1567).

On 22 October, a decree was issued – the Landtag’s diary does not mention 
it. It concerned the cities192. This decree mainly concerned economic issues, which 
had hitherto plagued the cities. From the political point of view, the activities of the 
Landtag in the decree are worth noting.

The decree announced that the Duke should consider fairly the violations 
of freedoms, civil rights, the removal of old counsels and the appointment of new 
ones, the issuing of unjust mandates, orders and court rulings, as well as the impu-
nity of raiding criminals. The Duke should punish all those who caused it.

Since two years ago two Knipawa councillors, Jacob Quandt193 and Matthäus 
Reiner194, and three Old Town councillors, Christoph Ottendorf, Christoph Ho-
henmeister and Georg Zengler, were illegally removed from office, they or their 
descendants should be heard.

Other issues that are included in the decree are to be cited:
1. All advisors and professors are exempt from civic duties, e.g. guard duty, but 

nobody from ordinary servants is.
2. The Duke recently banned imports from the Warmian bishopric, which are to 

be settled for mutual benefit by the commissioners.
3. As regards Klaipėda’s trade, the Duke will want to ban trade in Klaipėda and 

prohibit strangers from arranging granaries there and ““taking goods out to sea”.
4. Jews do not have the right to keep goods in the granaries of Königsberg, just as 

it is in Gdańsk.
5. The “Jungfrauenkloster” Monastery of Young Misses is to remain a school for 

young girls195.

Finally, the decree states that its content was discussed in detail and unan-
imously adopted by the Duke and councillors of the three cities of Königsberg 
through the commissioners, and signed and sealed by the Duke on 22 October 

192 Priv. pp. 68–70 in German. Dogiel M., op. cit., pp. 369/2–371/1 in Latin; A. Pawiński, op. cit., pp. 
148–153 in German.

193 Jakub Quandt – (1517–1567). In 1550, the Kniprowa juror, in the Osiander dispute was on the side of 
Joachim Mörlin and fell into disfavour with the Duke, but from 1556 again in the council of Knipawa (see W. Mey-
er, Jacob Quandt und Faustein Nimptsch zwei Königsberger Ratsherren aus der Zeit der Osiandrischen Streitigkeiten, 
Altpreussische Geschlechterkunde, 3 Jhrg., H. 1, Königsberg 19291929, pp. 83–89).

194 Matthäus  Rainer – his son could have been Matthew Reiner († 1594), who in 1571 was the mayor of 
Knipawa (J. Gallandi, op. cit., p. 464).

195 The issue of liquidation of female monasteries during the Reformation and the creation of schools for 
girls in their place, known in Western Pomerania and Denmark, is worth a special study also for East Prussia. 
I have not found the right literature yet.
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1566. The commissioners approved it on 25 October 1566. In this way, the claims 
of the cities were satisfied to a certain extent.

On Wednesday, October 23rd, the townspeople of the three royal towns met in 
the meeting house and it was where the decree called the privilege with the Duke’s 
signature and seal, was read to them. Then the mayors said that the decree should 
satisfy six townsmen, and therefore a tax for the Duke should be thought of. The 
citizens of Knipawa believed that there was little freedom in these new privileges 
and that they would soon be curtailed. Finally, the voices against the new city coun-
cillors started to rise, saying that they were appropriating public money. It has been 
requested to address the Commissioners in order to remove these people from of-
fice. They also demanded that the bishops’ offices be filled. The Sambian bishopric 
should be taken over by Dr Joachim Mörlin and the Pomesanian bishopric by Dr 
Georg Venediger. In turn, Mgr Egidius196 should become a priest in the cathedral 
church. The Mayor of Knipawa, Kasper Nepfel, responded to all this by saying that 
he was sorry that he would not be welcomed by the assembly with gratitude, but 
that this time he would not go to the Commissioners. He is not against a reform 
of the municipal government, but he cannot admit that he has ever appropriated 
a public penny in his life. In the afternoon, a committee of all the towns met in the 
Old Town Hall and Mayor Kasper Nepfel said that the tax issue should be discussed.

Meanwhile, on Friday, 25 October, a new decree was issued197. It was a settle-
ment between the Duke and the chief advisers. It did not contain any specific word-
ing, it only explained how to maintain good relations between the chief advisers 
and the Duke and how to avoid a return to evil after the present reconciliation. Ac-
tually, the decree put the power in the hands of the chief advisers. Except for them, 
no one was supposed to have access to the Duke. On that day, the Commissioners 
approved the decree of 22 October for the cities.

So the main complaints of the Estates were dealt with by decrees. Some of 
them were moved to the next Landtag, but the case of the defendants has not been 
solved yet. So now it was approached even faster. On 25 October the trial in Knipawa 
was resumed. On Saturday, October 26th, a joint meeting of commissioners, Duke’s 
councillors and Estates took place in the Old Town Hall. Albrecht Truchsses spoke in 
connection with the one-year tax passed for the nobility, covering excise duty (Bier-
pfennig) and field tax (Hubenschoss). Truchsess demanded the payment for reiters 
and the purchase of pledges. This tax was supposed to give 648 766 Marks198. Then the 
commissioners told the Estates that they wished that the seats of the Duke’s council-
lors, especially the starosts, would be properly filled. Suspects should be put at a dis-

196 Egidius – no data available
197 Printed only in Priv. pp. 64–66 (in pagination often mistakes).
198 AB, p. 525, footnote.
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tance: the burgrave Kaspar Nostitz, the builder Peter Mörlein and his son Clement, 
the kitchen writer. The Commissioners went on to say that they could only stay here 
until Tuesday and that the trial against the accused should therefore be speeded up. 
Then A. Truchsess asked the Commissioners to order the court to conduct the trial 
faster. He also asked the commissioners to ensure that the Duke did not show dis-
grace to any of the Estates because of what would happen to the defendants. The 
preacher Ottomar Eplinius199 also appeared before the Estates, who was to inform 
Funck that the old councillors wanted to lock the Duke in the Moscow Hall.

Finally, on that day, Horst in prison wrote a letter to Funck, in which he depart-
ed from Osiandrism200. It was undoubtedly one more manoeuvre to save one’s life.

Meanwhile, the trial was coming to an end. On 28th October the defendants 
were questioned for the last time and a death sentence was passed, recognising 
Horst, Funck and Schnell as destroyers of peace and traitors to the country. Stein-
bach escaped sentence because he was seriously ill (bleeding). The last act of this 
long process took place already at 11 o’clock in the morning on that day. Three new 
councillors put their heads under the executioner’s axe. That was how the fate of the 
Duke’s confidents ended miserably.

The day after the execution of the verdict, i.e. on Tuesday, 29 October, the 
Landtag held its final session. Albrecht Truchsses said that all burdens on the coun-
try and cities should be removed. A deputy should be sent to Poland to the Landtag 
to ratify the matters settled and to ask for recognition of all the freedoms, liberties 
and privileges of the country. This statement shows that the decrees of 1566 were 
not supposed to be the last demand of the Prussian Estates. Then Truchsess moved 
on to the Governorate case. Because the dynasty is based on “four eyes”, the old 
Duke is sickly, and the young Duke will not be able to rule yet, so it may happen 
that this country will fall to the Polish Crown, which may happen by God’s grace. 
Therefore, it is necessary to make an effort for the Polish King to ensure that in the 
event of the death of the old Duke, the governor is an indigene, who knows the 
German language, so that the country is not managed by someone else. The Duke 
of Mecklenburg should be requested to renounce: the Governorate, the Franconi-
an fief, the record of 10,000 Polish zlotys and the new will. Bishoprics should be 
staffed. Finally, 8,000 thalers – let us add – should be given as allowances to the 
Commissioners in connection with their departure.

On Wednesday, October 30 afternoon, a joint meeting of commissioners, 
Duke’s councillors and Estates took place. Commissioners handed over to the Es-

199 Eplinius Ottomar – (b. ca. 1525 – d. 2.II. 1567). The place of his studies is not known. In 1550 he 
appeared in the Duchy of Prussia and took the office of a Dukely preacher. He was in favour of the teachings of 
Osiander. (J.E. Fligge, op.cit. pp.161–165).

200 AB, pp. 398–414.
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tates the decrees they had approved so far (the decree of the cities was announced 
on 23 October). So the decrees were already announced. It was then agreed that all 
donations and records should be deleted. Then Chancellor Johann Kreytzen spoke, 
declaring that this could not be universal and that the good name of the Duke 
could not be compromised. Afterwards, Jan Kostka announced the annulment of 
an oath taken by the Prussian state in 1563 against the Brandenburgers. In the end, 
however, this matter has been postponed. It is further stated that Skalich was to be 
proscribed201 and his goods confiscated202. Steinbach was declared outlawed, his 
illness saved him from the fate of his companions203. Steinbach made a promise on 
November 1st that he would leave Prussia forever within 14 days and would never 
take revenge for what happened to him here.

At the end of the meeting, Albrecht Truchsses thanked the commissioners 
and asked that the Royal Majesty and Crown of Poland continue to be as gracious 
as ever.

On 31 October at 11:00 o’clock in the morning, the commissioners left after 
a 69-day hard working stay in the Duchy of Prussia.

On 1 November the Landtag was deliberating without commissioners in the 
matter of the tax imposed, while on 2 November, on Saturday, Estates authorised 
“caste masters” to collect money. Then the deputies dispersed, everyone went their 
own way home and the momentous Landtag ended. 

Termination. Effects of the Landtag
Summing up the course and effects of the Duke’s of Prussia Landtag in 1566, 

it is necessary to stop at three issues. These are:
The trial of the new counsellors.
Decrees – results of the activities of the Landtag.
The effects of the 1566 Landtag.
The trial of the new councillors, led by the three courts, the Duke, then the 

Commissioners, and finally the jury made up of judges from the three cities of 
Königsberg, led to the death sentence. Was it fair? Opinions are different here. In 
the 16th century (David Chyträeus) and in the 17th century (Christoph Hartknoch), 
did not question the validity of the verdict, but rather one can sense a clear antip-
athy for the new counsellors, especially in Chyträus. In the 18th century, a Prussian 
historian Ludwik Baczko stood up for the defenders.204 He considers the verdict 

201 Dogiel M., op. cit., pp. 372/1–373/1 in Latin in Erleutertes Preussen, Königsberg 1726, vol. III, pp. 
298–303, in German with date 28 X 1566.

202 Dogiel M., op. cit., p. 373.
203 APO V/3-6, pp. 106–107, PTT, pp. 819–820.
204 L. Baczko, Geschichte Preussens, Königsberg 1795, vol. IV, p. 313, writes: “ So ward der Justizmord 

vollbracht. Die drei unglücklichen Staatsopfer erhielten... ein gemeinschaftliches Grab.”
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a legal murder, emphasizing the inadequacy of the court. Leopold Ranke took over 
these views.205 Max Toeppen,206 the best expert on Dukely Prussia state cases, be-
lieved that the defendants were convicted without a proper trial. J.G. Droysen207, in 
his description of the Landtag of 1566, based on him, omitted the conviction of the 
new advisers. It is worth noting the views of G.A.H. Stenzel208 , who believes that 
in this case the Duke’s councillors were not without guilt, but that the complainant, 
the Prussian Estates, also bore some blame.

Adolf Pawiński dealt with the trial in more detail209. He discussed Baczko’s 
views, believing that the judgment against the new counsellors was correct, since 
they were guilty of high treason. Then L. Poblocki defended the new advisers210, 
stating that so far the Prussian Estates from the years 1566–68 were viewed too 
optimistically. Later this problem was not raised in literature (Karl Lohmeyer, Bru-
no Schumacher, Adam Vetulani, Kazimierz Piwarski). Recently K.D. Staemmler211 
wrote that the Duke and judges are to blame for the sentence, not the Polish com-
missioners, because they stayed away from the sentence, all the more so because 
there was nothing to win for the Crown.

After a brief presentation of the views in the literature, one should present 
one’s own view. First of all, however, it should be pointed out that we do not know 
all the sources and, above all, the files of the judicial process212. Therefore, we can 
only base our opinion on a bill of indictment213, testimonies214and diaries: of the 
Commissioners215 and the Landtag216. 

As for the inappropriateness of the court, Baczko’s reservations are undoubt-
edly correct, as the accused Horst had already pointed out before him that a court 
composed of city jurors also represented the plaintiff and asked for an impartial 
court at that time. A. Pawiński asked where to look for those impartial judges. It 

205 L. Ranke, Zwölf Bücher Preussische Geschichte, Sämmtliche Werke, vol. 25, 26, p. 171, Leipzig 1874.
206 M.Toeppen, Zur Geschichte der ständischen Verhältnisse in Preussen, Historisches Taschenbuch, ed. F. 

v. Raumer, Neue Folge, r. 8, Leipzig 1847, p. 481, writes: “...Funck, Horst und Schnell wurden ohne ordentlichen 
Process verurteilt und (…) hingerichtet.”

207 J.G. Droysen, Geschichte der Preussischen Politik, ed. II, vol. II, part 2. Leipzig 1870, pp. 306–307, p. 470, 
relevant footnote.

208 G.A.H. Stenzel, Geschichte der preussisches Staats, vol. I, in: Geschichte der europäischen Staaten, hrsg. 
von A.H.L. Heeren and F. A. Ukert, Hamburg 1830, p. 340.

209 A. Pawiński, Sprawy Prus Książęcych za Zygmunta Augusta, Źródła dziejowe, vol. VII. Warszawa 1879, 
pp. XCIX–CII.

210 L. Poblocki, Die Zeit der grössten Abhängigkeit des Herzogthums Preussen von Polen in den Jahren 1566–
1568, Zeitschrift für Preussische Geschichte und Landeskunde, Bd. 12, Berlin 1883, p. 253.

211 K.D Staemmler, Preussen und Livland in ihrem Verhältniss zur Krone Polen 1561 bis 1586, Marburg a.d. 
Lahn 1953, p. 29.

212 Referred to by AB, p. 218, footnote.
213 APO V/3–6 and AB.
214 APO V/3–6 and Memorial, PTT.
215 DR.
216 AB.
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seems that they could have been recruited from the so-called “middle party”, i.e. the 
chief advisers, dismissed by Duke Albrecht in spring, but for the sake of justice, we 
must admit that they were not eager to do so, believing that this is a throat issue.

We should also consider whether the sentence was due to the guilt of the 
accused or whether it was a form of expression of the state party’s victory over 
the Duke’s party. The testimonies of the defendants were unambiguously political 
in nature, so if the Duke’s party won, would guarantee, at least, immunity. On the 
other hand, there have been incidents of abuse of power and bribery. The former 
included the removal of old advisors, governorship, change of will and recruiting 
of the mercenaries; the latter money received from Mecklenburgers, Baden’s mar-
grave, Colonel Wobeser and Loitzen bankers, as well as extortion of money and 
goods from the Duke.

In principle, the state coup was half–trumpeted, i.e. the uncomfortable old 
councillors were removed, the “Law on the Government” was overthrown (Reg-
imentsnottel) of 1542 by the establishment of a new will which provided for the 
governorhood of Mecklenburg, and not a state regency, as this law provided in 
the event of the minor status of the ruler, composed of four superintendents, four 
chief starosts and three mayors of Königsberg. The power was solely in the hands 
of the Duke’s party, i.e. the new counsellors. The aim was to maintain this state of 
affairs, but the lack of money forced the court party to convene a Landtag, where 
the Estates were to be forced by the presence of reiter mercenaries to pass a tax. 
That was the essence of the planned coup d’état of the Duke’s party. Then absolutism 
would have prevailed in the Duchy of Prussia, based on court camarilla. As far as 
the Duke himself was concerned, there is nothing to say217. Apart from these plans, 
there were other, broader, but adventurous and unrealistic plans, represented by 
Mecklenburger, to form an anti-Polish alliance. Wobeser’s reiters were also claimed 
by Mecklenburger, but to use them in Prussia to force the Estates to pay taxes was 
the work of Horst and Schnell.

Of the four defendants, only Schnell was really reckless. Contrary to the liter-
ature to date, it must be admitted that all of them were educated people and, apart 
from their inclinations to abuse money, one could only make one accusation: they 
could not carry out plans according to which the Duchy of Prussia would become 
an absolutist duchy. It is true that they were opposed by a well-established state par-
ty that saw the policy of the new councillors as an assault on its own privileges. So 
who should I say was right? What was better for the country, the victory of the state 
party or the Dukely party? Certainly, the aim was to bring peace to the country and 
undoubtedly at that time it could only be provided by the state party as stronger. 

217 M. Töppen, Zur Geschichte der ständische Verhältnisse, p. 476.
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Therefore, in the judgment, I see no evidence of betrayal of the country by the new 
counsellors, but of a different concept of a state in which they would undoubtedly 
have a great deal of influence. That is why the judgment, ethically speaking, was not 
fair, but was an expression of a political victory of the Estates. The new councillors 
were not criminals, they caused a turmoil in a country that could have led to civil 
war, but all this was a struggle to see whether Prussia would be an absolute prin-
cipality or a “noble republic”. The victory was on the state side, so the opponents 
were executed.

It is all the more important to stress that the Estates did not agree to the trans-
fer of the accused to Poland by the Commissioners. They wanted to declare their 
strength in a verdict on the spot. The victory of the Estates was expressed not only 
in the physical destruction of enemies, but above all in the new privileges – decrees, 
the content of which is given above.

The decrees, resolutions of the Landtag signed and sealed by Duke Albrecht 
and confirmed by royal commissioners ensured the victory of the nobility in this 
conflict and strongly brought the Duchy of Prussia closer to a state with a similar 
system to Poland, i.e. a noble democracy with a limited power of the monarch.

First of all, the former privileges of the nobility were confirmed, the most im-
portant of them being the Constitution “The Law on Government” of 1542. Decrees 
not only restored the former state before the attempt of a complete revolution in the 
state by the group of Skalich-Horst, but also went further. As far as church matters are 
concerned, the bishops were restored. The demand for the appointment of bishops 
results from the fact that the office of the presidents of bishoprics was introduced 
under Osiander (1550 and 155l). Therefore, it did not enjoy a good reputation among 
the Estates. Besides, it did not provide a dominant position in the church, which was 
given to the bishop’s office. Thus, there was a lack of discipline in the church, and this 
further led to sectarianism, ecclesiastical and intra–state disparities. The Estates had 
secured their influence over the election of the bishop, since a commission of 8 rep-
resentatives of the nobility and 8 representatives of the cities had been set up to elect 
him. The only thing left for the Duke was the bishop’s approval. The bishops were 
provided with all the old rights. According to the Estates, their thought was that the 
former Osiander church order of 1558 should be changed over the course of the year 
to a new order based on the Augsburg Confession of 1530. They also reserved the 
right not to tolerate sects that break up the church.

In secular matters, the Estates guaranteed themselves that the offices would 
be occupied by citizens prior to foreigners. Further, the Duke should not remove 
advisors and starosts without any special reason. The Chamber of Counsels was es-
tablished for 8 persons, including 5 indigenous nobles and 3 doctors of law, if they 
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do not have their own, they can be foreigners218. In all the offices, the citizens were 
to have priority over the foreigners. Each district was to propose 2–3 judges and the 
Duke elects and approves one of them.

Finally, after securing its influence over the offices, the nobility guaranteed 
itself the right to appeal to the King and the Polish Crown for help if the Duke did 
not keep them in the privileges they had enjoyed so far.

The Duke was also limited to such an extent that he had no right to form any 
alliances without the consent of the Prussian Estates and the Polish Crown. Any 
alliances formed without this consent were not valid. Plus the decree of 25 October 
1566 – the agreement between the Duke and the government councillors provid-
ed that only these councillors would have access to the Duke. The Duke was thus 
separated from other influences219. The Duke, sick and broken, did not play any 
role anymore, the power was intercepted by the chief advisers. Despite the fact 
that a small group of people captured the main power, the overall victory belonged 
to the Estates and, above all, to the nobility, (the townspeople received only some 
economic concessions in the decree of 22 October 1566) and therefore, although 
in fact the Duchy of Prussia was still a principality, in reality it became close to 
the system of “noble republic”220. The nobility was guaranteed all the offices in the 
country. The influence of the cities was further reduced by the article of the decree 
of 4 October 1566, which spoke of the primacy of the local nobility over all offices. 
Previously, the “Order of the Government” (Regimentsnottel) guaranteed priority 
only for certain offices221.

Yet the Estates could not fully use their victory over the Duke, because they 
did not ask for the Landtag to be convened regularly. The Estates, and above all 
the nobility, did not have a clear programme of reconstruction of the Duchy’s 
system222. They did not take into account the fact that councillors could turn 
their backs on state policy, and did not guarantee their control over them. Georg 
Frederick, who used it later on and did not convene the Landtag, ruled without 
the Estates.

Despite these reservations, it should be strongly emphasized that the coup 
of 1566, even called the revolution (Kurt Breysig), was a victory of the concept of 
a noble republic over the absolute principality. This happened only and exclusively 
thanks to the support of the Polish Crown, through the sending of commissioners. 
The nobility, slowly gaining new privileges, came to the conclusion that in 1566 it 

218 K.D. Staemmler, op. cit., p. 30, made a mistake and attributed this composition not to the Chamber of 
Counsels, but to the Royal Court.

219 Only C. Wichert curiously extracted the main content of this complex recession, op. cit., pp. 437–438.
220 B. Schumacher, Geschichte Ost und Westpreussen, Würzburg 1958, p. 157.
221 A. Vetulani, Polskie wpływy polityczne w Prusiech Książęcych, Gdynia 1939, p. 41.
222 Ibidem, p. 42.
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changed the political character of the principality. From this moment the power of 
the Estates begins, broken many times, until the seventeenth century, when it was 
ended completely by Frederick William223. 

On the other hand, the Polish sovereignty over the Duchy of Prussia was 
very strong. This is explained by the effective activity of the Polish Commission-
ers, who are told by Staemmler that, thanks to their interference, the civil war 
that threatened in 1566 was averted224. The Polish leadership was also visible in 
the following years, 1567 and 1568, when the commissioners again stayed in the 
Duchy of Prussia225. This time they were again mediators between the Estates and 
the Duke, rather the chief council. They smothered quarrels and brought peace 
to the country. They restored the first will, removed the young Duke’s chief stew-
ard, Jacob Schwerin, and in his place appointed Kasper Lehndorff, who accord-
ing to the royal instruction was to teach Albrecht Frederick the Polish language, 
which the young Duke mastered. The Polish sovereignty over the Duke was ex-
pressed through the control of Albrecht’s foreign policy, especially his relations 
with the Reich, and the annulment of the resignation of the Franconian fief to 
Mecklenburg226. However, the commissioners did not succeed in restoring Duke’s 
donations to the Prussian treasury, the Prussian Estates did not approve the royal 
treasury allowance, and finally, the term “indigene”, a native was not extended to 
“possesionatus”, the owner of the estate. The Prussian Estates rightly feared that 
Poles with property in the Duchy of Prussia would be able to take over offices 
there227. By implementing the decree of 4 October 1566, in 1567 bishoprics were 
manned: the Sambian was taken by Joachim Mörlin, while the Pomesanian by 
Georg Venediger; a new Lutheran ecclesiastical ordinance was also issued, enti-
tled “Repetitio corporis doctrinae ecclesiasticae”228.

On March 20, 1568, Albrecht died after surviving 78 years. The commission-
ers who came to Königsberg opened a last will and testament in which the young 
Duke’s guardian was the Polish King Sigismund Augustus. Mecklenburg’s claims 
have been dismissed229. Other things have been done, too. As a result, “new titles 
came to Poland’s former supreme rights: for once the only time a fiefdom land 
should give a financial allowance to its master and indirect ruler, it had moreover 

223 Ibidem, p. 50.
224 K.D. Staemmler, op. cit., p. 32.
225 Commissioners’ Diary for the years 1567 and 1568 and a list of their activities: A. Pawiński, DR. Dzieje 

ostatnich sejmów za życia Albrechta, M. Töppen, Die preussischen Landtage zunächst vor und nach dem Tode des 
Herzogs Albrecht, Programm des Königlichen Progymnasiums zu Hohenstein in Preussen, Hohenstein 1855 and 
E.K. B. Kleinertz, op,cit.

226 Pawiński , DR, p. CXXIX.
227 Ibidem , DR., p. CXVII.
228 C.A.Hase, op. cit., pp. 383 and 385–386.
229 F.W. Schirrmacher., op. cit., p. 675.
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to belong with entire army to the whole Crown – the governor’s council during the 
underage of the Duke took such an oath to the Polish King”230. The oath taken by 
the Estates to the Brandenburgers was finally revoked231.

It seemed that the expiry of the Prussian Hohenzollern line would soon result 
in the incorporation of the Duchy of Prussia into Poland. That did not happen, but 
it goes beyond the content of this article. However, Polish historians (e.g. Kazimierz 
Piwarski232) point to the fact that not all possibilities have been exploited because 
the Polish governor was not established. In the summer of 1566, Kanitz proposed 
to the King that he appoint Jan Kostka as governor. These possibilities existed – in 
my opinion – and were to be exploited, but only in 1566 at the beginning of the 
Landtag, when the Estates forced by the oppression of the court party would have 
agreed to any form of assistance. However, this would require the King to have 
a clear anti-ducal policy, which would deplete the Duke’s prerogatives too much, 
while the Commissioners acted as intermediaries. Besides, Albrecht was the King’s 
cousin.

Finally, it must be admitted that the Landtag of 1566 was a victory for the 
Estates and changed the political character of the Duchy, and expanded the sover-
eignty of Poland over the Duchy of Prussia as never witnessed before233.

Janusz Małłek, Dzieje sejmu Prus Książęcych 1566 roku

Streszczenie

Artykuł poświęcony jest dziejom sejmu Prus Książęcych z roku 1566, który stał się przełomowym w relac-
jach miedzy panującym ks. Albrechtem a stanami pruskimi oraz między lennem pruskim a państwem zwierzch-
nim Polską. Jego rezultatem było udaremnienie absolutystycznego zamachu stanu tzw. nowych radców książę-
cych i przejęcie na okres najbliższego dziesięciolecia de facto władzy w Księstwie Pruskim przez stany pruskie, 
a dokładniej przez oligarchię pruską. Była też szansa, choć niewykorzystana, wprowadzenia polskiego namiest-
nika, który rządziłby księstwem z powodu niedołężności starego księcia Albrechta (1490–1568) i zbyt młodego 
do sprawowania tutaj władzy, bo 13-letniego  księcia Albrechta Fryderyka. Jednak nadzór Polski nad księstwem 
został powiększony, choć w mniejszym zakresie. Zagwarantowano szlachcie pruskiej prawo zwracania się do króla 
polskiego i Korony Polskiej o pomoc w wypadku gdyby książę pruski naruszał jej przywileje. Poza tym władca ten,  
nie miał prawa zawiązywać żadnych sojuszów bez zgody  Korony Polskiej i stanów pruskich.

Tłumaczenie Janusz Małłek

230 Pawiński, DR, pp. CLIII – CLIV.
231 Ibidem, p. CLVII.
232 K. Piwarski, Dzieje Prus Wschodnich w czasach nowoczesnych, Gdańsk 1946, p. 42.
233 The issue of how far the Duchy of Prussia approached the system of the “republic” or noble democracy 

is difficult, requires a thorough, comparative study.
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Janusz Małłek, Die Geschichte des Landtag vom Herzogtum Preußen im Jahre 1566

Zusammenfassung

Der Artikel widmet sich der Geschichte des preußischen Parlaments von 1566, die zu einem Durchbruch 
in den Beziehungen zwischen dem amtierenden Fürsten Albrecht, den preußischen Ständen und zwischen dem 
preußischen Lehen und dem Oberstaat Polen wurde. Das Ergebnis war die Verhinderung des absolutistischen 
Staatsstreichs von so genannten neuen fürstlichen Ratgebern und die Übernahme der De-facto-Macht im preußi-
schen Herzogtum für das nächste Jahrzehnt durch die preußischen Ständen und insbesondere durch die preußi-
sche Oligarchie. Es bestand auch die, jedoch ungenutzte, Möglichkeit, einen polnischen Gouverneur einzuführen, 
der das Fürstentum aufgrund der Schwäche des alten Fürsten Albrecht (1490–1568) und des zu jungen 13-jähri-
gen Prinzen Albrecht Fredrick regieren würde.

Die polnische Aufsicht über das Fürstentum wurde jedoch verstärkt, wenn auch in geringerem Maße. 
Dem preußischen Adel wurde das Recht zugesichert, den polnischen König und die polnische Krone um Hilfe zu 
bitten, falls der preußische Fürst seine Privilegien verletzte. Darüber hinaus hatte dieser Herrscher ohne Zustim-
mung der polnischen Krone und der preußischen Ständen kein Recht, Bündnisse zu schließen.
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Introduction
Historical studies on clergy as a distinct social group have garnered much 

scholarly interest. Historians have been more and more eagerly employing the 
prosopographic method in order to describe members of the clergy in terms of 
their origin, education, held offices, positions, social and political activity, etc. It 
seems that an important aspect of these investigations is the economic status of 
priests that are financial guarantees that ensure them a steady income. Even though 
Arūnas Streikus has never directly engaged in the prosopography of the Catholic 
clergy from the Klaipėda Region, in his inestimable publication, entitled Die Inte-
gration der memelländischen Katholiken in die Kirchenprovinz Litauen 1926–1939, 
he provides a great deal of details about this social group1. Furthermore, many as-
pects of its prosopography have been explored by Rev. Andrzej Kopiczko, inspired 
by his other research concerning the clergy of the Warmian Diocese2. It should be 
noted that as a result of the Treaty of Versailles, the administration of the Klaipėda 

1 A. Streikus, Die Integration der memelländischen Katholiken in die Kirchenprovinz Litauen 1926–1939, 
Annaberger Annalen 2013, Bd. 21, pp. 100–127.

2 Especially cf. A. Kopiczko, Die katholische Kirche in Memelland (1923–1939), Acta Historica Univer-
sitatis Klaipedensis 2015, Vol. 30, pp. 101–125; Cf. also the biographical entries of Klaipėda clergymen published 
by the same author in: Duchowieństwo katolickie diecezji warmińskiej w latach 1821–1945, part 2, Słownik, Olsztyn 
2003.
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Region was handed over to the League of Nations, excluding it at the same time 
from the jurisdiction of the Weimar Republic. In 1923, the Lithuanians sparked 
a revolt in this area, and a year later, they signed the Klaipėda Convention in Paris 
that declared the region an integral part of Lithuania albeit autonomous from the 
legal perspective3. Simultaneously, the ecclesial status of the Memel Territory was 
defined by Pope Pius IX in his bull Lituanorum gente from 4 April 1926, by means 
of which he established the Klaipėda Prelacy administered by the bishop of Telšiai4. 
Thus, the papal bull sealed the separation of the Klaipėda parish from the Warmian 
Diocese. Nevertheless, the German provenience of the local clergy encouraged the 
maintenance of its former connection with the mother church.  

The publications mentioned above fail to exhaust the topic of Catholic clergy 
from the Klaipėda Region in years 1923–1939, and especially its financial security. 
In order to conduct a more in-depth investigation of this area, it is necessary to 
ana lyse the materials amassed in the archive of the St. Boniface Association Gen-
eral Council located at the Bonifatiuswerk in Paderborn, as well as those deposited 
in the Bundesarchiv in Berlin. The financial status of the Klaipėda clergy mainly 
depended on the income they earned in the place of their pastoral service, as well as 
on the obligation of state authorities towards this social group. With regard to this 
fact, it is perhaps advisable to begin the present consideration with a presentation 
of the material status of parishes in the Niemen area, as well as an overview of state 
subsidies designated to the Klaipėda priests.

Financial situation of pastoral institutions in the Klaipėda Region
In 1923, the Roman Catholic Church in the Klaipėda Region held the fol-

lowing institutions: parishes in Klaipėda, Robkojen, Šilutė and a parish mission 
in Wischwill5. The parish in Klaipėda was founded in 1784, and sanctioned by the 
state in 18426. In 1926, it occupied an area of 19 square miles. Its territory included 
one town, 207 villages and 37 estates. Most of these localities was inhabited by 
Catholics, whose number at that time amounted to approx. four thousand. 375 
Catholics were registered in the Lutheran parish in Dawillen, while 350 in the Lu-
theran parish in Plicken. A large number of Catholics also lived in the Lutheran 
parish of Karkelbeck7. In this period, clerical personnel of the Catholic parish in 

3 S. Mikulicz, Kłajpeda w polityce europejskiej 1918–1939, Warszawa 1976, pp. 44, 72–73, 115–116; J. 
Ochmański, Historia Litwy, 2 edition, Wrocław 1982, pp. 318–319.

4 A. Kopiczko, Duchowieństwo katolickie diecezji warmińskiej w latach 1821–1945, part 1, Studium pro-
zopograficzne, Olsztyn 2004, pp. 246–247; idem, Die katholische Kirche in Memelland (1923–1939), p. 105.

5 Bundesarchiv in Berlin (further: BAB), R 5101/21807, k. 186.
6  Cf. Archive of the St. Boniface Association General Council in Paderborn (further: Arch. Paderborn), 

File: Memel, Missionsbericht 1929.
7  Arch. Paderborn, File: Memel, Rev. Dannelautzki to the Association of St. Boniface in Paderborn, 19 

December 1926.
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Klaipėda consisted of one Catholic priest, one Lithuanian and two German vicars, 
and one Lithuanian military chaplain. A year earlier, the revenues from the collec-
tion of church tax totalled 6000 litas which was equal to 2400 Deutsche marks8. In 
1929, only 3 priests remained in the parish9. This year, the expected revenue from 
church tax was 7000 litas, while only 6000 were obtained from this source10.

In 1926, 7 facilities offered religious education classes on the territory of the 
Klaipėdan parish. However, not all Catholic students were able to participate in them. 
Due to the staff shortage, pastoral care over the congregation was even more de-
ficient. In Klaipėda, worship service was provided at 7:00, 8:30 (a mass for school 
children), 9:30 (solemn mass with sermon), 11:30 (service in Lithuanian), and in the 
afternoon, prayer services were held11. In a trade town Prökuls, situated 22km away 
from Klaipėda, Catholic mass was celebrated once a month in the Lutheran parochial 
house. It was, however, expected that the Lutherans would revoke the permission to 
hold the service at their premises. In Dawillen, masses were celeb rated in a humble 
inn house12. That year, Klaipėdan parish priest, Rev. Albert Dannelautzki, intended to 
build a wooden chapel in the town. Its cost was at least 15000 marks13.

Three years later, Catholic service was still held at the Lutheran parochial 
house in Prökuls (once a month, on Sunday at 9:30), as well as at the inn house in 
Dawillen (once a month, on Sunday at 10:30). Since the Green Week (Pentecos-
tal Sunday) of 1929, holy service was celebrated monthly in Plicken. Additionally, 
monthly masses were held at 8:00 in the municipal prison of Klaipėda14.

The pastoral facility in Robkojen was established in 1869. In 1892, its paro-
chial rights were recognized by state authorities. It occupied an area of 320km2. 
Within this area, 72 localities were situated. In 1926, 600 Catholics had a permanent 
residence on the territory of the Robkojen parish, while 200 additional faithful, 
usually seasonal workers, lived there temporarily. In that area, non-Catholic inhab-
itants amounted to 16 thousand. Lutheran schools were attended by 74 Catholic 
students, but only 58 of this number took part in catechetical classes. In order to 
reach the most remote outpost of his parish, the priest had to cover 18 km. Some 
faithful, who lived at a larger distance from the parish church, attended services in 
Lithuanian churches. Before the Klaipėda Region went over to the Lithuanian ad-
ministration, mass was celebrated in Kallehnen four times a year. In Robkojen, holy 

8  Arch. Paderborn, File: Memel, Missionsbericht 1926.
9  Arch. Paderborn, File: Memel, Missionsbericht 1929.
10 Arch. Paderborn, File: Memel, Missionsbericht 1929.
11 Arch. Paderborn, File: Memel, Missionsbericht 1926.
12 Arch. Paderborn, File: Memel, Rev. Dannelautzki to the Association of St. Boniface in Paderborn, 

19 December 1926.
13 Arch. Paderborn, File: Memel, Rev. Dannelautzki to the Association of St. Boniface in Paderborn, 

19 December 1926.
14 Arch. Paderborn, File: Memel, Missionsbericht 1926.
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service was held daily. In 1926, the lease of parochial land brought the revenue of 
2000 litas. The state subsidies totalled 6000 litas annually. The so-called iura stolae 
(pastoral services) afforded the clergy further 120 litas, and catechetical classes – 
200 litas. A year earlier, the income from the church tax was estimated at 615.73 
litas, while actual revenues totalled 580.15 litas15. In 1928, the church tax yielded 
524 litas instead of the expected 612. In 1929, the parish was inhabited by 110 
school children, including 22 in Robkojen. On weekdays, service was celebrated at 
7:00, and at 10:00 on Sundays. In Kallehnen, Catholic mass was held twice a year16.

The pastoral facility in Šilutė was established in 1862. Its vicar had to travel 
50km in order to reach its farthest end. In its area, 200 localities were situated. It 
was inhabited permanently by 2 thousand Catholics, and one thousand more de-
clared a temporary residence. Lutheran schools were attended by 200 Catholic stu-
dents, while 162 Catholic children participated in catechesis. 16 Catholic students 
attended high schools. From 1882, a Catholic orphanage was operating in Šilutė, 
which also served as a catechetical house. In 1926, the orphanage was inhabited by 
27 children (including 20 coming from the parish). Additionally, in May and June, 
20–40 children stayed at the house (on a one–day stay or during First Communion 
preparations). Two St. Katharina nuns and one lay person took care of the children. 
The house was maintained from donations and fundraisers. A daily food-accom-
modation allowance per orphan was 0.75 mark. The accommodation of 9 children 
was covered by the state (most likely by the communal government), while 10 chil-
dren were sponsored by private entities (e.g. family and relatives). 26 residents of 
the house attended a Lutheran elementary school. They were not charged with tu-
ition fees. The accommodation of children preparing for the First Communion was 
usually paid in natural supplies for the house17.

In Šilutė, on Sundays and holidays, holy service was celebrated at 8:30 (with 
a sermon in Lithuanian) and 10:30 (with a sermon in German). On the last Sunday 
of the month, the mass in German was not held. Apart from this locality, Catholic 
service was celebrated in Russ (on the last Sunday of the month in a court building) 
and in Pogegen. The lease of parochial lands brought the revenue of approx. 300 
marks per month. The iura stolae generated hardly any income. In 1925, the poten-
tial revenue from church taxes was estimated at one thousand litas, while the actual 
inflows totalled 600 litas (that is 240 marks) 18.   

The parish mission in Wischwill encompassed half of the Pogegen District, 
a part of the Pillkallen District and Tilsit-Ragnit. On the Easter Day of 1922, 344 

15 Arch. Paderborn, File: Robkojen, Missionsbericht 1926.
16 Arch. Paderborn, File: Robkojen, Missionsbericht 1929.
17 Arch. Paderborn, File: Heydekrug, Missionsbericht 1926.
18 Arch. Paderborn, File: Heydekrug, Missionsbericht 1926.
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faithful received here Holy Communion. The parish income was rather meagre. 
Rev. Leo Olschewski, a mission priest, complained that due to frequent migrations 
of Catholics, it was impossible to introduce the church tax19. In 1926, approx. 400 
Catholics inhabited this parish. Apart from Wischwill, Catholic mass was celebrat-
ed in Smolniki and Kerkutwethen. 11 quintals of rye were obtained from the lease 
of land. Additionally, the mission priest charged approx. 1000 litas (400 marks) for 
catechetical tuition. According to a decree of the church council, landlords were 
obliged to donate rye to the parish. Workers paid the equivalent of one day wages20.   

In 1929, 82 localities belonged to the parish mission in Wischwill. The 
farthest end was removed 36km from the parish house. Wischwill was perma nently 
inhabited by 50 Catholics, most of whom were poor. During the year, approx. one 
thousand seasonal workers stayed on the parish territory. 100 school children 
were registered, including 17 in Wischwill. Catechetical classes were attended by 
60 children in four facilities: Wischwill, Szugken (11km away from Wischwill), 
Willkischken (20 km) and Schreitlaugken (27 km). Children preparing for the First 
Communion from distant localities stayed in Wischwill at the parish house with 
Rev. Leo Olschewski. In 1929 their number was 10. At that time, a growing need to 
celebrate Catholic mass in Willkischken was noted. In Wischwill, Sunday and holi-
day service with a sermon in Lithuanian and German was held at 10:00 (apart from 
Sundays, when the service was celebrated in other localities). Morning service was 
held on the first Sunday in the month and on feast days. Additionally, every two 
months, mass was celebrated on Sunday at 10:00 in Schreitlaugken and in Kerkut-
wethen (25 km away from Wischwill, at the house of a landlord Thomasa Lautzki). 
On the second feast days, Catholic service for the faithful from Smolniki was held 
in Pašventė in Lithuania, as Smolniki did not have an appropriate liturgical site at 
their disposal. In Schreitlaugken and Pašventė, mass was celebrated in a school 
building. In this parish, church tax was not charged. Collections during services 
yielded 500 litas, a value of 200 marks. These revenues were insufficient to finance 
thorough renovation works required in the parish21. 

In Pogegen, a church and parish were built between 1930 and 1931. Rev. 
Nikodemas Petkus took a loan from the Zemes–Bankas in the amount of 17400 
litas for the construction works.22 The loan was secured by a lien upon his property 
that was located in Klaipėda at Grünestrasse 3. In 1932, an independent pastoral 
facility was opened in Pogegen, managed by Rev. Pranciškus Bajerčius23.

19 Arch. Paderborn, File: Wischwill, Missionsbericht 1923.
20 Arch. Paderborn, File: Wischwill, Missionsbericht 1926.
21 Arch. Paderborn, File: Wischwill, Missionsbericht 1929.
22 Arch. Paderborn, File: Pogegen, Rev. Marquardt to Rev. Steinki, 31 January 1940. 
23 A. Kopiczko, Die katholische Kirche in Memelland (1923–1939), p. 110. 
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In November 1939, the authorities of the Warmian Diocese informed that 
a purchase of a car for the pastoral facilities in Pogegen and Wischwill was neces-
sary. A loan from the diocesan funds in the amount of 1000 marks was designated 
for this purpose. Diocesan Diaspora Work (Diasporawerk) donated 1100 marks 
(600 for Wischwill and 500 for Pogegen) 24. In 1941, the Wischwill church and par-
ish required renovation. It was noted in the records that renovation works had not 
been done for a longer period of time. Moreover, the poor economic condition of 
the parish was ascertained. The renovation costs amounted to 3238.58 marks, of 
which 1200 were reimbursed by the Warmian Diocese. The remaining funds were 
sought at the Bonifatiuswerk in Paderborn25. Limited financial circumstances of 
the Wischwill parish are also attested by a donation made by the rector of St. Bar-
bara orphanage in Koblenz, who decided to provide one of the poorest pastoral 
facilities in the diaspora with 1000 marks on the occasion of the golden jubilee of 
his ordination, and chose Wischwill for the beneficiary of the donation26. 

Financing clergy from the state funds
On 7 May 1923, The German Ministry of Science, Arts and Education de-

cided to subsidize three Catholic priests from the Klaipėda Region that resided in 
Klaipėda, Robkojen and Šilutė. The legal justification of this decision was derived 
from the dispositions of the Ministry issued on 5 April 1920 and 28 April 1921, 
regarding subsidies for the German clergy based in that region27. It should be not-
ed that in 1923, the Klaipėda Region became an informal part of Lithuania. The 
subsidies granted by the Weimar Republic were still paid, as its authorities hoped 
to foster German identity among the population inhabiting the Memel Territo-
ry28. In order to achieve this, the authorities strived to keep the territory within 
the Warmian Diocese. It was therefore resolved that the German state would sub-
sidize the wages of Klaipėdan parish priests. It was stipulated, however, that the 
subsidies would not include the vicar in Klaipėda and the mission parish priest in 
Wischwill29. On the other hand, in May 1923, Augustyn Bludau, a Warmian bishop, 
reported that the Directory of the Klaipėda Region undertook to subsidize the local 
clergy with equal sums as those they had received from the German government30. 

The declaration issued on 25 May 1923 by the Ministry of Finance that op-
posed any further subsidies for the clergy in Klaipėda, Robkojen and Šilutė came 

24 Arch. Paderborn, File: Wischwill, Rev. Steinki to Rev. Schäfers, 24 February 1940. 
25 Arch. Paderborn, File: Wischwill, parish in Wischwill to Episcopal Curia in Frombork, 27 February 1941.
26 Arch. Paderborn, File: Wischwill, vice–president to the parish mission in Wischwill, 6 April 1943. 
27 BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 176. 
28 BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 176v. 
29 BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 176v–177. 
30 BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 186–187.
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as a surprise to the Ministry of Science, Art and Education that monitored the 
situation of clergy in this area31. The continuation of subsidies was, however, ad-
vocated by the German Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which argued that in order 
to uphold German traditions in that region, it was necessary to maintain the con-
nection between the Warmian Diocese and Klaipėdan parishes. It was feared that 
the withdrawal of the subsidies would threaten the already precarious links with 
Germany32. On 6 July 1923, the Minister of Science, Art and Education deplored 
the decision made by the Ministry of Finance. He pointed out that the Lithuanians 
would attempt to incorporate the Catholic parishes in the Klaipėda Region to the 
Lithuanian diocese. This could be prevented, he argued, if Catholic priests in that 
area received German funding guarantees. The Minister renewed his requests for 
state funding several times33. 

The key decision regarding the funding for Klaipėdan clergy was formulated 
on 13 July 1923 in a joint decree issued by the Reich Cabinet (Reichskabinett) and 
the Prussian Ministry of State (Preußisches Staatsministerium). The decree con-
cerned, in fact, the German officials in the Klaipėda Region. Although the docu-
ment did not directly refer to clergy, according to the social politics adopted by the 
Ministry, priests were treated as state officials. And state officials did not lose rights 
and privileges conferred upon them by the German state34. Eventually, on 31 July 
of the same year, the German Minister of Finance consented subsidizing the priest 
wages in Klaipėda, Robkojen and Šilutė35. Nevertheless, until the end of that year, 
the allowances were not assigned. This matter was carefully followed by Rev. Albert 
Dannelautzki, a parish priest at Klaipėda. He suggested that the amounts, increased 
by the amount of devaluation, be sent directly to the German General Consulate in 
Klaipėda36. At the end of October 1923, it was announced that the subsidies in the 
amount of 3 million marks which also included bonuses for the Klaipėdan clergy, 
were transferred to the diocesan authorities in Frombork37.  

In March 1925, the Bishop Curia in Frombork reported that, although the 
Directory of the Klaipėda Region paid salaries to the Catholic priests, their amount 
was lower than it had been agreed. Dean Dannelautzki was assigned to the 9th sal-
ary group of the Klaipėda Region. Instead of 396 marks, he was granted 820 litas 
monthly, a value of 328 marks. The diocesan authorities suggested that the lacking 
amount be paid to all Klaipėdan parish priests by the German State Treasury38. 

31 BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 183. 
32 BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 184. 
33 BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 189–190. 
34 BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 191. 
35 BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 193. 
36 BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 196. 
37 BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 200. 
38 BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 220. 
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They argued that the Lutheran clergy was subsidized by the government in Berlin. 
Lutheran pastors, however, also struggled with an unclear funding system. Like the 
Catholic priests, they received bonuses to salaries from the Directory in Klaipėda. 
After a conflict between the Directory and the General Lutheran Church Council 
in Berlin broke out, the subsidies were stopped. From that point onwards, the sur-
charges came from the German church funds39.

The same month, during the visit the Catholic Church Council delegation 
from Klaipėda paid to the bishop of Warmia attended by a German Vice–Consul 
in Klaipėda Adolf Windecker, the ordinary emphasised that the Klaipėda Region 
should remain within the jurisdiction of the Warmian Diocese. This declaration 
was fully approved by the German government. With regard to this, the German 
general consul in Klaipėda supported the previous postulates of Dean Dannelautz-
ki that Catholic and Lutheran clergy should receive equal salaries. Owing to the 
surcharges from the German state budget, Lutheran pastors in the Klaipėda Region 
received the same salaries as those working in Prussia40. 

In November 1925, Bishop Augustyn Bludau sent a list of annual income of 
Catholic priests in the Klaipėda Region to the Minister of Science, Art and Educa-
tion in Berlin. 

Table 1. Salaries of Catholic priests in the Klaipėda Region in 1925
Place of em-

ployment
Salary 
group

Salary 
amount

Income from the 
parish included 

in the salary

Subsidy from 
the Klaipėda 
Region funds

Guaranteed income 
according to Prus-
sian income regu-

lations

Klaipėda 11 11448 litas = 
4672 marks

– Salary amount 6930 marks

Robkojen 10 9924 litas = 
4050 marks

33,33% of salary 
amount = 1350 

marks

66,66% of 
salary amount 
= 2700 marks

5940 marks

Šilutė 10 9924 litas = 
4050 marks

20% of salary 
amount = 810 

marks

80% of salary 
amount = 3240 

marks

5940 marks

Wischwill 
(parish mis-

sion)

9 7155 litas = 
2920 marks

20% of salary 
amount = 584 

marks

80% of salary 
amount = 2336 

marks

3828 marks

Source: BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 236. 

The data included in Table 1 suggests that the parish priest of Klaipėda earned 
the highest salary (4672 marks), while the priest of the parish mission in Wischwill 

39  BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 221. 
40  BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 228. 
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– the lowest (2920 marks). Salaries of the Klaipėdan clergy were generally lower than 
those granted by the Weimar Republic. According to relevant salary groups, the par-
ish priest of Klaipėda would be paid 6930 marks by the German authorities, while 
the mission parish priest in Wischwill – 3828 marks. The Klaipėda Region Directory 
funded the entire salary of the Klaipėdan priest, while the parish priest of Šilutė and 
Wischwill received from this source 80% of their remuneration, and the parish priest 
of Robkojen received ⅔ of his. The parish priest of Klaipėda did not receive any dona-
tions from the parish, while the parish priest of Robkojen – 1350 marks. Additionally, 
the Klaipėda Region Directory paid the salary of two vicars working at Klaipėda. The 
first vicar (salary group 10) received 9084 litas which amounted to 3707 marks, while 
the second (salary group 9) – 6576 litas, that is 2684 marks41.

The authorities of the Warmian Diocese expected that the subsidies to the sal-
aries of the Catholic clergy in the Klaipėda Region would be paid from the German 
state treasury before the end of 1925. These amounts would cover the difference 
between the wages guaranteed by the Directory and clergy salary rates effective in 
Prussia. Unfortunately, the money was not transferred by the expected date on the 
excuse of budget shortages and unclear legal solutions. The Minister of Science, 
Art and Education addressed the German Foundation (Deutsche Stiftung) with 
a request that it reimbursed the subsidies. However, until February 1926, he did not 
receive any answer42. 

On 25 February 1926, the Prussian government sent an explanation to Rev. 
Dannelautzki. It included a reassurance that, according to a decree of 14 January 
1921, Catholic clergy working in the Klaipėda Region had a right to all the priv-
ileges conferred on the state officials of a middle rank by a decree of the German 
State Ministry issued on 26 July 1919. They regarded compensations for relocations 
and temporary unemployment in case of a sudden necessity to leave the Klaipėda 
County. Moreover, officials and clergy were assured of a particular support of the 
German authorities. The German Ministry of Science, Art and Education conced-
ed that in the case of severance of Memel parishes from the Warmian Diocese, the 
local clergy would maintain the access to the pension funds of the mother church. 
In this manner the rights of the Klaipėdan clergy to the pension benefits from the 
German State were confirmed43. In case of the necessity to leave the Klaipėda Re-
gion, the Ministry undertook to transfer the priests to the area of the Warmian 
Diocese, or its environs44. Unfortunately, the German State often failed to respect 
the resolutions of its own decree45. 

41  BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 236. 
42  BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 245. 
43  BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 336.
44  BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 336. 
45  BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 337. 
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A circular issued on 3 May 1928 by the Prussian Ministry of Finance regard-
ing the instructions about the care of the former officials from the Memel Terri-
tory (“Richtlinien für die Betreuung der im Memelgebiet wohnenden ehemaligen 
Beamten”) disregarded the Catholic clergy. Similarly, a letter issued on 18 May 1928 
by the Ministry of Finance that contained lists of officials qualified for state assis-
tance of the Weimar Republic dismissed Catholic priests in silence46. On the other 
hand, the Republic subsidized German priests working in Poland. In March 1928, 
a representative of the German Foundation assured that 16 clergymen from Eu-
pen–Malmedy (a German-speaking territory in eastern Belgium), 2 from Denmark 
and 6 from the Klaipėda Region could also count on the financial support of that 
organisation. In fact, only the priests from Eupen–Malmedy and North Schleswig 
received the promised assistance47. On 25 February 1929, a representative of the 
Ministry of Finance held a conversation with the German Foreign Ministry regard-
ing the benefits and allowances for the Catholic clergy from the former German 
regions. The Ministry did not, however, approve of the proposed remuneration 
amounts for the clergy from the Klaipėda Region, as they exceeded the amounts 
granted to clergy working in Poland48. 

Until 1 January 1929, the German Foundation regularly paid subsidies to 
the German clergy from the Klaipėda Region that compensated the difference be-
tween the salary rates paid there and in Prussia. Rev. Dannelautzki proposed to 
raise them, arguing that the newly introduced Prussian rates were highe49 r. He also 
emphasised the fact that the financial situation of the Catholic priests deteriorated 
since the region had been separated from the Warmian Diocese50. On 6 May 1929, 
the German Foundation promised that the subsidies for the Catholic clergy would 
be further continued. It also stated that the priests were protected from poverty51. 

In a disposition issued on 13 April 1929 by the German Ministry of Finance, 
the problem of salaries for the Catholic clergy from the Klaipėda Region was sorted 
out. Priests in office were assigned to 9 salary groups related to annual salary rates. 
They also received compensation for the differences between the German rates and 
the amounts paid in the Memel Territory52. 

46  BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 325.
47  BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 325. 
48  BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 325v. 
49  BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 317. 
50  BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 317v–318. 
51  BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 321. 
52  BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 329.
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Table 2. Salaries of Catholic priests in the Klaipėda Region according to Prussian 
remuneration rates in 1929

Salary group Basic salary rate (in marks)

1 4400

2 4900

3 5400

4 5800

5 6200

6 6600

7 7000

8 7400

9 7800

Source: BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 329. 

The basic salary rate was increased after two years until it arrived at 6200 
marks (that is the level of 5th salary group). Further groups were available for those 
priests who had served three years each time, until they attained the highest salary 
rate (after 20 years of professional activity). The list presented above does not in-
clude accommodation fees, as priests were provided with parish lodgings, or paid 
the rental fees from other sources of income53. Subsidies to salary were granted 
to 40% of priest positions in the Klaipėda Region, which on 1 October 1927 were 
either occupied or vacant. If latter was the case, the church authorities were obliged 
to prove an intention to nominate a candidate. The right to complementary sub-
sidies in an annual amount of 600 marks was granted to the following clergymen:

1. Deans, archpresbyter, episcopal commissioner during the performance of 
their offices

2. Priests appointed on particularly difficult, responsible, and exhausting posi-
tions (anstrengend) 
 
With accordance to the disposition mentioned above, on 20 June 1929, the 

Prussian Minister of Finance made a decision regarding the salary rates of the Ger-
man Catholic clergy from the Klaipėda Region. Rev. Dean Albert Dannelautzki 
from Klaipėda was granted the highest basic salary rate, a value of 7800 marks, and 
600 marks subsidy. The basic salary of Rev. Franz Schacht from Šilutė was 7400 

53 BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 329. 
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marks and 600 marks subsidy, and from 1 May 1930 – 7800 marks and 600 marks 
subsidy. The value of the rate granted to Rev. Richard Rischewski from Robkojen 
was 7800 marks without the subsidy, and to Rev. Leo Olschewski from Wischwill 
– 6200 marks, also without the subsidy. On 1 May 1932, the basic rate of the latter 
was raised to the amount of 6’600 marks without the subsidy. According to the 
reports recorded by the Klaipėda dean, the Catholic clergymen priests mentioned 
above had the following monthly incomes at their disposal (excluding subsidies 
and allowances paid from the Prussian budget): Rev. Dean Dannelautzki – 558.33 
marks, Rev. Parson Schacht – 515 marks, Rev. priest Rischewski – 515 marks and 
Rev. priest Olschewski – 348.75 marks. Vicars Paul Wermter and Anton Ziganski 
received monthly 831 and 641 litas respectively54. Until 31 March 1930, they were 
granted a monthly subsidy of 68.71 marks and 40 marks from the Prussian budget. 
Rev. Wermter received those allowances until 1 May 193055. A year later, he com-
plained that as the first vicar of the Klaipėda parish he was assigned to the 10th sal-
ary group, while his wages were much lower than the average income of the vicars 
based in Germany56. 

At the beginning of 1929, the Episcopal Curia in Frombork informed the 
Ministry of Science, Art and Education about the salary of Rev. Rischewski. The 
clergyman complained that the state authorities did not recognise his right to the 
subsidy for which he was eligible due to the number of years in pastoral service. 
He requested a 600 mark subsidy – the same amount as was granted to Rev. priest 
Schacht from Šilutė who was in a similar situation. The salary of Rev. Rischewski 
consisted of the following components: revenues relevant to the held pastoral office 
(including the revenues from 150 morgen of farmland, partly barely fertile) – 1200 
marks, subsidy from the Klaipėda County – 9600 litas (that is 4’000 marks) and 
benefits from the Prussian government – 1392 marks. Annually, he earned a total 
of 6592 marks. However, according to the Prussian system of salary rates, he should 
have received 7’800 marks of a basic salary and 600 marks subsidy for the number 
of served years57.

The German General Consulate in Klaipėda intervened in the case of subsi-
dies for Rev. Paul Wermter and Meinrad Stenzel, emphasising the importance of 
their work for the sake of the development of German culture in the area. It also 
pointed out that the region faced in increase of immigration of Lithuanian Catholic 
population who often adhered to nationalistic views, which threatened the status 
of German people among the Klaipėda society58. Since Rev. Stenzel worked in this 

54 BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 329–329v, 337.
55 BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 340. 
56 BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 338. 
57 BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 327. 
58 BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 339. 
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area only from 1929, he was not eligible for the subsidies granted by the Weimar 
Republic59.

At the end of 1932, the German Foundation endorsed the maintenance of 
financial subsidies for the Catholic clergymen from the Klaipėda Region. The Prus-
sian Ministry of Finance was also supportive of this scheme. It should be noted 
that until this time the majority of officials who were granted financial benefits, re-
ceived a severance pay. For this reason, they did not receive more subsidies. Catho-
lic priests, however, were not beneficiaries of the severance pay60. At that time, only 
the salary of Rev. Dannelautzki and Rischewski granted by the Klaipėda Region 
was comparable to the Prussian salary standards. Thus, the addition of the subsidy 
to their salaries seemed unjustified. In the case of two other priests, the resultant 
difference in wages between the Klaipėda Region and the Weimar Republic obliged 
the German treasury to uphold the benefits. Hence, Rev. Schacht still received 
38.50 marks of monthly allowance from this source, while Rev. Olschewski – 87.75 
marks61.  

Unfortunately, in the beginning of January 1933, the German Ministry of 
Finance challenged the scheme of financial subsidies for the Catholic priests in 
the Klaipėda Region. It also strongly opposed the compensations paid to Rev. 
Olschewski on the ground that he moved to the region after its separation from the 
Warmian Diocese62. In turn, a year later, the bishop of the Telšiai Diocese asked the 
governor of the Klaipėda Region, Jonas Navakas, to discharge the Directory from 
funding of the Klaipėdan priests. He supported his request by recalling the regu-
lations of a Concordat Agreement between Lithuania and the Holy See concluded 
on 27 November 1927. According to Arūnas Streikus, these measures were taken in 
order to deprive Rev. Dannelautzki of the Klaipėda Prelacy. The authorities in Telši-
ai believed that his position might be challenged by limiting the privileges granted 
to Catholic priests by the autonomy government. This assumption seems, however, 
unjustified. It should be noted that the bishop’s request was most likely ignored63. 

At the beginning of 1935, the Directory of the Klaipėda Region, neglecting 
the legal regulations pertaining to remuneration, as well as the long-standing prac-
tice in this regard, lowered the category of salary groups for the newly appointed 
parish priests Pranciškus Bajerčius in Pogegen and Kazimieras Steponavičius in 
Wischwill. The latter claimed that the actions of the Directory were deliberate. In 
this manner, he indicated that he expected an agreement of the church authorities 

59 BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 340.
60 BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 347–348, 351. 
61 BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 348–349. 
62 BAB, R 5101/21807, k. 355v. 
63 A. Streikus, op. cit., p. 119. 
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concerning new nominations to pastoral positions. According to the priest, pre-
vious candidacies to ecclesiastical offices were chosen by the bishop of Warmia in 
agreement with the dean of Klaipėda. In spite of protests raised by the Telšiai Curia 
and the priests mentioned above, the Directory did not withdraw its decision64.

In 1935, Rev. Leo Olschewski was expelled from the Klaipėda Region. The 
remaining German priests still paid pension contributions to the pension fund of 
the Warmian Diocese (Ruhegehaltskasse). On 2 February 1937, its vicar general, 
Rev. Alois Marquardt reported that Rev. Dannelautzki paid his obligations to this 
fund until 1934, Rev. Schacht – until 1933, and Rev. Rischewski – until 1936. The 
former two priests had difficulties obtaining hard currency65. 

The Directory of the Klaipėda Region appreciated the work performed by Rev. 
Dean Dannelautzki in Klaipėda. On 17 March 1938, it admitted the priest to the 12th 
salary group for which only the highest ranking officials were eligible. He was also 
granted a right to a pension counted from 1 July 190266. The next decision concerning 
Rev. Dannelautzki as well as Rev. Franz Schacht from Šilutė, issued on 2 May 1938, 
secured their right to salaries and retirement benefits. Such decisions were issued for 
specific persons, independently from their professional positions67. In the case of Rev. 
Schacht, the state authorities recognised that in 1912, he was legitimately appointed 
to the office of a parish priest in Robkojen, and in 1920 – in Šilutė68. 

Just before the annexation of the Klaipėda Region to the German Reich, the 
Directory paid Catholic clergy salaries in the amounts presented below:

Table 3. Monthly salaries of Catholic clergy in the Klaipėda Region at the beginning 
of 1939

Priest’s name and sur-
name Held office Place of em-

ployment
Salary 
group

Salary 
in litas

Equivalent 
in marks

1. Albert Dannelautzki parish priest Klaipėda 12 866 346.40

2. Franz Schacht parish priest Šilutė 11 698 279.20

3. Pranciškus Bajerčius parish priest Pogegen 9 642 256.80

4. Juozas Ruibys-Rodavičius parish priest Robkojen 9 415 166

5. Juozas Lechavičius parish priest Wischwill 9 388 155

6. Meinrad Stenzel vicar Klaipėda 9 516 206.40

7. Juozas Juknevičius vicar Klaipėda 8 423 169.20

64 Ibidem, pp. 119–120.
65 BAB, R 5101/21808, k. 27. 
66 BAB, R 5101/21808, k. 56v–57.
67 BAB, R 5101/21808, k. 62. 
68 BAB, R 5101/21808, k. 64. 
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Priest’s name and sur-
name Held office Place of em-

ployment
Salary 
group

Salary 
in litas

Equivalent 
in marks

8. Jonas Maknavičius vicar Klaipėda 8 450 180

9. Jonas Staškevičius vicar Šilutė 8 388 155

Source: BAB, R 5101/21808, k. 56. 

Rev. Dannelautzki received the highest monthly salary (866 litas) from the 
budget of the Klaipėda Region, while Rev. Juozas Lechavičius from Wischwill – the 
lowest (388 litas). The difference between these two amounts was 478 litas. The 
income earned by vicars was usually lower than those of priests, as the vicars were 
classified in the 8th or 9th salary group. Among them, the highest salary was granted 
to Rev. Meinrad Stenzel (516 litas), while the lowest – to Rev. Jonas Staškevičius 
(only 388 litas). The difference between those earnings was 128 litas. It should be 
noted that the lowest salary of a priest was equal to the lowest salary of a vicar. 

The Directory of the Klaipėda Region paid the priests their salaries corre-
sponding to the wages of state officials classified in the relevant salary groups. This 
classification was usually conducted according to the number of years of profes-
sional experience. The salary was decreased if the beneficiary owed some farm-
land69. It should be noted that the Directory transferred 100 litas monthly for the 
sake of the decanal office in Klaipėda and church officials70. It also designated 3000 
litas annually for the renovation and construction works in the Klaipėda Prelacy. 
A year before the outbreak of World War II, this subvention was decreased to 2000 
litas. Additionally, the dean of Klaipėda received 300 litas annually for the care and 
education of young people71.

The budget plan drafted by the Directory of the Klaipėda Region, adopted 
just before the region’s annexation to the German Reich, included a number of 
expenses for the sake of the Lutheran and Catholic Church. Since the two religious 
organisations shared a common fund designated for renovation and construction 
works, their expenses may be compared.

69  BAB, R 5101/21808, k. 56. 
70  BAB, R 5101/21808, k. 56v. 
71  BAB, R 5101/21808, k. 56v. 
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Table 4. Expenses from the budget of the Klaipėda Region for the benefit of the 
Lutheran and Catholic Church just before the outbreak of World War II

Classification of 
expense division Beneficiary and the type of budget expenses Expenses amount  

(in litas)

I EXPENSES FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE LUTHERAN CHURCH

1 Subsidy to the salaries of 39 priests 22847

2 Allowance for the sake of the remuneration of organists 6000

3 Allowance toward the administrative expenses of the con-
sistory 55986

4 Pensions and benefits for the family of a deceased 96732

Total: 386565

II EXPENSES FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH

1 Subsidy to the salaries of 9 priests 57000

2 Allowance for an organist and for the decanal office 2400

Total: 59400

III PATRONAGE FEES AND BUILDING EXPENSES

1 State Patronage Fees 8000

2 Construction allowance 45000

Total: 53000

IV OTHER EXPENSES

1 Gifts for the 50th Wedding Anniversary 5000

2 Other 6500

Source: BAB, R 5101/21808, k. 71. 

386565 litas from the budget of the Klaipėda Region were designated for the 
Lutheran Church, while 59400 litas for the Catholic Church. The patronage ex-
penses and building allowances absorbed 53000 litas. The golden wedding anniver-
saries were expected to cost 5000 litas, while other expenses – 6500 litas. A total of 
510465 litas (the equivalent of 204186 marks) was designated from the budget for 
both religious organisations72.

On the basis of a forced treaty concluded on 23 March 1939 between the 
German Reich and Lithuania, the Klaipėda Region was incorporated into Germa-
ny. From 1 May 1939, the new authorities intended to withdraw the payments of 
salaries for Catholic priests serving in the region. Rev. Alois Marquardt, a vicar 

72  BAB, R 5101/21808, k. 71. At that time, the conversion rate was 0.40 marks=1 lit; cf. ibidem.   
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general of the Warmian Diocese, indicated that several priests originated from the 
Warmian Diocese that was located within the borders of Prussia and should there-
fore retain the right to the salary guaranteed by the state. It should be noted that 
the salaries of Lutheran clergy inhabiting that area, were soon legally regulated73.

Conclusion
The Klaipėda Region belonged to the diaspora of the Catholic Church. Only 

few pastoral facilities located in this area were unable to ensure a fair income to 
their parish priests. The guarantee of providing a livelihood for the priests was tak-
en over by the Directory of the Klaipėda Region which, following the solutions ear-
lier adopted in Prussia, committed to the payment of their salaries. Their amount 
depended, above all, on the appointment to an appropriate salary group. Unfor-
tunately, most of these wages were lower than the pastoral revenues received by 
clergymen working in the Weimar Republic. The difference was often reimbursed 
by the German State, which saw the funding of Prussian clergy as an important ele-
ment of German national policies that were expected to protect the Klaipėda Region 
from Lithuanisation. Owing to the support received from the Weimar Republic, as 
well as the connections maintained with the mother church (pension contributions 
from the pension fund of the Warmian Diocese), these priests certainly identified 
very little with the Lithuanian national views, and did not spread those among their 
congregations in the Klaipėda Prelacy, even though it was administered by a Lithu-
anian bishop residing in Telšiai located on the Lithuanian territory.

Marek Jodkowski, Finansowanie duchowieństwa katolickiego w Okręgu Kłajpedy w latach 1923–1939

Streszczenie

W 1923 r. w Okręgu Kłajpedy znajdowały się następujące katolickie parafie: Kłajpeda, Robkojen, 
Szyłokarczma i parafia misyjna w Wischwill. W 1932 r. utworzono jeszcze samodzielną placówkę duszpasterską 
w Pogegen. Ze względu na ich niski status materialny, nie były w stanie zapewnić pracującym w nim duszpas-
terzom należnego wynagrodzenia. Pensje otrzymywali oni m.in. z budżetu Okręgu Kłajpedy. O ich godziwe up-
osażenie troszczyła się diecezja warmińska, której podlegały parafie Nadniemna do czasu ogłoszenia bulli Piusa XI 
Lituanorum gente z 4 kwietnia 1926 r. Mimo zmiany przynależności politycznej tego regionu wsparcie finansowe 
na rzecz pruskiego duchowieństwa katolickiego gwarantowała również Republika Weimarska, która zabiegała 
o krzewienie niemieckości w Okręgu Kłajpedy.

Tłumaczenie Marek Jodkowski

73  BAB, R 5101/21808, k. 54. 
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Marek Jodkowski, Förderung des katholischen Klerus im Kreis Klaipėda in den Jahren 1923–1939

Zusammenfassung

In der Region Klaipėda befanden sich 1923 die folgenden katholischen Gemeinden: Klaipėda, Robko-
jen, Szyłokarczma und die Missionsgemeinde in Wischwill. In Pogegen wurde 1932 eine unabhängige pastorale 
Einrichtung gegründet. Sie waren aufgrund ihres geringen materiellen Status nicht in der Lage, die darin tätigen 
Geistlichen angemessen zu entlohnen. Ihre Gehälter erhielten sie unter anderem aus dem Budget des Bezirks 
Klaipeda. Die Diözese, der die Pfarreien von Memelland bis zur Bekanntgabe des Pius XI. Stiers Lituanorum gente 
vom 4. April 1926 unterstellt waren, kümmerte sich um Auszahlung der Gehälter. Trotz des politischen Zugehö-
rigkeitswechsels dieser Region wurde die finanzielle Unterstützung des preußisch–katholischen Klerus auch von 
der Weimarer Republik garantiert, welche das Deutschtum im Kreis Klaipėda fördern wollte
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ON THE ORIGIN OF THE MYTHONYMS OPRUSS. 
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Introduction
It should be noted that there is no direct connection between Simon Grun-

au’s Preussische Chronik and Yatvigian Book (hereinafter YB), as Albert of Prussia 
(Albrecht von Preussen), the last Grand Master of the Teutonic Knights and the first 
ruler of the Duchy of Prussia, to quote Johannes Voigt2, received a copy of Preus-
sische Chronik only in 1541 y3. The YB is thought to be have been created in 1525 y. 
in Prussia4.

Kazimieras Būga5, a well known linguist for writing a number of fascinating 
papers on Baltic etymology, did not analyse the origin of these mythonyms. He 
ascribed them to the type of pagan clergy names. Moreover, it should be noted that 
such an opinion tended to predispose in the studies of the scholars of the 19th and 

1 The preparation of the article was supported by the Research Council of Lithuania according to the 
Development Programme of Researcher teams’ projects (№ P-MIP-17-4).

2 J. Voigt, Geschichte Preussens, von den ältesten zeiten bis zum Untergange der Herrſchaft des deutschen 
Ordens, Bd. 1, Königsberg 1827, p. 619.

3 J. Dworzaczkowa, Kronika pruska Szymona Grunaua jako źródło historyczne, in: Studia Źródłoznawcze 
II. Poznań 1958, p. 123.

4 R. Kregždys, Sūduvių knygelės autorystės problema, Knygotyra, T. 72, 2019, p. 266, 268.
5 K. Būga, Rinktiniai raštai, T. 1, Vilnius 1958, p. 172, 180.
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20th cc6. These mythologemes were used to refer social and hierarchic7 status or age 
limit8 of the pagan priests.

Matthew Praetorius (Matthäus Prätorius), who had not a good command 
of the Prussian language9, recorded a hieronym Wurszkaitis and ascribed it to the 
estate of superintendents of the altar10. Later the said mythologeme was associated 
with the designation of the different rank of pagan clergy resp. with the priests11.

It is to be emphasized that some researchers the said mythonyms used to 
name a hero or deified human being12. Others state the opposite. They indicated 
the lexemes with the designation of an ordinary man, e.g., a leader, a commander, 
a man of fortune13.

It should be noted that scholars did not identified the functional subordina-
tion of the said mythonyms14, as information of the different written sources (i.e. 

6 T. Narbutt, Dzieje starożytne narodu litewskiego, T. I: Mitologia litewska, Wilno 1835, p. 282; J. I. Krasze-
wski, Litwa. Starożytne dzieje, ustawy, język, wiara obyczaje, pieśni, przysłowia, podania i t.d., T. I: Historya do 
XIII wieku. Warszawa, 1847, p. 163; Th. von Grienberger, Die Baltica des Libellus Łasicki. Untersuchungen zur 
litauischen Mythologie, in: Archiv für slavische Philologie 18, Berlin 1896, p. 75; Ł. Okulicz-Kozaryn, Życie codzi-
enne Prusów i Jaćwięgów w wiekach średnich (IX-XIII w.), Warszawa 1983, p. 179.

7 Cf. ““wurszajtis”, czyli główny ofiarnik” (Ł. Okulicz-Kozaryn, op. cit., p. 179) resp. ““wurszajtis”, or the 
high priest”.

8 Cf. “Wirszajtosy, byli to starcy znający modlitwy” (L.A. Jucewicz, Litwa pod względem starożytnych za-
bytków, obyczajów i zwyczajów, Wilno 1846, p. 300) resp. “Wirszajtosy were prayerful forefathers”; “jaćw. wursza-
jtis ‘starzec-kapłan ofiarujący kozła’” resp. “Yatv. wurszajtis ‘forefather – a priest making a goat sacrifice’” (K.T. 
Witczak, Wurszajtis – jaćwięski kapłan-ofiarnik. Przyczynek do identyfikacji „gwar pogańskich z Narewu”, Acta 
Baltico-Slavica, T. 20, 1989, p. 274). Moreover, it should be noted that such a mythological property is also record-
ed in YB (see footnote 44).

9 For more details see K. Būga, op. cit., p. 155.
10 M. Pretorijus, Prūsijos įdomybės, arba Prūsijos regykla, T. 3, Vilnius 2006, pp. 398–399, 438–439, 466–

467, 494–495.
11 Definition ‘a priest’ is commonly presented in Encyclopaedias, cf. “Das preußiſche Volk der Sudinen 

beging das Feſt Ozinek auf dieſe Weiſe […] Der Wurſchayt, ihr Opferprieſter” (F. Wachter, Ozinek, in: Allge-
meine Encyclopädie der Wissenschaften und Künste. In alphabetischer Folge von genannten Schriftstellern bear-
beitet und herausgegeben von J. S. Ersch und J. G. Gruber. Dritte Section O–Z. Leipzig 1836, p. 235) resp. “Su-
dovians, a Prussian folk, started to celebrate they festival Ožinek in the way […] Wurſchayt, their priest”. Georg 
Ernst Sigismund Hennig (Preußisches Wörterbuch worinnen nicht nur die Preußen gebräuchliche eigenthümliche 
Mundart und was sie sonst mit der niedersächsischen gemein hat, angezeigt, sondern auch manche in preußischen 
Schriftstellern, Urkunden, Documenten und Verordnungen vorkommende veraltete Wörter, Redensarten, Gebräuche 
und Altherthümer erklärt warden, Königsberg 1785, p. 306) indicated the sememe ‘Oberprieſter resp. the high 
priest’. Also see: see A. Мѣржинскiй, Прусскiй жрецъ „Sicco“, in: Труды восьмаго археологическаго съѣзда въ 
Москвѣ 1890. Т. 2. Ред. П. С. Уварова, М. Н. Сперанскiй, Москва 1895, p. 188; idem, Ромове. Археологическое 
изслѣдованіе, Москва 1899, p. 32; A. Brückner, Osteuropäische Götternamen. Ein Beitrag zur vergleichenden My-
thologie, Zeitschrift für vergleichende Sprachforschung auf dem Gebiete der indogermanischen Sprachen, Bd. 
50(3/4), 1922, p. 168; J. Mališauskas, Baltische Elemente im Werk von Simon Dach, Annaberger Annalen über 
Litauen und deutsch-litauische Beziehungen, Bd. 17, 2009, p. 188; R. Kregždys, Sūduvių knygelė – vakarų baltų 
religijos ir kultūros šaltinis. I dalis: formalioji analizę, Lituanistica, T. 55 (3–4 [79–80]), 2009, p. 176, 178–179, idem,  
Baltų mitologemų etimologijos žodynas I: Kristburgo sutartis, Vilnius 2012, p. 206

12 J. I. Kraszewski, op. cit., p. 137.
13 J. Lelewel, Polska. Dzieje i rzeczy jéj. Tom V, Poznań 1863, p. 481.
14 M. Pretorijus, op. cit., pp. 266–267.
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data of the works by S. Grunau, Hieronim Malecki, M. Praetorius, M. Stryjkowski 
etc.) was applied. Therefore, there were presented many random, i.e. questionable 
functional links of the mythologemes, cf. ‘a god, a deity’15 ↔ ‘a hero’ ↔ ‘a priest’16. 
Some researchers indicated the binding of different sources, e.g., a form Wurskait 
recorded in c compilation of YB (cf. Yatv. Wurſkayt c17) was identified with the 
meaning of ‘an epithet of Worskaito’ presented in S. Grunau’s Chronik18.

Christophor Hartknoch was the first who tried to solve this problem19. He 
consciously neglected the usage of the sememe ‘a god, a deity’. On the basis of the 
explanation of the mythological data presented by Jan Malecki, he indicated the 
sememe ‘a priest’ as the only right: “Notandum eſt, Joannem Meletium, quem alii 
ſeqvuntur, in hoc capite Ducem, Vorskaitum non referre inter Deos, ſed ſtatuere, 
nomen hoc fuiſſe Waidelottarum, id eſt, Pruſſicorum Sacerdotum” resp. “It is to be 
emphasized that Jan Malecki, who’s information is used by others, does not ascribe 
a chief Vorskaitum to any god, but indicates his name with the Waidelottarum, i.e. 
with the Prussian priesthood”20. Antoni Mierzyński was of the same opinion21.

Special attention is to be focussed on the information presented by Maciej 
Stryjkowski. He was the first who recorded a sememe ‘a sorcerer’: “Wurſchait ich, 
to ieſt ofiarnik, albo raczey Czarownik”, “przed Wurſchaita, albo onego Czarown-
ika”22, resp. “their Wurſchait is a priest or rather a sorcerer“, “before Wurſchait or 
rather the sorcerer”. Later, this information was repeated by Alexander Guagnini 
– “Wurschait czarownik”23, resp. “Wurschait, a sorcerer“24 and Ewaryst Estkowski: 
“tam ich Wurszajt czarownik”25 resp. “there is their sorcerer Wurszajt”.

15 Editors of the writings by M. Praetorius state this function of the mythonym was historically motivated. 
Therefore, they use the term theonym (see Ibidem, p. 719).

16 J. I. Kraszewski, op. cit., p. 137, 163.
17 W.Ditmar, Kurtzer Auszugk Der Ankunfft, Regierung, vnd lebens, aller Hohemeister des Deudschen Or-

dens in Preussen, sampt den Ceremonien, so vnter jrem Regiment für der erkentnis Göttlichs Worts sein gehalten 
worden, Auch wie lange sie regirt, vnd was sie gestifftet haben, Elbing 1564, p. 133, 134, 135.

18 M. E. Běťáková, V. Blažek, Encyklopedie baltské mytologie, Praha 2012, p. 48. 
19 Chr. Joh. Hartknoch, Selectæ dissertationes historicæ de variis rebus Prussicis. Opera & studio Christo-

phori Hartknoch, Francofurti & Lipsiae; Jenae 1679, p. 140.
20 Also see: Chr. Manlius, Scriptores Rerum Lusaticarum Antiqui & recentiores, Seu Opus, In quo Lusaticae 

Gentis Origines, Res gestae, Temporum vices... recensentur: quidam nunc primum ex Manuscriptis eruti, inter quos 
Christophori Manlii Rerum Lusaticarum Commentarii diu desiderati deprehenduntur, nonnulli vero ex Libellis fugi-
entibus, ob raritatem in Corpus conjecti, ex Bibliotheca Senatus Zittaviensis editi, Lipsiae & Budissae 1719, p. 185.

21 A. Мѣржинскiй, op. cit., p. 32.
22 M. O. Stryikowski, Kronika Polska, Litewska, Żmódzka i wszystkiej Rusi, Królewiec 1582, p.147.
23 Baltų religijos ir mitologijos šaltiniai [BRMŠ], red. N. Vėlius, t. 2, Vilnius 2001, p. 468.
24 Ibidem, p. 482.
25 E. Estkowski, Zbiorek rzeczy swojskich ku nauce i rozrywce dla młodzieży, Poznań 1859, p. 186.
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Correlation of the graphic variants of the mythonymes
S. Grunau was the first who mentioned alternative variants of the mythol-

ogeme with the different initial consonants26, i.e. OPr. Worskaito, Wurschayto, 
Wursskaito ↔ OPr. Borsskayto, Borsskaito, Borszkayto ‘a god of the cattle (sememe 
predetermined by apotheosis) ← a name of the king and high Prussian priest of the 
Early Period resp. OPr. Bruteno’.

The alternative forms of the said mythonyms recorded in YB due abundance 
of graphical and declinational variants are to be correlated according to the formal 
grammatical attribution, i.e. on the approach of systematic gradation of declension 
(resp. nom. sg., gen. sg… → nom. pl., gen. pl…). The said method is very sufficient 
for the identification of some sacral characteristics of the mythonyms wrongly in-
terpreted by translators of Baltų religijos ir mitologijos šaltiniai27:

nom. sg.:

Wourschkaite A (p28), Wourschkaiti29 A(p30);

Illustration 1 – α 728v: a fragment of α manuscript written in the German fractura script – 
mythonym Wourſchkaitÿ (nom. sg.)
BGPAN(PR): Ms. 1277

26 Simon Grunau’s preussische Chronik (Die preussischen Geschichtschreiber des XVI. und XVII. Jahrhun-
derts), Bd. 1, Hrsg. M. Perlbach, Leipzig 1876, p. 79, 95–96; also see BRMŠ, p. 76, 113; M. Waisselius, Chronica 
Alter Preusscher, Eifflendischer vnd Curlendischer Historien, Königsberg 1599, p. 18.

27 See footnote 31.
28 W. Mannhardt, Letto-Preussische Götterlehre, Riga 1936, s. 247, 253.
29 For more details about the variation of the nom. sg. flexional formants of n. propria EHG / G -e (↔ 

West-Balt. [OPr.; Yatv.] *-is, *-as) ↔ EHG / G -i see: R. Kregždys, op. cit., s. 100.
30 W. Mannhardt, op. cit., s. 248, 249, 250.
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Wourſchkaitÿ α 728v (see illustration 1), Wourſchaitenn31 α 729r, wourſchaitj α 
725r32, Woűrſchaitj33 α 729v, Woűrſch‖aitÿ34 α 730r, Wourſchaiti α 730v, Woűrſchaite 
α 732r

wou˞ſch‖kaity B 725r35, wourſkayte B 728v, Wourſkayti B 729r, Wourſchkaÿti B 
730r (x 2), Wourſchaÿti B 731r, Wourſchkaytÿ B 732v

wourſchaÿte C 2r, wourſchaÿthÿ C 3v (x 2), wourſchaÿthÿ C 4v, C 7r
wurſch‖kaytt E 377v36, wurſchkaytt E 378r, wurſchkaytt E 379r (x2), E 381v, 

wurſch‖kaytt E 380r
Wurschkaytte †F37 
wourſchaÿte G 3r, wourſchaythi G 4r, wourſchaythy G 4r, wourſchaÿtÿ G 5r, 

wourſchaÿthi G 6v
Wurßkaite G(p)38, Wurſkaite G(p39), Wurſkaito G(p40), Wurskaito G(p41)
Wurſchkayt J(p42) (x 4), Wurſchkeyt J(p43)
warſowothei K 166r44,
31 This form commonly used to represent the case of dat. pl. found in EHG writings (see: Frühneuho-

chdeutsche Grammatik [FrG] von Robert Peter Ebert, Oskar Reichmann, Hans-Joachim Solms und Klaus-Peter 
Wegera, Hrsg. Oscar Reichmann, Klaus-Peter Wegera, Tübingen 1993, s. 166, 174), cf. the examples recorded in 
A(p) and C manuscripts, i.e. “vor denen Wourschkaiten” A(p [W. Mannhardt, op. cit., s. 247] ↔ “vor denen ‖ 
Wourſchayten” C 2v). The scribe of α manuscript transferred the form to the beginning of the next sentence (cf. 
“Wourſchaitenn ſo hebt” α 729r), i.e. he predetermined fallacious usage of the lexeme which was to be in the case 
of nom. sg.

32 See footnote 33.
33 W. Mannhardt (op. cit., s. 248) presented an inflection -j of the form Woürschaitj A(p), but he left 

unexplained the phonological status of the grapheme. It should be noted that -j is not a primary ending of the 
mythologeme, as the selfsame declensional form of the same manuscript (resp. wourſchaitj α 725r) reflects an end-
ing -i (resp. Wourſchaiti α 730v). In fact, no doubts arise about the secondary origin of the inflectional formant -j. 
The assumption is based on the usage of the alternative ending -j instead of primary -i commonly found in EHG 
writings (see FrG, s. 43; also see footnote 34).

34 Variation of the graphemes i, j, y (also used with diacritics) is often found in EHG written monuments 
of the 16th c (see FrG, ss. 43–44). It should be noted that vowel y with diacritic (resp. ÿ) is not to be related with 
EHG i-longa, as there is no lexemes with the ending *-ij presupposing long ī recorded in YB. Moreover, the inflec-
tional formant -ÿ commonly was used in the lexemes of foreign origin (see FrG, s. 44).

35 See footnote 34.
36 See footnote 76.
37 W. Mannhardt, op. cit., s. 249.
38 M. Lucas David’s Preuſſische Chronik, Bd. 1, Königsberg 1812, p. 88, 89 (x 2), 90. The usage of the form 

with the voiceless spirant s-fortis (resp. ß) as an alternant of grapheme s (see FrG, pp. 110–115) recorded by Lukas 
David (ibid.) is of special importance for the verification of the primary status of voiceless /s/, but not /ʃ/, as tri-
graph sch resp. /ʃ/ was not used to represent s-fortis in EHG written monuments (see FrG, pp. 115–117). 

39 M. Lucas David’s Preuſſische Chronik, Bd. 1, p. 89.
40 Ibidem, s. 90.
41 Ibidem, s. 91.
42 M. Waisselius, op. cit. s. 20.
43 Ibidem, s. 21.
44 The form presupposes a few morphonological changes untypical to the lexemes presented in the same 

position of the other manuscripts of YB:
 (1) the origin of the vowel -a- (short ă due the structure of the syllable) is to be explained due –
 α. graphical alternation of ă ↔ ŏ found in the EHG written sources (see FrG, p. 38, 45–46), cf. EHG warzel 
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Werſcheithi45 K 166r
wurſchai‖ti X 763, Wurſchkaiti X 764, 765, wurſchkaiti X 764, Wurſch‖aite X 

76746

Wurſkayt c x347, Wurſchkeyt c48

Wurſchkayt e x349, Wurſch‖kayte e50, Wuſchkayte51 e52, Wurſchkayte e53 / a54

gen. sg.
Wurſkaiten55 G(p56)
dat. sg.:

‘a wart’ ↔ EHG worczel ‘ditto’ (L. Diefenbach, E. Wülcker, Hoch- und Nieder-deutsches Wörterbuch der mittleren 
und neueren Zeit, Basel 1885, p. 894), as EHG ŏ occasionally was replaces by diphthong ou (see FrG, p. 60). The 
usage of the vowel is also found in the dialects of Prussia, cf. adv. G bald /bălt/ ‘rapidly, swiftly’ (E.-M. Krech, E. 
Stock, U. Hirschfeld, L. Chr. Anders, Deutsches Aussprachewörterbuch, Berlin & New York 2009, p. 350 [KSHA]) 
↔ G dial. (EPr.) bōul ‘ditto’ (see W. Ziesemer, Die ostpreußischen Mundarten, Königsberg 1924, p. 130; also see 
ibidem, s. 17; R. Kregždys Sūduvių knygelės etnomitologinė faktografija: mitonimų Swayxtix, Auschauts etimologinė 
raida ir semantinė transformacija, Baltu filoloģija, T. 27(1/2), 2018, p. 49);

 β. variation of the vowels ā ↔ ō (↔ G dial. [EPr.] ōu), cf. EHG warsager ‘seer, oracle resp. MLat. veridicus’ 
(L. Diefenbach, E. Wülcker, op. cit., s. 892) ↔ Yatv. warſo[wothei] K 166r, warſkeyten K 165r / EHG worseger ‘seer’ 
(A. Götze, Frühneuhochdeutsches Glossar. Zweite, stark vermehrte Auflage, Bonn 1920, p. 232) ↔ OPr. Worskaito 
(Simon Grunau’s preussische Chronik, p. 79; also see footnote 142) / Wourschkaite A(p [W. Mannhardt, op. cit., 
p. 247, 253]), cf. verb. G dial. (EPr.) plǭgə ↔ plǭugə ‘to disturb’ ↔ verb. G plagen /pla:gŋ/ ‘ditto’ (see section 2).

 Therefore, the first component of the compound, evidently, presupposes the primary form *wārs- resp. 
corrected variant of the mythonym (not found in the old manuscripts of YB), modified due to the assumption of 
its genuine semantic value disclosed by the scribe of K manuscript (see footnote 154);

 (2) the etiology of the second component of the composite word -wothei, evidently, is to be justified by 
the contamination with MLG voit ‘pastoral elder etc.’ (A. Lübben, Chr. Walther, Mittelniederdeutsches Wörterbuch, 
Darmstadt 1888, p. 975), which was transformed to *voti. The assumption is based on the information of YB pre-
sented in the fourth part of the written source, i.e. “Sie erwelen alte Menner” A(p [W. Mannhardt, op. cit., p. 244]) 
resp. “They use to elect elders” (~ EHG altman ‘an old man, elder’ [A. Götze, op. cit., p. 8; Frühneuhochdeutsches 
Wörterbuch 1–11… Hrsg. O. Reichmann, Berlin & New York 1986–2016 (https://fwb-online.de/) [FHNDWe]]). 
Therefore, the scribe of K manuscript might have ascribed the said information of YB with EHG alterman ‘an 
elder, community leader etc.’ (FHNDWe).

45 The vowel -e- in the root of the form is secondary, i.e. graphic alternant of the vowel a found in EHG 
written monuments (see FrG, pp. 38–39), cf. EHG wartz ‘a wart’ ↔ EHG wercz ‘ditto’ (L. Diefenbach, E. Wülcker, 
op. cit., p. 894).

46 It should be noted that all forms of the said mythonym presented in X manuscript (including equiva-
lents recorded in E, G[p], J[p] copies of YB) reflect the radical vowel -u- used instead of the diphthong -ou- found 
in the old copies of YB (see footnote 76).

47 W. Ditmar, op. cit., p. 133, 134, 135.
48 Ibidem, p. 133.
49 V. Schlieff, [H. Meletius] Wahrhaftige Beſchreibung der Sudawen auf Samland, ſammt ihrem Bockheiligen 

und Ceremonien, in: Erleutertes Preußen 5, Königsberg, 1742, p. 708, 713.
50 Ibidem, p. 709.
51 The form presupposes lapsus calami, i.e. grapheme -r- was missed.
52 V. Schlieff, op. cit., p. 710.
53 Ibidem, p. 711.
54 W. Mannhardt, op. cit., p. 247.
55 The infection -en of the form presupposes the usage of the formant gen. sg. -en found in MLG written 

sources, as n. propria with the ending -e belong to the type of the weak declension (see A. Lasch, Mittelniederdeut-
sche Grammatik, Halle a.S. 1914, p. 201, 203).

56 M. Lucas David’s Preuſſische Chronik, p. 90.
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Wourſkayti57 B 729r
Wurſkayto58 G(p59)
Wurſchkayten e60

acc. sg.:
Wourschkaiti A(p61), Wourschkaiten62 A(p63)
Wourſchkaiti α 729r, Wourſchkaithÿ α 730v, Woűrschaitj α 731r64

Wourſ‖kaÿti B 730v, Wourſkaÿten B 731v,
wourſchaÿthÿ C 4v, wourſchaÿthenn C 5v
wurſchkaytenn E 378r65, wurſchkaytenn E 379v
wourſchkaythen G 3v66, wourſchaÿthÿ G 5r, wourſchaythen G 5v
Wurſkaiten G(p67)
Wurſchkayten J(p68), 
warſkeyten K 165r69

wurſchkayti X 763, Wurſchayti X 765, Wurſchkayti X 765
Wurſchkayten c (Ditmar 1564: [133]), Wurſkayten c (Ditmar 1564: [135]), 

Wurſckayten70 c (Ditmar 1564: [135])
Wurſchkayten e x271

57 The inflection -i (nom. sg.) as unified declentional formant was used by the author of B manuscript (see 
footnote 29).

58 L. David (op. cit.) used Latin inflection dat. sg. -o which is commonly found in the structure of non-in-
herited lexemes (see W. D. Whitney, A Compendious German Grammar. Sixth Edition, New York 1888, p. 42).

59 M. Lucas David’s Preuſſische Chronik, Bd. 1, p. 88.
60 V. Schlieff, op. cit., p. 708 – also see footnote 62.
61 W. Mannhardt, op. cit., p. 250.
62 The ending -(e)n was commonly added to the forms of EHG and MLG n. propria in dat. / acc. sg. (see 

W. D. Whitney, op. cit., p. 42; A. Lasch, op. cit., p. 203).
63 W. Mannhardt, op. cit., p. 251.
64 Also see footnote 33.
65 See footnote 31.
66 See footnote 31.
67 M. Lucas David’s Preuſſische Chronik, p. 88.
68 M. Waisselius, op. cit., p. 19, 21.
69 For more details about the radical vowel -a- see footnote 44
70 It should be noted that voiceless spirant /ʃ/ most frequently was graphically represented by digraph 

sc, but not by trigraph sch in EHG and MLG written monument of the 14th c (for more details see H. Penzl, Die 
mittelhochdeutschen Sibilanten und ihre Weiterentwicklung, Word, 24(1–3), p. 341; Lasch, op. cit., p. 21). Therefore, 
in the discussions of the origin of digraph sc in the form Wurſckayten, one can draw a cautious assumption about 
the example of imitation of an old graphical tradition (also see R. Kregždys, op. cit., p. 18) presented in the reprint 
c by Wolfgang Dietmar, typographer of the city Elbing (see J. Sekulski, Bibliografia druków elbląskich 1558–1772, 
Warszawa 1988, p. 29; F. Freise, Elbing, in: Handbuch kultureller Zentren der Frühen Neuzeit. Städte und Residenzen 
im alten deutschen Sprachraum. Bd. 1: Augsburg–Gottorf, Hrsg. W. Adam, S. Westphal, Berlin & Boston, 2012, p. 
490), who named himself Wolff Ditmar (see W. Ditmar, op. cit., p. 17).

71 V. Schlieff, op. cit., p. 710, 711.
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Wurſchkayten e x271 

 

dat. pl.:  

Wourschkaiten A(p72) 

Wourſchayten C 2v73 

 

acc. pl.: 

Wourschkaity A(p74) 

Wourſchkaitÿ α 727v 

Wourſchaitÿ B 728r 

Wairſchkaÿtÿ75 C 1r (see illustration 4) 

Wurſchkaytenn76 E 377r / †ε, †F77 

Wourſchkaithi G 2r 

                                                                                                                                                                                                 
typographer of the city Elbing (see J. Sekulski, Bibliografia druków elbląskich 1558–1772, Warszawa 1988, p. 29; F. 
Freise, Elbing, w: Handbuch kultureller Zentren der Frühen Neuzeit. Städte und Residenzen im alten deutschen 
Sprachraum. Bd. 1: Augsburg–Gottorf, Hrsg. W. Adam, S. Westphal, Berlin & Boston, 2012, p. 490), who named 
himself Wolff Ditmar (see W. Ditmar, op. cit., p. 17). 
71 V. Schlieff, op. cit., p. 710, 711. 
72 W. Mannhardt, op. cit., p. 247. 
73 Also see footnote 31. 
74 Ibidem, p. 244. 
75 The etiology of the diphthong -ai-, evidently, is to be justified by the cause of analogy (resp. -ai- ← -ou-) due to the 
influence of diphthong -aÿ-, which was predetermined by regressive assimilation, i.e. *-ou-…-aÿ- → -ai-…-aÿ-, cf. the 
same change in the structure of mythonym Baidonaiths X 762 ↔ Bardonayths α 728r. 
Editors of W. Mannhardt’s book only mentioned the exclusiveness of the form, cf. “Wairschkayty C, „durch“ Zusatz 
des Herausgebers, fehlt allen Hss. u. Drucken” (Ibidem, p. 244). 
76 It should be noted that this form is recorded with the radical vowel -u- (i.e. Wur- [see illustration 3]) for the first time, 
repeatedly presented in J(p) manuscript, frequently mentioned by the editors of W. Mannhardt’s book (Ibidem, pp. 247–
251). The structure of this form, evidently, should not be ascribed to innovated, as the author of E manuscript might 
have used the later variant of the diphthong EHG /ou/, i.e. vowel u which was a variant of grapheme ů found in the 
written sources of the 15th c (see FrG, p. 47). 
77 W. Mannhardt, op. cit., p. 245. 

Illustration 2 – E 379v: a fragment of E manuscript – fùr den ‖ 
wùrſchkaÿtenn 
WBPKKT: Rps 95 

Illustration 3 – E 377r: a fragment of E manuscript – 
mythoym Wůrſchkaytenn with the radical vowel -u- 
WBPKKT: Rps 95 

Illustration 2 – E 379v: a fragment of E manuscript – fùr den ‖ wùrſchkaÿtenn WBPKKT: 
Rps 95

dat. pl.: 
Wourschkaiten A(p72)
Wourſchayten C 2v73
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Wurſchkayten e x271 

 

dat. pl.:  

Wourschkaiten A(p72) 

Wourſchayten C 2v73 

 

acc. pl.: 

Wourschkaity A(p74) 

Wourſchkaitÿ α 727v 

Wourſchaitÿ B 728r 

Wairſchkaÿtÿ75 C 1r (see illustration 4) 

Wurſchkaytenn76 E 377r / †ε, †F77 

Wourſchkaithi G 2r 

                                                                                                                                                                                                 
typographer of the city Elbing (see J. Sekulski, Bibliografia druków elbląskich 1558–1772, Warszawa 1988, p. 29; F. 
Freise, Elbing, w: Handbuch kultureller Zentren der Frühen Neuzeit. Städte und Residenzen im alten deutschen 
Sprachraum. Bd. 1: Augsburg–Gottorf, Hrsg. W. Adam, S. Westphal, Berlin & Boston, 2012, p. 490), who named 
himself Wolff Ditmar (see W. Ditmar, op. cit., p. 17). 
71 V. Schlieff, op. cit., p. 710, 711. 
72 W. Mannhardt, op. cit., p. 247. 
73 Also see footnote 31. 
74 Ibidem, p. 244. 
75 The etiology of the diphthong -ai-, evidently, is to be justified by the cause of analogy (resp. -ai- ← -ou-) due to the 
influence of diphthong -aÿ-, which was predetermined by regressive assimilation, i.e. *-ou-…-aÿ- → -ai-…-aÿ-, cf. the 
same change in the structure of mythonym Baidonaiths X 762 ↔ Bardonayths α 728r. 
Editors of W. Mannhardt’s book only mentioned the exclusiveness of the form, cf. “Wairschkayty C, „durch“ Zusatz 
des Herausgebers, fehlt allen Hss. u. Drucken” (Ibidem, p. 244). 
76 It should be noted that this form is recorded with the radical vowel -u- (i.e. Wur- [see illustration 3]) for the first time, 
repeatedly presented in J(p) manuscript, frequently mentioned by the editors of W. Mannhardt’s book (Ibidem, pp. 247–
251). The structure of this form, evidently, should not be ascribed to innovated, as the author of E manuscript might 
have used the later variant of the diphthong EHG /ou/, i.e. vowel u which was a variant of grapheme ů found in the 
written sources of the 15th c (see FrG, p. 47). 
77 W. Mannhardt, op. cit., p. 245. 

Illustration 2 – E 379v: a fragment of E manuscript – fùr den ‖ 
wùrſchkaÿtenn 
WBPKKT: Rps 95 

Illustration 3 – E 377r: a fragment of E manuscript – 
mythoym Wůrſchkaytenn with the radical vowel -u- 
WBPKKT: Rps 95 

Illustration 3 – E 377r: a fragment of E manuscript – mythoym Wůrſchkaytenn with the 
radical vowel -u- WBPKKT: Rps 95

acc. pl.:
Wourschkaity A(p74)
Wourſchkaitÿ α 727v
Wourſchaitÿ B 728r
Wairſchkaÿtÿ75 C 1r (see illustration 4)
Wurſchkaytenn76 E 377r / †ε, †F77

Wourſchkaithi G 2r
Wurſchkayten J(p78)

72 W. Mannhardt, op. cit., p. 247.
73 Also see footnote 31.
74 Ibidem, p. 244.
75 The etiology of the diphthong -ai-, evidently, is to be justified by the cause of analogy (resp. -ai- ← -ou-) 

due to the influence of diphthong -aÿ-, which was predetermined by regressive assimilation, i.e. *-ou-…-aÿ- → -ai-
…-aÿ-, cf. the same change in the structure of mythonym Baidonaiths X 762 ↔ Bardonayths α 728r.

 Editors of W. Mannhardt’s book only mentioned the exclusiveness of the form, cf. “Wairschkayty C, 
„durch“ Zusatz des Herausgebers, fehlt allen Hss. u. Drucken” ibidem, p. 244).

76 It should be noted that this form is recorded with the radical vowel -u- (i.e. Wur- [see illustration 3]) 
for the first time, repeatedly presented in J(p) manuscript, frequently mentioned by the editors of W. Mannhardt’s 
book (ibidem, pp. 247–251). The structure of this form, evidently, should not be ascribed to innovated, as the au-
thor of E manuscript might have used the later variant of the diphthong EHG /ou/, i.e. vowel u which was a variant 
of grapheme ů found in the written sources of the 15th c (see FrG, p. 47).

77 W. Mannhardt, op. cit., p. 245.
78 M. Waisselius, op. cit., p. 19.
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wourſchaÿthÿ K 165r79

Wurſchaiti X 762
Wurſchkayten c80

Wurßchkaiten e81

8 
 

Wurſchkayten J(p78) 

wourſchaÿthÿ K 165r79 

Wurſchaiti X 762 

Wurſchkayten c80 

Wurßchkaiten e81 

 

Given the typology of the indicated graphic alternation variants of the mythonym 

Wourschkaite A(p) etc., one can state that 3 main conclusions can be drawn: 

1) 6 features of the graphic alternation are to be distinguished (see scheme 1) – 

1.1) variation of the structural element -ou- ↔ -u- ↔ -a- (-e-); 

1.2) alternative usage of the trigraph sch and graphemes s, s-fortis (resp. ß); 

1.3) non-existence of the structural elements -k- and -r-; 

1.4) innovative (i.e. late) changes of the second component of the compound; 

1.5) change of the diphthong ou → ai; 

1.6) alternation of the flexional formants -i (↔ -j, -ÿ) ↔ -e. 

2) erroneous usage of Wourſchaitenn α 729r (dat. pl.) instead of nom. sg. form was corrected 

by the author of the manuscript B. The same change was adopted by the scribe of the copy E; 

3) a few (but not a single) sacral rite performers (resp. sorcerers ↔ Wourschkaity A[p]) are 

mentioned in YB. 

                                                           
78 M. Waisselius, op. cit., p. 19. 
79 Also see footnote 44. 
80 W. Ditmar, p. 132. 
81 V. Schlieff, op. cit., p. 707. 

Illustration 4 – C 1r: a fragment of C manuscript 
written in the German cursive script – mythonym 
Wairſchkaÿtÿ (acc. pl.) 
HABW: Cod. Guelf. 14.11 Aug. 4° 

Illustration 4 – C 1r: a fragment of C manuscript written in the German cursive script – 
mythonym Wairſchkaÿtÿ (acc. pl.) HABW: Cod. Guelf. 14.11 Aug. 4°

Given the typology of the indicated graphic alternation variants of the mytho-
nym Wourschkaite A(p) etc., one can state that 3 main conclusions can be drawn:

1) 6 features of the graphic alternation are to be distinguished (see scheme 
1) –

1.1) variation of the structural element -ou- ↔ -u- ↔ -a- (-e-);
1.2) alternative usage of the trigraph sch and graphemes s, s-fortis (resp. ß);
1.3) non-existence of the structural elements -k- and -r-;
1.4) innovative (i.e. late) changes of the second component of the compound;
1.5) change of the diphthong ou → ai;
1.6) alternation of the flexional formants -i (↔ -j, -ÿ) ↔ -e.
2) erroneous usage of Wourſchaitenn α 729r (dat. pl.) instead of nom. sg. form 

was corrected by the author of the manuscript B. The same change was adopted by 
the scribe of the copy E;

3) a few (but not a single) sacral rite performers (resp. sorcerers ↔ Wour-
schkaity A[p]) are mentioned in YB.

79 Also see footnote 44.
80 W. Ditmar, p. 132.
81 V. Schlieff, op. cit., p. 707.
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2. Etymological analysis of the mythonyms OPr. Wurschayto, Yatv. Wour-
schkaite A(p)

Quite a few descriptions of the origin of the mythologemes of OPr. Wur-
schayto, Yatv. Wourschkaite A(p) are based on the principle of folk etymology, i.e. 
on the basis of mere formal similarity (of identical phonetic forms of lexemes) of 
the words of different origin. It was evidently for that reason fallacious etymologi-
cal theories were presented, e.g.:
1) S. Grunau82 was likely the first who identified OPr. Wurschayto with sub. Opr. 

werstian ‘calf’ E 674, as he presented a function of the mythonym ‘a god of 
the cattle’, indicating the function of the mythonym ‘deity of the oxen’ (see 
section 1);

2a) particular explanation of the origin of the mythologeme was presented by 
the author of K manuscript. Trying to provide description of the etiology of 
the mythonym, he created a new composite Yatv. warſowothei K 166r with 
the second component -wothei which, evidently, reflects MLG voit ‘pastoral 
elder’83;

2b) a scribe of K manuscript beside the Yatv. warſowothei (nom. sg.) K 166r also 
presented a form with the same radical -a-, i.e. Yatv. warſkeyten (acc. sg.) K 

82 Simon Grunau’s preussische Chronik, pp. 95–96.
83 A. Lübben, Chr. Walther, op. cit., p. 975. See footnote 44.
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82 Simon Grunau’s preussische Chronik, pp. 95–96. 
83 A. Lübben, Chr. Walther, op. cit., p. 975. See footnote 44. 
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165r, instead of using lexemes with radical -ou- recorded in the manuscripts 
of the earlier period, although once he used Yatv. wourſchaÿthÿ K 165r (acc. 
pl.);

3) M. Praetorius, evidently, in compliance with S. Grunau’s information (see 
item 1), recorded a mythologeme ‡Warszkaitis, which was used, as he de-
clared, by Nadruvians84. The origin of this lexeme he has related with the 
name of the dish “Wurszke oder Warszke”85, i.e. ‘curd’86. It was evidently for 
that reason he presented a new function of the mythologeme ‘a deity of the 
dishes’. Theodor von Grienberger the said theonym description ascribed to 
nonsenses (cf. “ist sicher ein Unsinn”)87;

4) Christophor Manlius stated that a name of the deity of cattle Vorskaito is 
a borrowing from Pol. Wroʒek88, i.e. MPl. wróżek ‘fortune-teller, prophet’89;

5) Gottfried Ostermeyer, in accordance with the information of S. Grunau’s 
Chronik, presented two forms of the theonym Worſʒkátis / Werſʒukátis ‘a god 
of younger animals’90. The origin of the mythologemes he related with sub. 
Lith. Werſʒis ‘a calf’91;

6) G. E. S. Hennig92 modified the form Wurszkaitus presented in M. Praetorius’ 
work93. He listed two forms of the mythonym in the shape of Wurſchkaitus 
and ‡Worusʒkaiten which origin was linked with adj. OPr. Woras ‘old’. The 
hypothesis in the long run was repeatable presented by Wilhelm Gaerte94;

7) Joachim Lelewel95 slightly revised the ideas of the origin of the mythologeme and 
offered a new hypothesis presenting a lexeme with the radical -i- instead of -u-: 
“Nie wurszajto, ale wirszajtis, wirszutis, po prostu zwierzchnik, rządzca majątku” 
resp. “Not wurszajto, but wirszajtis, wirszutis, or simply ‘chief ’, ‘proprietor’” –

84 M. Pretorijus, op. cit., p. 266.
85 Ibidem, p. 268.
86 H. Usener, Götternamen: Versuch einer Lehre von der religiösen Begriffsbildung, Bonn 1896, p. 104; A. 

Brückner, op. cit., p. 169.
87 Th. von Grienberger, Die Baltica des Libellus Łasicki. Untersuchungen zur litauischen Mythologie, in: 

Archiv für slavische Philologie, Bd. 18, Berlin, 1896, p. 76.
88 Ch. Manlius, op. cit., p. 186.
89 S. B. Linde, Słownik języka polskiego, T. 6, Warszawa 1814, p. 511.
90 G. Ostermeyer, Pastors zu Trempen im Amte Nordenburg. kritischer Beytrag zur Altpreußischen Reli-

gionsgeschichte, Marienwerder 1775, p. 18.
91 R. Kregždys, Gotfrydo Ostermejerio Kritischer Beytrag zur Altpreußischen Religionsgeschichte (1775) 

mitonimų etimologijos svarstymai, Senoji Lietuvos literatūra, T. 41, 2016, p. 95.
92 G. E. S. Hennig, op. cit., p. 306.
93 M. Pretorijus, Prūsijos įdomybės, arba Prūsijos regykla, T. 1, Vilnius 1999, p. 230.
94 W. Gaerte, Sakrale Herrschaftsform bei den heidnischen Preussen, Litauern und Letten, in: The Sacral 

Kingship. Contributions of the Central Theme of the VIII th International Congress for the History of Religions (Rome, 
April 1955) / La regalita sacra. Contributi al tema dell’ VIII Congresso Internazionale di Storia delle Religioni (Roma, 
aprile 1955), Leiden, 1959, p. 637.

95 J. Lelewel, op. cit., p. 481.
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7α. Ludwik Adam Jucewicz96, most likely, in compliance with J. Lelewel’s teach-
ing, presented a mythonym Wirszajt (nom. sg.; without inflection) and a new 
one in plural form – Wirszajtosy (nom. pl.);

7β. Józef Ignacy Kraszewski97, evidently, inspired by the same idea, reconstructed 
a form *Wirszucziáusas with the meaning of ‘the highest’;

8) Adalbert Bezzenberger98, in compliance with J. Lelewel’s hypothesis (see su-
pra), explained the origin of Wourſchkaithi G 2r (acc. pl.) identifying it with 
the reconstructed compound made from sub. Lith. virszus and sub. OPr. 
quaits ‘a will, wish’ III 515

99, which, to quote A. Bezzenberger, presupposes se-
meme ‡‘der den Himmel oder die Oberen bittende, ϑεοπρόπος resp. heathen 
prayer or foretelling things by a spirit of prophecy’100;

9) T. von Grienberger linked G. E. S. Hennig’s hypothesis with the J. Lelewel’s 
guess (see supra). In the linguistic analysis of the mythologeme he applied 
the data presented by Jan Łasicki who used factographic information of Jan 
Malecki’s compilation101. It was evidently for that reason the origin of the my-
thonyms Wurschaiten (acc. sg.), Vvurschaites (nom. sg.) ‘sacrificulus’102 was 
explained on the basis of the reconstructed forms (a) *wurißkis ‘an old man, 
forefather’, (b) *wurißkáitis (→ *wurßkáitis)103. Such a conception was justi-
fied by the attempt to link the reconstructed lexemes with adj. OPr. urs ‘old’ 
(the origin of initial w- was based on the comparison with adj. Lith. wóras 
‘very old’) or sub. Lith. wirßùs ‘upstairs’, sub. Lith. wirßúnė ‘a top’104.
It is to be emphasized that J. Lelewel’s hypothesis (see supra) about the possible 

link between lexemes with alternation of radical elements -ur- (resp. w-ur-szajto) 
and -ir- (cf. sub. Lith. v-ir-šùs ‘upstairs; a cap, an edge; a top; an offset etc.’105) is essen-
tially fallacious for non-existence of such an alteration -u- ↔ -i- in Lithuanian106. 

96 L. A. Jucewicz, op. cit., p. 300.
97 J. I. Kraszewski, op. cit., p. 163.
98 A. Bezzenberger, Altpreussisches, Beiträge zur Kunde der indogermanischen Sprachen, Bd. 2, 1878, p. 

136.
99 V. Mažiulis, Prūsų kalbos etimologijos žodynas, T. II, Vilnius 1993 [PEŽ II], pp. 324–325.
100 A. Brückner, op. cit., p. 168.
101 BRMŠ , p. 573.
102 J. Lasicius, De Diis Samagitarum Libellus, Riga 1868, p. 19.
103 The author of the hypothesis used the grapheme escet as an alternant of G /ʃ/ resp. a variant of a tri-

graph sch.
104 Th. von Grienberger, op. cit., p. 75; also see: G. H. F. Nesselmann, Thesaurus linguae Prussicae, Berlin 

1873, p. 196; A. Brückner, op. cit., p. 169.
105 Lietuvių kalbos žodynas (t. 1–20, 1941–2002) elektroninis variantas. Antrasis elektroninis leidimas, red. 

kolegija: G. Naktinienė ir kt., Vilnius 2013 [LKŽe]. 
106 Б. Савукинас, К проблеме западнобалтийского субстрата в югозападной Литве, Baltistica, T. 

1(2), p. 167; also see PEŽ II, p. 23; D. Petit, Untersuchungen zu den baltischen Sprachen, Leiden & Boston 2010, p. 
21.
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Jan Otrębski’s107 guess about the possible example of such phonological phenomenon 
was based on the associative assumptions of comparison hydr. Lith. Dùlgas (lake; 
Leipalingis) with the reconstructed adj. Yatv. *dulga- ‘long’, allegedly related to the 
development of sonant Proto-Balt. *ḷ > *ul which is not attested in East Baltic lan-
guages, cf. adj. EBalt. *ílga- ‘long’ < adj. Balt. *īlga ‘ditto’108.

Moreover, it should be noted that Bronys Savukynas109 related the origin of 
hidr. Lith. Dùlgas not with adv. OPr. ilga ‘a great while’ III 953 etc.110, but with hidr. 
OPr. Dulgen 1331111. These arguments, for some reason, are consciously neglected 
by some scholars112.

It is to be emphasized that T. Grienberger’s hypothesis is based on the asso-
ciative assumptions of comparison of homophones or homonyms (presupposed 
by the atomistic method), i.e. the examples of absorption of the structural element 
-i- (cf. *wur-i-ßkáitis → *wurßkáitis [see supra]) are not presented113. The scholar 
was not able to provide description of the morphophonetic change in the word 
structure due to non-existence of n. agentia type with the suff. *-isk- in West Baltic 
languages114, as well as the absence of the lexemes of the same type with binary suff. 
*-isk-ait- 115. Unfortunately, this phantasmagoric hypothesis lately was actualized 
by Letas Palmaitis116;
10) given the reference of the mythonym OPr. Worskaito (presented by S. Grun-

au) to adj. OPr. urs ‘old’ III 6314 (< adj. OPr. *vāra- ‘ditto’117), Viacheslav Ivanov 
and Vladimir Toporov, in compliance with G. E. S. Hennig’s and T. Grien-
berger’s hypotheses (see supra), indicated the sememe ‘elder’ without further 
etymological analysis118;

107 J. Otrębski, Das Jatwingerproblem, Die Sprache, Bd. 9, 1963, p. 161.
108 PEŽ II, p. 23; for more details see D. Petit, op. cit.
109 Б. Савукинас, op.cit., pp. 165–176.
110 PEŽ II, p. 23.
111 G. Gerullis, Die altpreußischen Ortsnamen, Berlin und Leipzig 1922, p. 32.
112 K. T. Witczak, Wurszajtis – jaćwięski kapłan-ofiarnik. Przyczynek do identyfikacji „gwar pogańskich z 

Narewu”, Acta Baltico-Slavica, T. 20, 1989, p. 342; idem, Węgra – dawny hydronim jaćwieski, Onomastica, T. 59, 
2015, pp. 274—275.

113 It should be noted that Prussian onyms with suff. OPr. *-isk- do not presuppose alternative forms with 
the absorption of the vowel -i-, cf. n. prop. OPr. Biriske 1299 (A. Lewy, Die alpreussischen Personennamen, Breslau 
1904, p. 18, 44, 67; R. Trautmann, Die altpreußischen Personennamen, Göttingen 1974, p. 19, 174), OPr. Matiske 
(A. Lewy, op. cit., p. 35, 53, 67), i.e. forms *Birske, *Matske are not recorded. Therefore, one can draw a cautious 
assumption that reconstructed forms *wur-i-ßkis, *wur-i-ßkáitis never existed.

114 See footnote 113.
115 Cf. a mythonym ‡Worusʒkaiten invented by G. E. S. Hennig, op. cit., p. 306.
116 P. Kawiński, Staropruskie słownictwo aksjologiczne i sakralne w ujęciu etnolingwistycznym, Komunikaty 

Mazursko-Warmińskie,  No.1(271), 2011, pp. 53–54; idem, Sacrum w wyobrażeniach pogańskich Prusów. Próba 
interpretacji na pograniczu historii i etnologii religii, Olsztyn 2018, p. 156.

117 PEŽ IV, p. 211.
118 Вяч. Вс. Иванов; В. Н. Топоров, К проблеме лтш. Jumis и балтийского близнечного культа, 

w: Балто-славянские исследования 1982, Москва, 1983, p. 172; Вяч. Вс. Иванов. Труды по этимологии 
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11) the attempt to relate theonym OPr. Wurschayto / Wursskaito ‘a deity of cat-
tle’119 with OPr. *Kurvaitas ‘an owner of a bull (bulls)’120 is not meaningful 
due to the newest results of the formal analysis of YB121 and etymological 
analysis of the mythonym, i.e. the first component of the compound OPr. 
Wursch- / Wurs- presupposes the identification of an authentic form of Ger-
manic origin, but not an inherited Baltic relic (see further).
In the linguistic analysis of the morphological evolution of mythologemes 

OPr. Wurschayto, Yatv. Wourschkaite A(p) and its variants, attention is to be paid to 
specific characteristics of word formation, typical to lexemes of the sacred sphere, 
reflected in the structure of the words in that specific lexical layer, and these pecu-
liarities – (I) identification of the language of the written source the mythonyms 
are described in. It presupposes the definition of the mythologeme ethnicity; (II) 
identification of the possible West Baltic inherited forms; and (III) the implication 
of the determinational relationship between the grammatical form and meaning of 
the mythonyms:

I. due presentation of parallel forms with the first component Wur- / Bor-, 
lexical data recorded by S. Grunau is of special importance.

A combination of Early New High German and Middle Low German is the 
characteristic feature of the language used by a Dominican priest from Tolkemit 
near Frauenburg122, i.e. the author of Preussische Chronik. True, it has been stated 
that it was written in Middle Low German123. Such a conception can be justified by 
the usage of EHG lexemes instead of MLG equivalents found in S. Grunau’s Chron-
ik, cf. EHG abgot(t) ‘an idol; pagan deity, extraneous god; a god from An tiquity 
etc.’124 ↔ MLG afgod / affgod ‘an idol’125 etc. It is to be assumed that S. Grunau 
resided in monasteries of Gdansk and Elbing126.

The same characteristics of the linguistic attribution of the written source are 
also typical to YB127. Therefore, in the examination of the said mythonyms, they 

индоевропейских и древнепереднеазиатских языков 2, Москва 2008, p. 385; also see: В. Н. Топоров, Прусский 
язык: Словарь 2, Москва 1979, p. 91 [ПЯ II]; R. Kregždys, Baltų mitologemų etimologijos žodynas I, p. 88.

119 Simon Grunau’s preussische Chronik, pp. 95–96.
120 R. Kregždys, op. cit., p. 347; idem, Gotfrydo Ostermejerio Kritischer Beytrag, p. 95.
121 Idem, Sūduvių knygelės etnomitologinė faktografija: mitonimų Deywoty Zudwity, Ockopirmus, p. 55, 

73–74; idem, Sūduvių knygelės etnomitologinė faktografija: mitonimų Swayxtix, Auschauts, p. 13.
122 Idem, Sūduvių knygelės nuorašų formalioji analizė bei analitinė eksplikacija, p. 116.
123 Ph. Baldi, The Foundations of Latin, Berlin & New York 1999, p. 35.
124 Simon Grunau’s preussische Chronik, p. 53, 78–79, 94–95; also see FHNDWe.
125 L. Diefenbach, E. Wülcker, op. cit., p. 8;  8; K. Schiller, A. Lübben, Mittelniederdeutsches Wörterbuch, 

Bd. 1, Bremen 1875, p. 24; also see O. Buurman, Hochdeutsch-plattdeutsches Wörterbuch, Bd. 1. Auf der Grundlage 
ostfriesischer Mundart, Neumünster 1962, p. 66.

126 Lietuvių enciklopedija, T. 7 [LE VII], Bostonas 1956, p. 528.
127 R. Kregždys, op. cit., p. 116.
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are obligatorily determined in accordance with EHG and MLG lexical data and the 
grammatical peculiarities of these languages.

II. S. Grunau128 presented these mythologemes as alternative forms (see sec-
tion 1):

OPr. Wurschayto / Wursskaito / Worskaito ↔ OPr. Borsskayto / Borsskaito 
/ Borszkayto

Therefore, one can draw a cautious assumption about the different lexicologi-
cal status of the lexemes. The forms with the first component of Germanic129 origin 
are to be ascribed to the type of interpretative words used by newcomers from 
Germany. Lexemes in the shape of inherited words with the features of borrowed 
morphological structure presuppose loan-translations.

The assumption is based on the different origin of the Germanic and West 
Baltic lexical alternatives (appellatives and onyms):

(α) Germanic lexemes – EHG worseger ‘a seer’130;
(β) semantic equivalents of West Baltic languages – p. n. OPr. Burthe, Burtin, 

Burtims, Burtim131.
Representatives of β type presuppose reconstruction of the hieronym *‘a sor-

cerer’, cf. the statement by Jan Malecki: “eędem gentes habent inter se sortilegos132, 
qui lingua Rutenica Burty uocantur”133 resp. “these people are keeping the sorcer-
ers, calling them Burty in Ruthenian language”134;

III. (α1) sub. EHG wor-seger ‘a seer’, a compound of tatpuruṣa type (with its 
graphical alternatives), presupposes the long radical vowel *-ā- of the first com-
ponent135: sub. EHG war-seger, war-seyger, war-sager, war-sack ‘seer, oracle, for-

128 Simon Grunau’s preussische Chronik, p. 79, 95–96.
129 A. Mierzyński (A. Мѣржинскiй, Прусскiй жрецъ „Sicco“, p. 188) the form Wurſchkayt, which is pre-

sented in e reprint of YB (V. Schlieff, op.cit., p. 708, 713), ascribed to German lexicon.
130 A. Götze, op.cit., p. 232.
131 See: R. Trautmann, op. cit., p. 21; also see ПЯ I, pp. 266–267. Cf. etymological equivalents of the East 

Balts: top. Lith. Bùrtkaimis (LATŽ, p. 45), top. Latv. burtnieki, apburtais ceļš (J. Plāķis, Latvijas vietu vārdi un 
latviešu pavārdi. II. Zemgales vārdi, in: Latvijas universitātes raksti V(5), Rīga, 1939, p. 364, 368).

132 Cf. MLat. sortilega ‘sorcerer, magician’ (A. Blaise, Dictionnaire Latin-Français des auteurs du Moy-
en-Age. Lexicon Latinitatis Medii Aevii, Tvrnholti 1994, p. 855).

133 W. Mannhardt, op. cit., p. 296; also see BRMŠ, p. 205.
134 Cf. also the examples recorded by M. Praetorius: Burtonei, Burtons, Burtones, Burtininks, Burteninki, 

Burteniker, Burten, Burtii, Udburtulli ‘sorcerers’ etc. (W. Mannhardt, pp. 549–550, 556–557, 605; M. Pretorijus, op. 
cit., pp. 238–241, idem, Pretorijus, Prūsijos įdomybės, arba Prūsijos regykla, T. 3, pp. 390–391, 398–403, 412–413, 
428–431, 438–439, 574–575, 646–647; also see ПЯ I, pp. 266–267).

135 F. Kluge, Etymologisches Wörterbuch der deutschen Sprache. 24 Aufl. Bearb. von Elmar Seebold. Berlin 
& New York 2002, p. 968.
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tune-teller resp. MLat. veridicus’136 ↔ sub. MLG wâr-seger, wâr-sager ‘ditto’137 ← 
sub. EHG war, ware ‘truth’138 / sub. MLG wâr, wahr ‘truth, law’139 + verb. EHG sagen 
‘to teach, to explain; to report; to advise’140 / MLG segen ‘to baptize; to sanctify; to 
discuss; to enchant’141.

It should be noted that EHG ā was diphthongized to EHG /ou, ao/ in Ger-
man dialects, also used in the shape of interjacent vocal element ō, remained un-
aired in FrG, cf. sub. EHG worseger ‘fortune-teller’ ↔142 sub. G Wahrsage(r) ‘seer, 
oracle; fortune-teller, sorcerer’143 resp. OPr. Worskaito144. The said diphthong ou (← 
*ā) is found in the mythonyms which are recorded in the oldest manuscrits of YB: 
Yatv. Wourschkaite A(p145), Wourſchkaitÿ α 728v, wourſkayte B 728v etc.

The mythologemes with the radical vocal element -u- (resp. OPr. Wurschayto 
/ Wursskaito) presented by S. Grunau reflect graphic but not the phonological var-
iant u of the diphthong EHG /ou/ (see scheme 2)146. The said diphthong ou in the 
written sources of the 15th c (EHG period) is found to be written in the shape of the 
letter ů147. It is also recorded in YB mythonyms, cf. Yatv. W-u-rſchkaytenn E 377r / 
†ε, †F → W-u-rschkayten J(p) etc. Therefore, variation of vocal elements ou (← EHG 
ā [cf. warſowothei K 166r, warſkeyten K 165r]) ↔ u is to be justified by graphical 
alternation148.

136 L. Diefenbach, E. Wülcker, op. cit., p. 892; L. Diefenbach, op. cit., s. 612 (also see footnote 44).
137 L. Diefenbach, op. cit., p. 612; A. Lübben, Chr. Walther, op. cit., pp. 1111–1112. Cf. also sub. MHG 

wârsager / wârseger ‘seer, oracle; fortune-teller, sorcerer resp. aruspex, divinator, propheta, sortilegus, veridicus, 
veriloquus’ (MLex III, p. 696) / sub. G Wahrsage(r) ‘ditto’ (Deutsches Wörterbuch von Jacob und Wilhelm Grimm 
[DWG]. 16 Bde. in 32 Teilbänden, Leipzig 1854–1961 (Quellenverzeichnis – 1971), p. 970, 974–976; also see foot-
note 154).

138 A. Götze, op. cit., p. 223; L. Diefenbach, op. cit., p. 613.
139 A. Lübben, Chr. Walther, op. cit., p. 1107; Cf. also adj. EHG ware, war, waer, wair ‘true, right’ (L. 

Diefenbach, op. cit., p. 615.
140 A. Götze, op. cit., p. 182; L. Diefenbach, E. Wülcker, op. cit., p. 827; Cf. adj. G wahr ‘true, right’, verb. G 

sagen ‘to say, to tell’ (DWG XIII, p. 970). 
141 A. Lübben, Chr. Walther, op. cit., p. 680.
142 A. Götze, op. cit., p. 232; Cf. also sub. EHG worschein ‘probability’ (L. Diefenbach, E. Wülcker, op. cit. 

p. 892) ↔ G (arch.) Wahrschein ‘ditto’ (DWG XIII, p. 994). For more details see FrG, pp. 49–50, 59–60.
143 See footnote 137.
144 Simon Grunau’s preussische Chronik, p. 79.
145 W. Mannhardt, op. cit., p. 247, 253.
146 However, one can not relate the origin of the vocalic element -u- with alternation of EHG ŏ (↔ ou), 

as it does not presuppose the usage of the alternative sequence of the graphemes ă ↔ ŏ ↔ ŭ (see FrG, pp. 38–39, 
46–47, 49–50, 56).

147 For more details see FrG 47; also see footnote 76.
148 See footnote 76.
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The existence of the identical phonological change of the long EHG ā (resp. 
-ah-) to ǭ (in particular before the sonant r149, cf. sub. G dial. [EPr.] ǭrbait ↔ sub. 
G Arbeit ‘a job’), which, in the case of conjunction with G dial. (EPr.) ō, was diph-
thongized (resp. ǭ > ǭu), is found in the area of High German Dialect in East Prus-
sia, cf. verb. G dial. (EPr.) plǭgə ↔ plǭugə ‘to disturb’ ↔ verb. G plagen /pla:gŋ/ 
‘ditto’150;

(α2) formal structural discrepancies of the mythonym, i.e. -s(s)- / -sch- alter-
nation (resp. OPr. Wurschayto, Wursskaito, Worskaito) presented by S. Grunau and 
the author of YB (resp. Yatv. Wourſkayti B 729r, Wourſchkaÿti B 730r etc.), are likely 
might be explained by two causes:

(α2.1) by the convergence of the phonemes /s/ and /ʃ/ which was character-
istic feature of Sambia dialect, i.e. dental spirant after the sonant r became alveo-
lar spirant, cf. sub. G dial. (EPr. [Sambia]) woršt ‘sausage’ ↔ sub. G Wurst /vuʁst/ 
‘ditto’151, i.e. the form with voiceless spirant -s- /s/ is to be regarded as primary or 
etymological, cf. the mythonym with s-fortis (resp. ß) Wurßkaite recorded in G(p) 
manuscript152;

(α2.2) by contamination with the words of close semantic value, i.e. verb. 
MLG warschouwen ‘to previse’153, verb. G dial. (EPr.) wahrschauen154 ‘ditto (resp. 

149 W. Ziesemer, op. cit., p. 125, 127.
150 Ibidem, p. 122; also see KSHA, p. 827.
151 W. Ziesemer, op. cit., p. 127; also see M. Hasiuk, Bemerkungen zum Text Hieronymi Meletii „Wahrhaftige 

Beschreibung der Sudawen auf Samland, sammt ihrem Bockheiligen und Ceremonien“, in: Contributions to Baltic 
Linguistics (Linguistic and Oriental Studies – Monograph Supplement 2), Poznań, 1993, p. 84; R. Kregždys, Sūduvių 
knygelės etnomitologinė faktografija: mitonimų Swayxtix, Auschauts, p. 20; KSHA, p. 1061.

152 See footnote 38.
153 A. Lübben, Chr. Walther, op. cit., p. 1111.
154 FrG, p. 453. Cf. semantic alternant verb. MHG wârsagen ‘to divine, to make prophecies, to witch resp. 

ariolari, divinare, prophetare’ (MLex III, p. 696).
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G verwarnen) ← *to foresee resp. to be a seer’155 (Fr II: 453), which presupposes 
reconstruction of sub. G dial. (EPr.) *Wahrschauer *‘a seer, an oracle; a fortune-tell-
er, a sorcerer’ (cf. G Wahrschauer ‘a man who admonishes, advises, prompts resp. 
monitor, disuasor’156);

(α3) the second component of the compounds OPr. Wur-schayto, Wur-ss-
kaito, Wor-skaito / Yatv. Wour-schkaite A(p) presupposes these forms are to be 
ascribed to the lexical group of partial calques related to hybrids, i.e. EHG (war- / 
wor-)seger, (war-)sager ↔ MLG (wâr-)seger, (wâr-)sager are likely were changed 
to West Baltic morphological and semantic equivalents: (war- / wor-)seger, (war-)
sager ↔ OPr. (Bor-)sskayto, (Bor-)sskaito, (Bor-)szkayto → OPr.; Wur-schayto, 
Wur-sskaito, Wor-skaito;

(α4) non-existence of consonant -k- in OPr. Wurschayto recorded by S. 
Grunau, also found in the forms of YB (cf. Yatv. Wourſchaÿti B 731r ↔ Wourſch-
k-aytÿ B 732v) can be justified by sporadic absorption (resp. by phenomenon of 
lapsus calami) or assimilation157, as well as by the effect of analogy, cf. G dial. (EPr.) 
*Wahrschauer (see supra).

It should be noted that the said consonant -k- is found in all loan-transla-
tions, cf. OPr. Borss-k-ayto / Borss-k-aito / Borsz-k-ayto;

(β1) graphical alternation of ŭ ↔ ŏ in OPr. Borsskayto, Borsskaito, Borszkayto 
↔ Yatv. Burty can be justified by –

(β1.1) twofold phonological value of OPr. ŭ, cf. OPr. prusnan ‘a face’ III 10522–

23 ↔ OPr. prosnan ‘ditto’ III 10514
158;

(β1.2) the parallel usage of the graphemes ŭ ↔ ŏ in East Prussia dialects, cf. 
sub. G dial. (EPr. [Sambia]) woršt ‘sausage’ ↔ sub. G Wurst ‘ditto’159;

(β2) the usage of the graphemes -sz- instead of -ss- (resp. OPr. Borsskayto ↔ 
Borszkayto) is a common characteristic feature of EHG written monuments, i.e. an 
example of s-fortis (resp. ß) graphical alternation160.

In order to refute the prevailing opinion about phonological /ʃ/ status of the 
trigraph -sch- in OPr. Wurschayto161 and fallacious link with sub. Lith. viršáitis, the 
mythologeme OPr. Borszkayto also recorded by S. Grunau is of special importance 

155 Cf. verb. G wahrschauen ‘to be able make prophecies’ (DWG XIII, pp. 992–993).
156 DWG XIII, p. 994.
157 Cf. top. OPr. Au-c-tekaymen 1354 ↔ Autekaym 1291, Au-c-tigarbin 1411 / 1419 ↔ Autigarbe 1419 (see 

G. Gerullis, op. cit., p. 13, 224).
158 PEŽ III, p. 361; also see V. Mažiulis, Prūsų kalbos istorinė gramatika, Vilnius 2004, p. 15.
159 W. Ziesemer, op. cit., p. 122, 127; also see R. Kregždys, Sūduvių knygelės etnomitologinė faktografija: 

mitonimų Deywoty Zudwity, Ockopirmus, p. 42.
160 See FrG, pp. 113–114. True, a digraph sz was also used to represent EHG s (see Ch. Young, T. Gloning, 

A history of the German language through texts, London & New York 2004, p. 201; also see R. Kregždys, op. cit., p. 
45) or affricate /ts/ (see Ch. Young, T. Gloning, op. cit., p. 200; also see FrG, p. 72, 130; R. Kregždys, op. cit., p. 53). 
In any case, no doubts arise about the phonological status of OPr. Borszkayto.

161 See α2.2; also see A. Мѣржинскiй, op. cit., p. 188.
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for digraph sz is not to be related to EHG sch /ʃ/162. Due to many grammatical 
and orthography mistakes found in S. Grunau Chronik163, one can not ascribed the 
trigraph -sch- to the regular graphical variants of s-fortis, used in the intervocalic 
position in EHG writings164. It is to be assumed that the trigraph -sch- in this posi-
tion represents voiceless spirant /s/165, cf. OPr. Wor-s-kaito.

On the made etymological analysis of the mythologemes OPr. Borsskayto / 
Borsskaito / Borszkayto recorded by S. Grunau, one can draw a cautious assumption 
about the reconstruction of a composite word OPr. *Bŭr(t)-skaităs(/-ĭs), which, al-
though made from lexical components of the Baltic origin166, presupposes German 
loan-translation, i.e. compound of the tatpuruṣa type (evidently, with a parallel 
usage of the inherited OPr. *Burtenas/-is)167:

n. agentis OPr. *bŭrt-skaitas(/-ĭs) ‘a sorcerer ↔ a person who pronounces and 
explains prophecies’ (with apocope of the structural element *-jas due to the reduc-
tion of the flexion -ă-s168, that presupposed the emergence of morphological link 
with suff. OPr. *-ait- found in the personal names (resp. OPr. -oyt- / -eyt-) ← OPr. 
*burt-skaitāj(a)s169

*‘fortune-teller resp. sorcerer’ with suff. OPr. *-tājas170 < EHG war-seger, 
war-sager / MLG war-seger, wârsager ‘a seer, oracle, fortune-teller resp. MLat. ve-
ridicus’ etc. (see scheme 3).

162 FrG, p. 115.
163 V. Mažiulis, Prūsų kalbos paminklai, Vilnius 1966, p. 33; BRMŠ, p. 38.
164 FrG, pp. 113–115.
165 FrG, p. 112.
166 Cf. equivalents of East Baltic languages: (1) sub. Lith. bùrta ‘superstition, divination; destiny etc.’ (found 

in the written sources of the ancient period – Lithuania Minor or Prussian Lithuania [LKŽe]) ↔ sub. Latv. burts ‘a 
sign of a sorcerer’ (K. Mǖlenbacha Latviešu valodas vārdnīca, T. 1 [ME I], red. J. Endzelīns, Rīga 1923, p. 355); (2) 
verb. Lith. skaitýti ‘to say grace’ (Lithuania Minor or Prussian Lithuania [LKŽe]) ↔ verb. Latv. skàitît ‘to numerate; 
to interpret; to recite; to read’ (K. Mǖlenbacha Latviešu valodas vārdnīca, T. 3 [ME III], red. J. Endzelīns, Rīga 1927, 
pp. 866–867).

167 Cf. etiological link of Prussian priest and Brutenis presented by S. Grunau (op. cit., p. 96): “wen is war 
ihr kirwait gewesen Bruteno”. Therefore, one can draw a cautious assumption about the appellative status of p. n. 
OPr. Bruteno, Brutteno, Brudeno, Bruteni ‘a brother of Widewuto, the high priest of Prussians’ (see BRMŠ, p. 47, 
52–54, 56–59, 61, 64, 67, 68, 70, 75, 76; also see R. Kregždys, Baltų mitologemų etimologijos žodynas I, p. 30): p. n. 
OPr. *Burtenas/-is *‘a man who pronounces and explains prophecies = a sorcerer’ (with metathesis of the cluster 
-ru- < -ur- [see G. Gerullis, op. cit., p. 224]; also cf. p. n. OPr. Perbande 1370 ↔ Prebande 1393 [R. Trautmann, op. 
cit., p. 76]) ← adj. OPr. *bŭrtenas, -a *‘magical, sortilegious’ (for more details about the n. propria made with suff. 
OPr. -en- see R. Trautmann, op. cit., pp. 167–168) ← sub. OPr. *bŭrtăn g. neutr. *‘sortilege’ (see ПЯ I, pp. 266–267) 
+ suff. -en- (for more details see V. Mažiulis, Prūsų kalbos istorinė gramatika, p. 27; R. Kregždys, Baltų mitonimų 
kilmė: vak. bl. Pargrubi(j)us (G[r]ubrium, Pergrubrius ir kt.), pp. 20–21).

168 Cf. sub. OPr. artoys ‘a ploughman’ E 236 ← OPr. *artājas ‘ditto’ (PEŽ I, p. 93). For more details about the 
reduction of the fexion OPr. *-ăs see: V. Mažiulis, op. cit., p. 37.

169 For more details see Trautmann , op. cit., pp. 180–181.
170 Cf. morphological and semantic alternant of the East Baltic languages, i.e. sub. Lith. skaitýtojas ‘a wor-

shipper’ (Lithuania Minor or Prussian Lithuania [see LKŽe]). For more details see V. Mažiulis, op. cit., p. 35.
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Conclusions
1. The development of a vocal cluster EHG ā (→ ou [↔ ů], o) presupposed the 

emergence of untypical phonotactic links in the first component of the my-
thonyms OPr. Wor-, Wur- (i.e. OPr. Worskaito / Wurschayto, Wursskaito) / 
Yatv. War-, Wour-, Wur- (i.e. Yatv. warſkeyten K, Wourschkaite A[p], wurſch-
kaytt E).

2. Mythonyms OPr. Wurschayto, Wursskaito, Worskaito ↔ OPr. Borsskayto, 
Borsskaito, Borszkayto recorded by S. Grunau presuppose reconstruction of 
the tatpuruṣa compound type. These mythologemes are to be classified into 
loan-translations and partial calques – semantic Germanisms:

2.1. loan-translations – OPr. Bor-sskayto, Bor-sskaito, Bor-szkayto ‘socerer’ 
(missed in Yatvigian Book) ← n. agentis OPr. *bŭrt-skaitas(/-ĭs) *‘sorcerer ↔ 
fortune-teller’ ← OPr. *burt-skaitāj(a)s ‘ditto’ ← EHG war-seger, war-sager / 
MLG war-seger, wâr-sager ‘a seer, oracle, fortune-teller resp. MLat. veridicus’.

2.2. partial calques – OPr. Wur-schayto, Wur-sskaito, Wor-skaito ‘sorcerer’ ← EHG 
war- / wor-(seger), war-(sager) / MLG wâr-(seger), wâr-(sager) ‘fortune-teller’ 
(to this type belongs also Yatv. Wour-schkaite A[p] and its variants).

3. A few (but not a single) sacral rite performers (resp. sorcerers ↔ Wourschka-
ity A[p]) are mentioned in YB.

Abbreviations
acc. – accusative
adj. – adjective
adv. – adverb
Balt. – Baltic protolanguage
BGPAN(PR) – Biblioteka Gdańska Polskiej akademii nauk, Pracownia Rękopisów
dial. – dialectal form
EHG – Early New High German
EPr. – East Prussian
G – German (New High German)
gen. – genitive
HABW – Herzog August Bibliothek Wolfenbüttel
hydr. – hydronym
Latv. – Latvian
Lith. – Lithuanian
MLat. – Medieval Latin
MLG – Middle Low German
MPl. – Middle Polish
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Ms. – MLat. manuscriptum ‘manuscript’
nom. – nominative
OPr. – Old Prussian
pl. – plural
p. n. – personal name
sg. – singular
sub. – substantive
top. – toponym
WBPKKT – Wojewódzka Biblioteka Publiczna – Książnica Kopernikańska w Toruniu
Yatv. – Yatvigian

Rolandas Kregždys, O pochodzeniu staropruskiego mitonimu Worskaito

Streszczenie

W niniejszym artykule, odwołując się do analizy etymologicznej, przedstawiona jest nowa hipoteza o po-
chodzeniu nazwisk mitologicznych pruskich Worskaito / Borsskayto (S. Grunau), oraz Jaćwingów – Wourschkaite 
(Książeczka Sudawska). Przywołana analiza dotyczy opisu derywacji i rozwoju semantycznego tych mitonimów.

Podsumowując wyniki tej analizy, można stwierdzić, że nazwiska mitologiczne Worskaito / Borsskayto, 
Wourschkaite należy do złożeń typu tatpuruṣa pochodzenia niemieckiego (wczesno-nowo-wysoko-niemieckie-
go oraz średnio-dolno-niemieckiego), tj. te mitonimy pochodzą z wnwn. war-seger, war-sager / śrdn. war-seger, 
wâr-sager ‘jasnowidz, czarodziej, wróżbita, tj. śrłac. veridicus’.

Tłumaczenie Rolandas Kregždys

Rolandas Kregždys, Die Wurzeln der alten preußischen Mythologie Worskaito

Zusammenfassung

Der vorliegende Artikel, der sich auf die etymologische Analyse bezieht, stellt eine neue Hypothese über 
die Herkunft der preußisch-sudauischen mythologischen Namen Worskaito / Borsskayto (S. Grunau), Wour-
schkaite (Sudauerbüchlein) dar. Die vorgenannte Analyse betrifft die Beschreibung der Ableitung und seman-
tischen Entwicklung dieser Mythologemen.

Die Ergebnisse dieser Analyse lassen sich wie folgt zusammenfassen: Es lässt sich konstatieren, dass die 
mythologischen Namen Worskaito / Borsskayto, Wourschkaite zum Typ von Komposita tatpuruṣa deutscher Her-
kunft (frühneuhochdeutsch und mittelniederdeutsch) gehören, d.h. diese Mythonymen stammen vom fnhd. war-
seger, war-sager / mndd. war-seger, wâr-sager ‘Zauberer, Wahrsager, d.h. ml. veridicus’ ab.
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Kazimierz Grążawski

RESEARCH IN CASTLES LOCATED IN THE MAZOVIAN–
PRUSSIAN BORDER ZONE

Słowa kluczowe: średniowieczne budownictwo militarne, zamki krzyżackie, badania 
zamków

Schlüsselwörter:  mittelalterliches Militärgebäude, Burgen des Deutschen Ordens, 
Festungsuntersuchungen

Keywords:  medieval military building, Teutonic castles, stronghold investigations

Keywords
This article examines current research on medieval castles situated in the Ma-

zovian–Prussian border zone. Castles described in this article include structures 
located in Brodnica (Strassburg), Działdowo (Soldau), Bratian, as well as bishop 
strongholds in Kurzętnik (Kauernick) and Lubawa (Löbau). This article attempts to 
demonstrate their defensive application and the possible interpretations in light of 
recent discoveries. Even though the title of this paper refers to the castles’ location 
in the Mazovian–Prussian border zone, it has to be taken into account that the geo-
political aspect of this location is treated in general terms. Whereas the castles in 
Brodnica and Działdowo were located directly at the border between Prussia and 
Mazovia, the strongholds in Kurzętnik, Bratian and Lubawa that were situated in 
the Drwęca valley cannot be classified as strictly border-zone castles. The aim of 
this work is to examine whether castles located at border areas have specific charac-
teristic features, for instance, increased defensive (military) functions, or whether 
they adhered to a “standard” construction scheme.

Brodnica Castle
The commander’s seat in Brodnica was one of the greatest Teutonic castles (it 

was erected in the place of a most likely wooden defensive structure mentioned in 
1285). The first stage occurred between the beginning of the 14th century and ca. 

RTYKUŁY I MATERIAŁYA

Komunikaty Mazursko-Warmińskie, 2019, nr 4(306)
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1317. In this phase, peripheral walls together with a tower and some structures sur-
rounding the internal courtyard were constructed. Simultaneously, the outer castle 
that had served as a military camp until the castle wings were built was fortified. 
Subsequently, in years 1317–1339 the structure of the convent was completed (the 
first commander of Brodnica is mentioned in 1337). Around 1387, the so-called 
New House was erected in the outer castle. The final phase was related to Nicolai 
Fellenstein, a builder of Malbork (Marienburg) castle, and occurred about 14151 
(reconstructions on the castle’s Zwinger and the erection of two low round towers). 
The latest part of the convent house was the northwestern wing and a gradually 
built open arcade. A stone well with a bottom filter was situated in its northwestern 
outpost and constituted its integral part. A tree-ring dating of the wooden well 
lining conducted by Zielski (AD 1347) afforded new insights into the dating of 
different castle parts. In this context, it should be noted that the dedication date of 
the chapel known from sources to have taken place in 1339, indicates that in the 30s 
and 40s of the same century, the construction of the southwestern and southeast-
ern wing was completed2. This rather late dating of the wooden well lining appears 
quite puzzling – does it mean that the castle started its operation only at the end of 
the first half of the 14th century, even though some sources claim that at least two 
commandors of Brodnica had already resided in it? The function of a small cellar 
situated next to the well, often interpreted as a “cistern”, is equally mysterious. It is 
possible that it might have served as a fridge in which products were stored in ice. 
Earlier plans suggest that it was connected to the adjacent cellar and a courtyard, 
which has been proven inaccurate.

Finally, the function of a room (cellar) with preserved relics of a stove in the 
type of a hypocaust found in front of a gate calls for explanation. Inside the furnace 
chamber three brick ribs and a pile of field stones were discovered. It is possible that 
the installation served to heat the room for the guards.

The most important discoveries were made in the north wing of the castle that 
displayed an intact system of cultural layers exceeding the thickness of 4 m, dated 
in broad chronological frames to the 14th – 18th/19th century. It included multiple 
finds, above all a stationary installation in the form of a hot air stove in the type 
of a hypocaust used as a heating system for the castle. In the foundation section, 
the stove was made of stone, while in the upper parts it was built with handmade 
Gothic brick. The structure had a rectangular shape of 280 cm by 470 cm. The stove 

1 J. Salm, Brodnica, in: Leksykon zamków w Polsce, ed. by L. Kajzer, J. Salm, S. Kołodziejski, Warszawa 
2004, pp. 110–113; B. Wasik, Budownictwo zamkowe na ziemi chełmińskiej od XIII do XV wieku, Toruń 2016, pp. 
299–303.

2 Visitationes episcopatus Culmensis Andrea Olszowski culmensi et pomesaniae episcopo a. 1667–1672 
fuctae, ed. B. Czapla, Toruń 1904.
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consisted of two parts: the so-called furnace chamber and prefurnace chamber. The 
furnace chamber of internal dimensions 250 cm by 150 cm, contained traces of four 
brick furnace ribs in its lower section, which most likely supported a pile of field 
stones used to accumulate heat (a number of such stones was found in the furnace 
chamber fill). The prefurnace chamber was situated north of the furnace cham-
ber. The stove walls were preserved in about 50% of their original height. In the 
layers related to the discovered hypocaust stove relics, two small bracteates (prob-
ably coming from the mint of Torun, dated to the beginning of the 14th century), 
ceramic vessels of the “siwak” type, fragments of Siegburg pottery, glass fragments, 
window glazing, and many iron objects were found. An especially exceptional find 
that has been recovered was a reliquary cross (encolpion) of a provincial–Byzantine 
provenience, probably a souvenir from a pilgrimage to the Holy Land3.

An Interesting discovery was made during excavations of the castle well. In 
1997, explorations of the well were carried out until the depth of 900 cm, of which 
the last 160 cm required the use of a submersible mine pump because the layers 
were located in a hydrated zone.

Bratian Castle 
Bratian castle, a seat of advocates (Ger. Vogt) dependent on the commandery 

of Malbork, no longer exists. It was built around 1340–1360 at the mouth of river 
Wel that flows into the Drwęca river. This advocate residence co-existed with ad-
vocate administration established in Nowe Miasto Lubawskie (Neumark) in years 
1325–13344. Since the territory of Bratian district was largely covered with for-
ests, the duties of the Teutonic official presiding over the castle included the or-
ganisation of hunting expeditions for the Grand Master of the Teutonic Order and 
other Teutonic notables. With respect to this fact, it is interesting that the preserved 
inventory records of the commune do not mention any game nor hunting tools. 
Furthermore, according to Sławomir Jóźwiak, the office of the Bratian advocate 
was usually appointed to Teutonic officials in the last stage of their careers5. Grand 
Master Henryk Dusemer (1345–1351), and later Kunon von Liebenstein (died 
1392) spent their final years in the castle. The tombstone of the latter that has been 
preserved in the parochial church in Nowe Miasto Lubawskie is an outstanding 
example of medieval sepulchral art6. 

3  K. Grążawski, Odkrycia na zamku krzyżackim w Brodnicy w świetle badań w latach 1992–1997, in: 
Pogranicze polsko-pruskie i krzyżackie, ed. by: K. Grążawski, Brodnica–Włocławek 2003, pp. 355–357.

4  S. Jóźwiak, Powstanie i rozwój struktury administracyjno-terytorialnej zakonu krzyżackiego na Kuja-
wach i w ziemi chełmińskiej w latach 1246–1343, Toruń 1997, p. 256.

5  Idem, Polowania wielkich mistrzów zakonu w wójtostwie bratiańskim w XIV początkach XV wieku, 
Zapiski Historyczne, 2002, t. 67, z. 2, pp. 7–16.

6  K. Wróblewska, Gotycka płyta nagrobna Kunona von Liebenstein w Nowym Mieście nad Drwęcą, Ko-
munikaty Mazursko-Warmińskie nr 3,1961, pp. 329–332.
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Only a stone-brick section over 10 m long of the castle wall and a fortified 
tower have been preserved. The reconstructions of the stronghold have been carried 
out so far on the basis of an unproven hypothesis according to which the castle was 
built on a regular plan with four corner towers, which suggests a close connection 
with Świecie (Schwetz an der Weichsel)7. Based on hitherto unknown iconographic 
sources, Tomasz Torbus provided some new data8, reaching a conclusion that the 
castle had a square plan with an internal courtyard and a tower of a round base and 
polygonal body placed in the northwestern corner. A spacious south approach of 
the castle might have been surrounded by walls with two round towers and a gate 
house. The reconstruction of the stronghold also includes four wings connected by 
oval corner towers. According to the extant iconography, the northeastern wall was 
a dominant donjon in this arrangement. Leszek Kajzer suggests that Bratian castle 
had a nearly square shape with four houses built around the courtyard and four 
cylindrical towers significantly protruding from the structure’s body9. The author 
considers this design an import from western Germany, similar to the building 
of the Cologne archbishop residence in Zülpich10. It is, therefore, a reference to 
a Rhineland model, the so-called Wasserburg, that is a water castle (like Świecie). 
The latest verifying-evaluation research has revealed a partially preserved stone 
brick Zwinger wall, and cultural layers filling up the water moat that consist of river 
sand and gravel snail shells, as well as some remnants of water plants.

The castle was demolished in the late 18th or early 19th century. What did Bra-
tian castle look like in the era of the battle of Grunwald? In light of the surviving 
iconographic data, the question of its plan is controversial. The basic reconstruction 
was an outcome of Johann Heise’s research, which was complemented by a schematic 
drawing presented by T. Torbus, and an image of the castle preserved on a metal plate 
found in the niche of the main altar in the St. Thomas parochial church in Nowe 
Miasto Lubawskie. Due to the schematic representation of the main castle tower 
pierced by multiple window openings as well as the castle chapel windows of clearly a 
post-Gothic shape recorded on the metal plate image, it is thought that the castle was 
significantly reconstructed in the 17th or 18th century. It is, thus, unclear in what way 
this image relates to the 18th century figure showing ogive blends and Gothic chapel 
windows published by Tomasz Torbus. Further doubts arise from the fact that Johann 
Heise drew the castle’s peripheral wall with a dashed line11. 

7  K. H. Clasen, Die mittelalteriche Kunst im Gebiete des Deutschordensstaates Preussens, Bd.1, Die Bur-
gen, Königsnerg 1927.

8  T. Torbus, Die Konventshuser Grossgebietgersitzedes Deutschen Ordens in Deutsch Ordensland Preussen, 
Hamburg 1998.

9  L. Kajzer, Siedziba biskupów chełmińskich w Lubawie na tle budownictwa Państwa Krzyżackiego w Pru-
sach, in: Zamek w Lubawie. Dawniej i dziś, ed. by L. Kajzer, Lubawa 2001, pp. 111–130.

10  Ibidem, pp. 118–119.
11  L. Kajzer, Siedziba biskupów chełmińskich w Lubawie na tle budownictwa Państwa Krzyżackiego w Pru-

sach, w: Zamek w Lubawie. Dawniej i dziś, ed. by L. Kajzer, Lubawa 2001, pp. 111–130.
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According to the preserved written sources, owing to its location close to the 
Mazovian border, Bratian castle had a strategic military function. Sheep and horse 
farming was also an important source of its income12.

According to Jan Salm, the ruins of the castle were to be replaced with a mill 
probably in 1914. However, this assumption is inaccurate, as the mill was in fact 
constructed south of the castle. Apart from evaluation excavations in the potential 
Zwinger area, the research team of the Pruthenia Research Association conduct-
ed underwater explorations in the former moat area and a section of the Drwęca  
river. The explorations of Drwęca were aimed to discover relics of a bridge that 
once led to the gate at the stronghold’s approach. Only the excavations in the moat 
area yielded some finds in the shape of ceramic shreds (of the “siwak” type), frag-
ments of masonry stove tiles and iron ferrules.

Kurzętnik Castle
The former residence of the Chełmno (Culm) Chapter was constructed on an 

elongated hill situated on the left edge of the Drwęca valley. A brick castle was built 
from glacial erratics in the middle of the 14th century (perhaps after the Lithuanian 
invasion of 1331). In 1414, the castle was ravaged by Polish troops, and in 1454, it 
was conquered and burnt down by the Teutonic Knights. It was, however, damaged 
most severely during the Swedish Deluge, and it had to be afterwards demolished. 
The castle had a rectangular shape of 25 m by 28 m. It consisted of the so-called 
main house in the southern part, and a 60 m long trapezoid outer castle stretching 
out north with a rectangular tower house that measured 8 m by 13 m. Two fortified 
towers were situated at the longer sides of the outer castle walls. The main part of 
the stronghold was also surrounded with a wall. 

The initial excavation research conducted by the Archaeological Expedition 
in 2012 was focused on the outer castle area. The works were carried out by Ve-
nustats Foundation, Przestrzeń Pogranicza from Brodnica and the Battle of Grun-
wald Museum in Stębark, and financed by the Communal Office (Urząd Gminy) in 
Kurzętnik. Due to moderate funds obtained for the research, the excavations were 
limited to a small evaluation trench 2m by 4m close to a southwestern fortified 
tower. In this place, cultural layers of a considerable thickness (2.7 m) pointed to 
the long-lasting economic activity in the area. Apart from multiple metal finds and 
ceramic fragments recovered from the trench, some interesting remains of stone 
brick architecture were also found. These finds suggested a wall relic of undefined 
household building. The trench yielded 24 metal objects, mainly nails and small 

12  M. Milewska, Sprawozdanie z badań archeologicznych prowadzonych na zamku w Działdowie w la-
tach 1981–1989, Warszawa 1990 (typescript).
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ferrules as well as one arrowhead. In the designated outer castle area, further 103 
metal objects were located with the help of a metal detector. They included 11 ar-
rowheads, a bracteate, multiple nails and ferrules. Their concentration lay west of 
the southwestern trench corner.

A ground penetrating radar survey conducted in the outer castle yielded 
some results that may suggest the existence of thick cultural levels in the eastern 
part of the investigated area. In this very place, a concentration of metal finds was 
located, which point indirectly to a former intensive use of this site.

As in the case of Bratian, underwater survey was also conducted in Kurzętnik 
– first in the area of the current bridge crossing, and later – down the Drwęca river. 
This exploration was carried out in cooperation with the Academic Underwater 
Research Club at the Nicolaus Copernicus University in Torun, and the Academic 
Divers Club at the Warmia Masuria University in Olsztyn. 60 m away from the 
modern bridge, a stone pile forming a kind of a transverse dyke, 4 m wide and 40 m 
long, was located on the river bed. Fragments of late medieval and contemporary 
pottery as well as nails and ferrules were found in the structure’s area. Many similar 
finds have been discovered in Kurzętnik bishop castle that seemed to come from 
the period of its and the nearby town’s operation. 

Działdowo Castle
Działdowo Castle is located on an artificially heaped up mound on the north 

right bank of the Działdówka river. Its earliest mentions date from 1331–1335. So 
far, the traces of this early structure have not been discovered. In the first stage, the 
keep was built, which, in comparison to the preserved one, lacked the granary floor 
provided with a shooting gallery situated directly under the roof. In the second phase, 
peripheral walls were constructed, as well as the gate tower, the entrance gate, the 
north tower, and the external peripheral wall around the Zwinger and the outer castle 
walls. A connector was constructed along the northwestern wall which linked the 
keep with the gate tower that was running on the second floor and above. Most likely, 
it had a form of a wooden building supported on columns. Covered wall foundations 
are a clear indication that the gate house was constructed in the same period as the 
curtain walls13. The gate tower situated at the right hand side of the gate passage has 
a square plan of a 13.5 m side-length and two cellar floors (formerly perhaps 4–6 
floors). The bottom floor was probably provided with a stone vault ceiling, the top-
most – with a wooden ceiling. The lower floors were most likely used as a prison.

In the third stage, two brick wings, a northeastern and southwestern one, 
were built. In the same period, in the ground floor of the keep (Main House) was 

13  Ibidem, p. 11.
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provided with a rib vault ceiling leaning on transverse arches that was additionally 
supported by pillars on its outer perimeter. The initial wall divisions were ignored. 
In some places, vault brackets were supported on sealed window and door open-
ings14. In the middle room, in its northern part, a small compartment was desig-
nated for a hypocaust15. 

A spacious outer castle stretched from the north and west. Apart from craft 
workshops, it accommodated a mill, brewery and fullery. From three sides, the 
access to the castle was restricted by marshes, while from the fourth side it was 
blocked by the Działdówka river. Two towers were located at the driveway – one 
round, built on the octagonal plan, and one quadrilateral gate tower that has al-
ready been mentioned. The excavations conducted in the castle in 1981–1989 
mainly focused on the southern and northern outer castle, while the main court-
yard was less extensively explored. Unfortunately, this survey failed to yield any 
new discoveries related to the castle’s structure apart from the remains recognized 
by the researchers as a well situated next to the southeastern wall of the main house. 
Small trenches were also dug outside of the house walls and north–west of the 
curtain wall. It may be assumed that the northwestern wing was built after the Lith-
uanian invasion of 1376. This dating is supported by a Teutonic quarter piece coin 
(Ger. Viertelstück) recovered from a burnt layer that may be related to the damage 
caused by the Lithuanian invasion. These coins were in use in 1360–138016. Izabela 
Galicka associates the expansion of the castle with the establishment of a advocate 
governance in Działdowo, and dates it to 1383. If this dating is accepted, it has to be 
noted that the expansion might have begun in 1383. The excavation research con-
ducted by Karolina Blusiewicz suggests that the northwestern wing lacked cellars. 
Initially, the lowest floor had been divided into two unequal rooms (of which only 
two pillars now remain), and later a small room was added17. In the last medieval 
stage, the main building was further extended by a granary floor, like in the case 
of the northeastern and southwestern wing. According to Galicka, these additions 
were introduced before 1383 (with regard to this point she contests the other dating 
proposed by Ernst Gall, a German researcher, who dated the changes to a relatively 
peaceful period between 1383–1410). This standpoint is supported by the findings 
of Mieczysław Haftka who observes that in 1407, a substantial sum of 1397 Marks 
was spent on masonry work18. During archaeological excavations, the depth of the 

14  I. Galicka, Działdowo. Zamek krzyżacki, Warszawa 1959, (typescript) WUOZ Olsztyn.
15  W. Galicki, Działdowo. Zamek krzyżacki. Badania architektoniczne, Warszawa 1959, (typescript) 

WUOZ Olsztyn
16  M. Milewska, op. cit.
17  K.Blusiewicz, Sprawozdanie z badań archeologicznych przeprowadzonych. na zamku w Działdowie 

w 2008 r., Warszawa 2008, (typescript) WUOZ Olsztyn.
18  M. Haftka, Zamki krzyżackie w Polsce. Szkice z dziejów, Malbork 1999.
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foundations was estimated to be 5.5 m. The castle was an economic and territorial 
unit independent from the town that first served as a seat of an advocate, and then 
of a advocate.

Lubawa Castle
The castle in Lubawa was the main residence of the bishops of Chełmno. 

The lack of written sources prevents us from defining the beginnings of the castle. 
At the same time, archaeological finds do not suggest the existence of an older, 
perhaps wooden, stronghold or a fortified settlement in this place. The commence-
ment of construction work is usually dated to the first decade of the 14th century 
during the time when Herman von Prizn held the office of the bishop of Culm19. 
Bogusz Wasik believes that the construction started later. Contrary to Kajzer, who 
perceived some analogies between Lubawa castle and the stronghold in Papowo 
Biskupie (Bischöflich Papau), which would testify to the early origin of the former, 
Wasik has noticed more significant parallels between Lubawa castle and the struc-
ture of conventual buildings in Radzyń Chełmiński (Rehden) and Brodnica (such 
as Zwingers, house turrets, and larger dimensions of the main structure) whose 
construction started only in the 1320s. If this was indeed the case, then the erection 
of Lubawa castle might be linked with Mikolaj Afri (1319–1323), or even bishop 
Otto (1323–1349). The later dating seems to be supported by the fact that St. Anna 
parish church dated to the 2nd and 3rd quarter of the 14th century was built from 
bricks similar in terms of size and ceramic ornament forms20. The castle develop-
ment occurred in several stages. In the first one, a curtain wall and towers were 
built. In the same period which coincided with the rule of Bishop Wikbold Dobil-
stein (1363–1385), three wings with cellars were constructed: the northern, south-
ern and eastern. The fourth, western wing was built when Arnold Stapil held the 
office of the Culm bishop (1402–1416)21. In this manner, the castle received its final 
four–wing form. A large outer castle with household buildings that stretched north 
of the castle was divided from the main part by a moat with a drawbridge. Both the 
main and outer castle were provided with wells. The third construction stage was 
related to the introduction of firearms and changes that the fortress had to undergo 
in order to accommodate the new type of weapon. In this period, a massive fortified 
tower protruding from the southeastern corner of the Zwinger was constructed. 
The latest archaeological excavations on Lubawa castle were conducted by a team 
led by Adam Mackiewicz. These works uncovered large parts of the main castle 

19  Ch. Hermann, Mittelalterische Architektur in Preussenland. Untersuchungen und Frage der Kunstland-
schaft und Geographie, Petersberg–Olsztyn 2007.

20  B. Wasik, op. cit., p. 310.
21  A. Andrzejewski, L. Kajzer, M. Lewandowski, Badania archeologiczno-architektoniczne prowadzone 

w latach 1998 –2000, in: Zamek w Lubawie. Dawniej i dziś, ed. by L. Kajzer, Lubawa 2001, pp. 41–86.
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together with an outstanding amount of moveable finds, such as pottery, glass and 
metal fragments, including several hundred coins related to different periods of the 
stronghold’s operation22.

Conclusions
Returning to the question posed at the beginning of this paper, regarding the 

specific character of the described castles located at the Prussian–Masovian border, 
I conclude that they did not have any particular defensive features that would dis-
tinguish them from other similar structures situated in the interiors of the two re-
gions. On the other hand, they were certainly better supplied and armed (Brodnica, 
Działdowo), which might have played an important role during their long-lasting 
sieges (e.g. Olsztyn in Warmia).

Kazimierz Grążawski, Z badań zamków na pograniczu mazowiecko-pruskim
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Brodnica – investigations of the castle conducted in different periods according to Kola 
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Bratian – exploration of the castle (after Grążawski 2010)
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Kurzętnik – the castle’s plan (after WUOZ Olsztyn Archive)
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Działdowo – the excavation plan of 1981-1989 (after Milewska 1990)
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5. Działdowo – a projection of the castle’s ground floor (after Salm 2004)
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Lubawa – stages of the castle’s construction (after Kajzer 2001)
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Lubawa – exploration of the castle (after Mackiewicz 2017)
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Seweryn Szczepański, Alicja Dobrosielska

IN MEMORY OF PROFESSOR GRZEGORZ BIAŁUŃSKI 
(1967–2018)

On the morning of October 26th 2018, Professor Grzegorz Białuński, an out-
standing historian, expert on Masuria and Prussia, and researcher of legal history, 
sadly passed away. Barely anyone is fully prepared for the death of a person close 
to their heart, and very few will humbly reconcile the passing away of someone 
to whom they have been emotionally attached. Many of his friends, who on that 
bright day received the sad news that the struggle of Professor Białuński against an 
exhausting illness came to its end, were struck with grief. As Cicero asked – Qui 
potest mortem metuens esse non miser?

Indeed, “is it possible to think about death and be happy?” His grave illness 
and the thought that Professor Białuński had to face it on a daily basis, agonized his 
family and numerous friends that were attached to him through common acade-
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mic pursuits, as well as those remaining with him in master – apprentice relation-
ships. Professor Białuński gave his closest relatives enough time to prepare for the 
worst, even though at the same time he did not deprive them of hope that he would 
improve, and that, with the loving care of his wife and son, he might ultimately 
be able to fully recover. Professor Gerard Labuda had a saying about the “healing 
powers of research”. Consciously or not, Professor Białuński clearly adhered to this 
expression, as research was – just after his family – the most important pursuit of 
his life. This is reflected by the extensiveness of his research output that encompas-
ses over 250 publications including 12 monographs. Despite a progressing illness, 
he worked assiduously until the end. Even when he was already moving with con-
siderable difficulty between voluminous historical sources heaped up at his house, 
he did not lose his intellectual powers, still continuing his research and submitting 
research papers for publication. Five of them were published after his death. A rich 
collection of studies by Professor Białuński prepared in the last months of his life 
will soon appear in print.    

Grzegorz Białuński was born on 2 April 1967 in Giżycko, lived and grew up 
in the little village of Skop with two sisters and a brother. Between 1981–1985, 
he attended the Wojciech Kętrzyński Comprehensive Lyceum in Giżycko. After he 
successfully passed the maturity exam, Białuński enrolled as a student at Nicolaus 
Copernicus University in Toruń from which he graduated in 1990. During his stu-
dies he took great interest in the history of Prussia and Masuria. Nevertheless, he 
often emphasized that his fascination with the prehistory and early history of his 
native territory originated in his childhood from interest in a hillfort situated in 
the village of Jeziorko. As a high school pupil, he keenly learned about Prussia. 
During his studies at the University of Toruń, Grzegorz Białuński broadened his 
knowledge by means of participation in the Student Association of Researchers 
of Warmia and Masuria, presided over by Professor Janusz Małłek, with whom he 
maintained cordial relations also after graduating. His interest in medieval studies, 
and especially in the medieval history of Prussia, influenced his choice of a master 
thesis topic that was eventually written under the supervision of Professor Antoni 
Czacharowski. On 12 June 1990, Professor Białuński defended his thesis entitled 
“Galindians – the development and demise of the tribe”. Topics related to Galindia 
and Galindians often appeared in his subsequent works and significantly influen-
ced the research profile of first a young and ambitious master of arts, then doctor 
and finally professor. At any rate, this subject was capacious enough to encom-
pass a chronological range stretching from early medieval times until the modern 
era. Grzegorz Białuński used this opportunity (inspired also by Professor Janusz 
Małłek) to prepare his doctoral thesis to which he applied his knowledge obtained 
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during the previous research and combined it with an analysis of new sources that 
helped him gain new experiences related to settlement theory and social studies. 
When writing his doctoral thesis with Professor Marian Biskup as his doctoral 
advisor, he first worked from September 1990 as a history teacher at a small school 
in Skop, and afterwards in Giżycko that was situated 14 km away. He often recalled 
his years as a teacher with a smile, saying that he found the work very satisfying, 
especially when preparing his students for school contests. On the other hand, his 
inherently calm nature was not always, as he claimed, compatible with the more 
vivacious behaviour of his students.   

Undoubtedly, the first crucial moment in the life of Grzegorz Białuński was 
his wedding to his faithful companion Marta (née Chwalba) that took place on 
4 August 1990. Two years later the Białuński family welcomed their son Maciej into 
the world. The difficult period of combining professional, marital and paternal du-
ties required a great deal of discipline and organisation. All of this did not, however, 
hinder the defense of Białuński’s doctoral thesis entitled „Osadnictwo południowej 
i środkowej strefy Wielkich Jezior Mazurskich – starostwo leckie (giżyckie) i ryń-
skie od XIV do początku XVIII wieku. Studium zmian osadniczych na środkowych 
Mazurach” (Settlement in the southern and middle area of the Great Masurian La-
kes – the Lec and Ryńsk Starostwo between the 14th and 18th century. The study of 
settlement development in Middle Masuria) that occurred on 6 March 1990. The 
academic degree opened up for him new career prospects.

On 1 September 1996, Grzegorz Białuński began to work at the Wojciech 
Kętrzyński Research Centre in Olsztyn. His dissertation was recognised as out-
standing, and in 1997 he was awarded the first Wojciech Kętrzyński prize. The time 
spent at the Centre was an exceptionally valuable and fruitful period of his re search 
activity. It resulted in three of his highly esteemed and still cited books. The first 
one was a monograph based upon his doctoral research Osadnictwo regionu Wiel-
kich Jezior Mazurskich od XIV do początków XVIII wiek. Starostwo leckie (giżyckie i 
ryńskie) (“Settlement in the area of the Great Masurian Lakes from the 14th century 
until the beginning of the 18th century. Lec (Giżycko and Ryńsk) Starostwo”) pu-
blished in Olsztyn in 1996. The book was translated into German as Siedlungswesen 
im Bereich der Groβen Masurischen Seen vom 14. bis 18. Jahrhundert – Ämter Löt-
zen und Rhein, and published in Hamburg in 2005. Subsequent publications inclu-
ded Studia z dziejów plemion pruskich i jaćwieskich (“Studies on the History of the 
Prussian and Yotvingians Tribes”), Olsztyn 1999; Przemiany społeczno-ludnościowe 
południowo-wschodnich obszarów Prus Krzyżackich i Książęcych (do 1568 r.) (“So-
cio-population changes in the regions of Southeastern Teutonic and Ducal Prussia 
[until 1568]”), Olsztyn 2001; Kolonizacja Wielkiej puszczy (do 1568 r.) – starostwa 
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piskie, ełckie, straduńskie, zelkowskie i węgoborskie (węgorzewskie), (“The Coloni-
sation of the Great Forest [until 1568] – Pisz, Ełk, Straduny and Węgobork [Wę-
gorzewo] Starostwo”), Olsztyn 2002. The latter became the basis of his habilitation 
colloquium that took place on 8 October 2002 at Nicolaus Copernicus University in 
Toruń. While working at the Wojciech Kętrzyński Research Centre, Grzegorz Bia-
łuński also co-created Komunikaty Mazursko-Warmińskie (“Masurian-Warmian 
Bulletin”), to which he contributed even several papers per year in this journal. 
He also edited many joint publications and co-organised academic conferences. 
Moreover, he saw a particular value in forming a historical and regional awareness 
of the Warmian and Masurian inhabitants, which inspired his popularisation ac-
tivities. He diligently traced the latest publications. The reviews he wrote in that 
period abounded in meritorical comments and greatly influenced the environment 
of Polish medievalists.

In 2004, Grzegorz Białuński was appointed to a fellowship at the University of 
Warmia and Masuria, moreover he was still employed at the Wojciech Kętrzyński Rese-
arch Centre (until 2014 it was his main research center). At the beginning of the acade-
mic year, he joined the Institute of History and International Relations (as an Associate 
Professor), and headed the Department of Baltic Land History. His research work in 
that period resulted in the following research papers and monographs: Ród Prusa Kleca 
ze szczególnym uwzględnieniem rodziny von Pfeilsdorfów-Pilewskich (“The clan of Prus 
Klec with particular attention to the Pfeilsdorf-Pilewski family”), Malbork 2006; Mi-
sja prusko-litewska biskupa Brunona z Kwerfurtu (The Prussian-Lithuanian Mission of 
Bishop Brunon of Querfurt”), Olsztyn 2010; Studia z dziejów rycerskich i szlacheckich 
rodów pruskich (XIII–XVI wiek). Część I (Studies from the History of Knightly and Ari-
stocratic Prussian Families (13th–16th century). Part 1”), Olsztyn 2012.

On 12 January 2012, partly owing to his extensive research output, Grzegorz 
Białuński was appointed Professor Ordinarius (Chair Professor) by the president of 
the Polish Republic, Bronisław Komorowski, and on 22 February 2012 he received 
his professorial nomination in person. This year was undoubtedly exceptional for 
the new-fledged professor. He not only took over the duties of the Staff Vice-Rector 
at the University of Warmia and Masuria in Olsztyn, but also started working at 
the Law and Administration Department as the head of the Department of Com-
mon Law History, Roman Law and Legal Comparatistics, which resulted from his 
research interest in the legal practices (also customary) in Prussia from the tribal 
period until the modern era. This research was published in the form of several 
articles and a monograph entitled „Gerichte und Gerechtigkeit, auch andere gute 
Policey und Ordnung. Studia z dziejów prawa i ustroju na ziemiach pruskich (“Laws 
and Justice, and Other Good Regulations and Order. Studies on the History of Law 
and Political System of Prussian Lands”), Olsztyn 2016.  
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During his employment at the Private Vocational High School in Giżycko 
(between 2001–2010), where he held a position of a lecturer at the Department 
of Tourism teaching history of the region, Professor Białuński demonstrated his 
expert skills both as an exceptional researcher and a gifted pedagogue. He also 
showcased those skills during many academic conferences and in his daily work 
with academic students. In addition to his outstanding expertise, his manners were 
impeccable. The usual outfit he wore at work consisted of a jacket, a white shirt and 
a tie. His students still remember him as an exceptionally warm person, tactful and 
elegant, nonjudgmental with regard to appearance or principles. Certainly due to 
those features, he was eagerly chosen as a bachelor, master and doctoral advisor. 
His doctoral candidates treated him, as we may attest based on our own experien-
ce, with an utmost respect. He never refused them his help and advice. He always 
readily served them with his comments, his private library and source material, he 
often guided them through archives and supported during conferences. The coope-
ration with him was both a pleasure and a challenge.  

Professor Białuński always tried to act reserved in interhuman relations; his 
nature, however, was more jovial than it at first appeared. He always opened doc-
toral seminars with a casual small talk on miscellaneous topics, only to cut it short 
soon with a sacramental: “well…, and now let us hear your news, is there any pro-
gress in your works, what problems have you encountered, what successes have 
you had…”, and he took true interest in what we had to say. He always appreciated 
the efforts of his students and doctoral candidates. Sometimes he was particular in 
such a degree that he even thanked his students for remarks on a given problem in 
the footnotes of his publications. He also encouraged them to read his books and he 
was sincerely content when they were able to point out his shortcomings. Between 
2011 and 2018, Professor Białuński successfully advised six doctoral candidates. 

Professor Białuński introduced his students to the world of research organi-
sing the Seminarium Prussicum as part of the academic meetings of the Pruthenia 
Academic Association. From 2001, he was an active member of this society, an 
initiator and the editor-in-chief of the Pruthenia Journal, the head of its editorial 
board, co-organiser of the series of conferences known as Colloquia Baltica and 
a board member. 

Human life is full of unexpected turns and symbolic incidents. Looking at 
the life of Professor Białuński, one may have an impression that this also was true 
in his case. On 21 October 2017, at a conference in Reszel organised in the 680th 

anniversary of the town, the professor seemed tired. After the sessions ended and 
everybody gathered around tables laden with delicious cakes, his appetite was more 
restrained than usual (even though he liked sweets). He complained of a stomach 
ache and confessed that he was soon due for a checkup. Several days later he re-
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ceived a grim diagnosis. This was the last conference he attended. Nevertheless, 
together with one of his PhD student Robert Klimek he undertook the edition of 
the conference proceedings: Reszel. 680 Years of History. Unfortunately, he did not 
manage to read it, as the book was published on the same day he passed away.

Seneca the Younger said that “life without research is death itself and a tomb 
for a living man.” Professor Białuński lived truly. He was an unparalleled example 
for his students. For his family, he was a loving husband and father. His family was 
his support and the central point of his life. During his work in the Secret State 
Archives Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation in Berlin, or during prolonging 
meetings and discussions on academic topics, when each moment spent with the 
professor was crucial for us, he would rise at a certain time, finish his work, and 
wish us a good evening, saying: “please excuse me, but I promised my wife to come 
home on time...”
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